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BELLS.

Knowi.ton-Dumpiik.
Thursday, Nov.
21st, Mr. James F. Knowltou of North Belfast ami Miss Mary E. Dumphe of Morrill
w ere united in marriage at the home of the
groom m the presence of a large number of
friends and relatives from Belfast, Waldo,
Belmont and Morrill. At 1.30 o’clock Mrs.
T. N. Pearson of Morrill began to play the
wedding march and the bridal party entered the parlor, the groom leaning on the arm
of the best man, Mr. S. L. Murch of Belmont.
The bride was escorted by Mrs.
Carrie Murch, as matron of honor. The
ceremony was performed by Rev. II. I.
Holt of Morrill. The bride was attired in
silver gray ladies' cloth w ith white taffeta
silk waist. Mrs. Murch wore a dress of
blue Venetian goods with a peau de soie
silk waist. The affair was under the direction of Miss Flora B. Dumphe, a sister
of the bride, who was attired in black
broadcloth with fancy waist of black taffeta
and pink chiffon trimmings. A bounteous
dinner was served to the guests. Their
many useful presents from the guests, included the following: Table cloth and
slippers, Miss Flora B. Dumphe; silver
spoons, Dr. and Mrs. T. N. Pearson ; water
set, Mrs. John Thomas and Miss Mae
Thomas; fruit dish, Mrs. Gordon; picture,
Miss Mayhew; towels, Mr. and Mrs. Byron
L. Pitcher; vases, Mrs. Thomas Knowltou ;
towels, Mr. and Mrs. S. L. Murch; napkins,
D. J. Kimball and family; napkins and leggins, Mrs. B. M. Dumphe; Japanese rug,
Mrs. Mary Murch ; silver sugar shell, Miss
Mabel Mears; cups and saucers, Mr. and
Mrs. Mayhew; fancy apron, Mr. and Mrs.
Fred Greer; handkerchiefs, Mrs. Deborah
Brayler; fancy comb and brush tray,
Alfred Walton; toilet soap, Mrs. Ella
Davis; bureau scarf, cut work, Mrs. L.
Bucklin.

The fire in Odd Fellows’ Block, Wednesday afternoon, Nov. 20th, was more destructive than would appear from a superficial
examination of the building, the stocks of

goods and the office property endangered.
As stated in The .lournal last week the
fire originated about 2 o’clock from the explosion of a kerosene lantern in Ilowes &
Co.’s cellar. The cellar is quite dark and it
is necessary to use a lantern there most of
the time. One of the clerks went into the
cellar to refill the alcohol bottle for the drug
department. The bottle holds about a gallon, and when nearly full the bottom dropped out and the alcohol flowed across the
floor to the lantern, which stood about 4
feet away. The alcohol probably reached
the flame of the lantern, for a blaze immediately sprang up, followed by the explosion
of the lantern. The flames spread rapidly
and the clerk ran up stairs for help. When
the others arrived it was impossible to get
into the cellar on account of the dense
smoke, and the fire alarm was rung in.
Washington Hose Co. was quickly on hand
and three streams from the hydrants were
turned into the cellar, through a rollway
door on Beaver street and two cellar windows facing High street. The cellar was
full of dense smoke, which poured in large
The fire
volumes from every opening.
could not be seen, and the firemen directed
the streams as best they could. The building is very heavily timbered and the fire
working on the under side of the floor timbers could not be reached to advantage.
The tire alarm was not heard in the upper
neighborhood and it was some time before
Seaside Hose Co. arrived, but when they
came they put on three more streams, the
two companies playing as above described,
and also through the front windows and a
rollway which led to the furnace room. For
nearly two hours the fight was continued
in the cellar, and as the flames did not break
out it was thought the fire was under control, but it was then found that it was following the water, gas and steam pipes
through the partitions into the upper part
of the building.
Holes were at once cut
through in Burkett’s carpet room and W.
P. Thompson’s law office on the second
lioor and in the Rebekah's ante-room on the
third floor, and lire was found in every
place where pipes led up inside the partitions. The hose and the chemical fire extinguishers soon had these extinguished, and
the smoke in the cellar having cleared away
so that the firemen could do effective work
there, by 5 o’clock the fire was practically

the oil cloths and mattings bruised and
broken.
His first estimate of his loss was

$20,000.
Waldo Lodge, Penobscot Encampment,
Canton Pallas and Aurora Rebekah Lodge
had about $4,000 worth of furniture, fit-

tings, lodge paraphernalia, etc., including
the frescoing on the walls of the lodge
room, which cost $300. The frescoing is
ruined. Their other property was damaged
but little.
The law offices of George E. Johnson,
Judge of Probate; R. W. Rogers, Police
Judge; and W. P. Thompson, Insolvency
Referee, each contained valuable libraries,
which were more or less damaged in the
moving; and Drs. S. W. Johnson and J. C.
Ham had well furnished offices and laboratories, medical works, medicines, etc. These
offices were all on the second floor, and none
of the tenants had insurance except Judge
Johnson, who had a small amount on his
law library.
Mr. Thompson’s and Dr.
Ham’s offices were badly damaged by water and by being cut into to find the fire.
Mr. Thompson has moved temporarily into
the office with Judge Rogers, and Dr. Ham
has moved his office to his house.
Judge
Johnson and Dr. Johnson have returned to
their offices.
While the fire was in progress Howes &
Co. opened negotiations with C. 0. Poor for
the Johnson store on Phenix row, and
Thursday morning leased it and took possession. It is fitted with shelving, counters,
etc., and has a large and light basement
with an entrance from the rear.
Mr. A. A.
Ilowes was in Boston at the time of the fire,
having gone there to buy goods. He returned by Thursday morning’s train. The
goods he bought in Boston were taken at
once to the Johnson store and others ordered by telephone, so that they now have a
complete stock at their temporary headquarters. Thursday morning the Howes
delivery teams were out as usual, but their
orders were filled by Swift & Paul, and Miss
Hattie Bates, bookkeeper for Howes & Co.,
continued her work in their office. Business
at the old stand was suspended while the
work of clearing up and taking account of
stock went on.
Geo. W. Burkett was obliged to suspend
business and close his store during stocktaking, preparatory to a settlement with the
insurance companies.
As elsewhere announced the store will be reopened for
business Friday, Nov. 29th. Further particulars next week.
When the fire started the water was turned off at the pumping station in order to set
the new hydrant on Northport avenue near
the mile tree. As no provision had been
made for placing a hydrant here a section
of the main pipe had to be taken out and
another section put in, making quite a
difficult and troublesome job. Soon after
the alarm some one telephoned Mr. George
K. Williamson at his residence on Northport avenue to notify Mr. Shaw, who with a
crew was putting in the hydrant, that a big
fire was in progress. Mr. Shaw replied that
in ten minutes he would have the pipe all
set and that Mr. Bird would then be at
the station ready to start the pump. This
was done, and there was no lack of water.
Mr. Bird, superintendent of the Belfast
Water Co., estimates that 250,000 gallons
were used.
The building was examined Saturday and
it was found that a section of the floor timbers under Howes & Co.’s store was burned so badly that a new floor will be necessary. The section is about 25 feet square.
The partition between the Howes cellar and
the boiler room is badly burned for about
30 feet. The walls throughout the building,
wherever pipes led, are charred badly, and
a good many holes are cut through in the
upper rooms. Much damage is done by
water all through the building except in the
front offices and the Odd Fellows lodge room
and banquet room.

Heath-Heath.
On Tuesday evening,
Nov. l!>th, a party of some twelve relatives
and neighbors assembled at the residence
of Henry Ii. Heath of Stockton Springs, by
invitation, to witness the marriage of their
adopted daughter, Mary, to Edgar L. Heath
out.
of Penobscot. The ring ceremony was perBurkett moved a part of his stock, and
formed by J. G. Lambert, Esq.
The bride
the Odd Fellows and the occupants of the
was formerly an inmate of the Girls’ Home
of Belfast, and was adopted by Mr. and offices took out nearly all their movable
Mrs. Henry B. Heath some live or six years property. Fogg & Brown, in the Howes
block adjoining, took their fresh meat and
ago, since which time their home has been
happy in love and devotion on the part of poultry out and loaded it upon teams in the
the foster parents, and with gratitude and street, but did not haul it away. The water
appreciation on the part of the adopted. came in through a cellar drain from the
The bride was prettily attired in blue and Howes cellar, and their market was filled
white satin, with dainty llowers in the cor- with smoke. The stores on that side of
Main street from C. C. Coombs’ shoe store
sage, and carried a bouquet. After the cerebelow to Locke's jewelry store above were
mony wedding cake was served, and the
happy company passed the evening in social all more or less affected by the smoke, and
intercourse, interspersed with organ music, the cellars up the street were so full of it
singing, etc. It was a pretty wedding and no one could stay in them.
When it was found that the fire was out
much enjoyed by all present. The groon is
the occupants of the block the police and
one of the industrious, promising joung
men of
Penobscot, and will undoubtedly fire department arranged for caring for the
make his mark in the future.
property during the night. Watchmen
were put on and the hose companies were
Dooey-Harkiman.
The wedding of held in readiness for immediate work if
.Samuel N. Hooey and Martha E. llarriman
needed. Thieves, however, managed to get
took place at the home of the bride in Prosaway with some goods. The most daring
pect Thursday, Nov. 21st, at 5 p. m. The thieving was done in Burkett’s
carpet
ceremony was performed by Rev. Robert room. Parties went in through the door
Sutcliffe, pastor of the Methodist church in from the front corridor and passed valuable
Bucksport, and only the immediate rela- rugs, art squares, etc., to accomplices waittives of the contracting parties were presing in Beaver street. People who saw them
ent.
The groom is a popular Brewer young
at first supposed they were employed to
who
is
in
the
man,
employ of C. H. Savage, carry out the goods, but it was
thought
Bangor. The bride is a joung lady of esstrange that Mr. Burkett should be taktimable qualities and has many friends.
ing out goods at that time, and he was
Mr. and Mrs. Hooey will reside in Brewer.
notified
The theives in some way got
Messrs. W. A. R. Boothby and Martin T.
alarmed and left, but carried away many
The John D. Rust Estate.
Bartlett of Waterville, A. L. Berry and G.
valuable pieces.
A. Furness of Boston and J. H. Campbell
Allowance for Administrator’** Accouut
Clias. H. Field, insurance adjuster, who
of Manchester, N. H., representing the New
Opposed.
knew of the management of the MillikenThe Knox Co. probate court, Judge Miller
England Insurance Exchange, were in BelTomlinson
fire
in
that
this
Portland,
was
says
presiding,
occupied nearly all day Tuesfast Tuesday and adjusted the losses. The
day in hearing the petition for allowance on fire originated very much as that did, in a
inventory of A. A. Howes & Co. made 200
the estate of the late John D. Rust of Rock-" close cellar where the fire
could not be got
port. It appears that Mr. E. E. Payson of
pages of long bill paper. The insurance
Portland
had
12
at.
streams
from the steam
the firm of Mowry & Payson of Rockland, is
men expressed themselves as much pleased
administrator with the will annexed, and fire engines and 6 extra large ones from the
with the manner in which the Belfast fire
has administered the estate since the de- tire boat. The
in that case did
department
cease of the testator in 1890 and
department handled the fire.
Tuesday noble work, but the building was
completepresented his account for allowance by the
court.
ly destroyed. Mr. Field took occasion to
The National Grange.
Mr. Payson, who is now in Brooklyn, N. thank and congratulate Chief
Engineer F.
Y., was represented by Mr. A. S. Littlefield, II. Welch for the able manner in
which
the
At the forenoon session of the National
and representing relatives of two of the
beneficiaries under the will appeared Mayor fire in Odd Fellows' block was handled. Grange in Lewiston the following officers
Gould and Rodney I. Thompson in opposi- Chief Welch, Assistant Engineer R. T. were elected: National Worthy Master,
Aaron Jones; National Worthy Overseer,!
tion to the allowance of the account.
Rankin and the hosemen of the two comObediah Gardner of Maine; National WorIt appears that John D. Rust, who died
Nov. TJ, 1890, left a widow, Sarah M. Rust, panies are entitled to a great deal of credit thy Lecturer, N. J. Bachelder of New
and two children, J. Oscar and George A., for the good fight they made.
Hampshire: National Worthy Steward, V.
C. Jewett of Massachusetts; National Worincompetents, who are under guardianship,
The
officers
held
the usual in- thy Assistant Steward, C. 0. Raineof MisMunicipal
and a property estimated at his death to
amount to about J;2fl,000.
Mr. Payson was vestigation Thursday afternoon.
They souri j Chaplain, W. K. Thompson of South
Mrs. EvaS. McDowell,
administrator
under
the
will
and
that
the
decided
appointed
origin of the fire was Carolina; Treasurer,
Columbus, 0.; Secretary, John Trumble,
Tuesday’s was the first accounting present- accidental, from the
explosion of a lantern, Washington, D. C.; Gatekeeper, George W.
ed the probate court.
Relatives of the children, through their and that the totals of loss, etc., were as fol- Baird, Minnesota; Ceres, Mrs. M. M. Wilson, Magnolia, 111.; Pomona, Mrs. Cordelia
counsel,objected to the allowance of the ac- lows :
Atkinson of Morgantown, W. Va.; Flora,
count.
Judge Miller held the matter open till Mr. Estimated value of building.*30,000 Mrs. S. B. Wolcott of Covington, Ky.; Lady
to
damage
Assistant
building. 5,000
Steward, Mrs. Maria Hill of
Payson could be present.—Rockland Star.
Insurance on building. 20,000 Pennsylvania; member of Executive ComEstimated
value
of
contents. 52,000 mittee, E. B. Norris, Sodus, N. Y.
ResoluNews of the Granges.
damage to contents. 30,300 tions were passed urging Congress to put a
Insurance on contents. 48,700 tax of ten cents a pound on
oleomargarine
has
finished
its literary conEquity Grange
and all other substitutes for dairy butter.
The insurance carried on the building,
test between the brothers and sisters, and
Other laws for pure food were urged. Reswas
as
follows:
olutions were also adopted in favor of a
it is decided in favor of the former. The stocks, etc.,
universal
peace congress in connection with
sisters will give a treat to the grange in the On building.*20,000
The
G. W. Burkett, stock. 14,000 the exposition at Charleston, S. C.
near future.
sessions
were held Friday. Officers
A. A. Howes & Co., stock. 11.500 closing
were
in
installed
the
and
Michiafternoon,
Farm and Home says of the National Odd Fellows.
gan selected as the scene of the next nationGrange meeting in Lewiston: “Out of the
Seven different companies carried insur- al gathering.
The selection of the city to
entire membership of the national grange ance on the
be honored is left to the executive commitproperty, in the agencies of tee.
present there were only—addicted to the James Pattee & Son, Field &
and
Quimby
use of tobacco in any form, and all of them
M. C. Hill.
The Recent Storm.
were total abstainers from the use of intoxHowes & Co.'s stock is badly damaged
by
icants. These facts hardly had to be told to fire, smoke and water.
The storm which began last Sunday has
The firm estimated
one who met them, for they bore the stamp the stock as worth
verj severe all along the New Eng$18,000 and damage been
land coast, but fewer disasters to shipping
of men of clean habits and pure lives.” about $10,000.
are reported than usually
result from
By an unfortunate typographical error the
Burkett had received a large part of his November gales. A New York
dispatch of
number of those .yrtio used tobacco was goods for the Christmas
the
25th
“Estimates
of
the damage
says:
trade and estimatomitted, but the textlwould indicate that it ed the stock to be worth $30,000. Much of done by the great .storm yesterday reach
*1,000,000. Hundreds of small craft were
was a small percentage^t-lfee total memberit is discolored by smoke and damaged
by wrecked, piers were battered down and
JH 'i .x
ship.
water, and the carpets are badly wet and hundreds of houses were damaged.”
.0001 ,01 19d 1119990
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Mrs. Hannah W. Thorndike died instantThe repairs and improvements of tbe
ly of heart disease at her home with her Methodist church are finished and the dedidaughter, Mrs. Clara T. Sibley, Tuesday catory services were opened Tuesday evenafternoon.
She had been apparently as ing, Nov. 26th. The audience room has
well as usual and went up stairs about 12 been thoroughly renovated, a handsome
o’clock. Her daughter went to call her at steel ceiling put in, the walls painted, the
1 o’clock, and found that she had passed platform enlarged, an aisle made across the
away. Mrs. Thorndike was born in Jack- rear of the room, a new carpet laid, the pew
son, a daughter of the late Ebenezer Wil- cushions newly covered and some changes
liams. Her mother died when she was an made in the pews. A new pulpit, given to
infant and she became a member of the thechurchby a friend,was used for the first
family of Alfred Roberts of Brooks, where time at this service. New furnaces have
she lived until her marriage to Timothy been put in, and the heating and ventilation
Thorndike of that town about 1841. From generally improved. The seating capacity
Brooks they moved to Troy, N. Y., and of the pews is 425.
thence to Holyoke, Mass., and again to
An audience of about 300 attended the
Greenwich, Ct., where their daughter dedicatory services Tuesday evening. The
Clara, now Mrs. Edward Sibley, was born. exercises opened with an organ voluntary
They came to Belfast in 1851, and Mr. by Miss Ginn, followed by invocation by
Thorndike went into the dry goods business, Rev. T. S. Ross of Newport. This was folafterwards changing to crockery ware. He lowed by singing by the Baptist quartette,
served during the war as quarter-master of Messrs. Pitcher and Emery
White, Mrs
the 26th Maine Infantry. He died in Junu- Pitcher and Mrs. Frost, with Miss Ginn at
ary, 1874.
They had two children, Mrs. the organ. The 48th Psalm was read reSibley and Edward 0. Thorndike, both liv- sponsively, and prayer offered by Rev. H.
ing in Belfast. She leaves one sister, Mrs. W. Norton of Searsport. Rev. T. S. Ross
Isabel Dexter of Worcester, Mass.
Her read the 40th chapter of Isaiah from the 12th
only brother, Capt. Charles Williams of verse to the end of the chapter. Mr. and
Mrs. Mrs. Pitcher sang a duett.
Portland, died several years ago.
Thorndike was a member of the CongregaRev. G. E. Edgett, pastor of the church,
tional church and an original member of announced that $1056.64 had been
paid on
the W. C. T. U., in both of which she was a the improvements,
leaving a debt of only
faithful, active and efficient worker. She $270, which it was hoped to raise at this
was true and faithful in all the relations of
meeting. He stated that the $300 given
life, and her many friends sincerely mourn some time ago towards the fund was from
the loss of one who was dear to all who
knew her. The funeral will be held at her
late home to-morrow, Friday afternoon at
2 o’clock. Her pastor, Rev. Geo. S. Mills,
will officiate.
Mrs. Eliza Dodge Sargent died at the
home of her daughter, Mrs. Julia White of
Winterport, Nov. 10th, aged 89 years and 11
months. Mrs. Sargent was the daughter of
Joshua and Betsey Stewart Dodge of Islesboro. Her married life was spent in Monroe, and in her declining years she has been
tenderly cared for in the homes of her children. Mr. Sargent died in 1873. Mrs. Sargent was the mother of eleven children,
nine of whom arrived at man and womanhood, and five of whom survive her: Mrs.
Rosina Ford of Swanville, Watson B. of
Monroe, Arvilla of Melrose, Mass., Mrs.
Julia White of Winterport and Joshua D.
of Alton, Me. She also leaves two sisters,
Mrs. Martha Babbidge, and Mrs. Prudence
Williams; and one brother, Wm. Dodge, all
living in Islesboro. Mrs. Sargent was exceptionally lovable and pleasant in her disposition, with a heart filled with the best of
thoughts, and always had a ready word of
sympathy and cheer for all. Her intellect
remained undimmed to the last, and although her sickness was long and tiresome,
and at times her suffering was keen, she
never murmured, but always counted her
blessings and appreciated the many comforts with which she was surrounded. To a
friend who called shortly before her death
she said: “No one was ever cared for as
tenderly as I am.” A good woman, a true
Christian, a loving mother and kind friend,
in the rich fullness of her years has gone to
her reward, leaving behind her in the sorrowing hearts of her friends precious
memories. Rev. David Brackett of Brooks
spoke words of sweetest comfort at the
funeral services. The interment was in the
family lot at Monroe Centre.
Mrs. Harriet Carman died very suddenly
in Montclair, N. J., Nov. 23d. She was
born in Hallowell, where her mother died
when she was three years of age. She was
taken into the family of her aunt and uncle,
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Marshall of Belfast,
and was a member of their household until
she was about seventeen years old, when
she went to New York to live with her
father, who was in the steamboat business
there. She married Gilson Carman of New
York, a member of the firm of Middleton,
Carman & Co., wholesale fish dealers. He
died several years ago, leaving three daughters, Mrs. Oscar W. Pitcher of Colorado
Springs, Colo., Mrs. John Pierce of New
Tork and Miss Alice Carman, the latter
now deceased.
She leaves one grandson,
Reginald MacKnight. Mr. and Mrs. Carman were frequent visitors in Belfast during his lifetime, and since his death Mrs.
Carman and her daughters have spent many
summers in Belfast. Mrs. Carman and Mrs.
Pierce were here last summer. The deceased had a large circle of friends by whom
she will be greatly missed.

Mrs. S. C. Sherman. The statement was
then made that owing to an accident on the
Maine Central railway at Clinton, Rev. E.
H. Boynton of Brewer and Rev. E. K.
Smith of Bangor could not be present. It
was decided to continue the service.
After
the singing of a hymn by the congregation,
Rev. T. F. Jones, Presiding Elder, gave a
sermon from I Tim. 5: 8, “But if any man
provide not for his own and specially for
those of his own house, he hath denied the
faith and is worse than an infidel.” He
argued that it is man’s duty to provide not
only for the physical, but also for the intellectual, moral and religious needs of his
household.
The congregation then sang,
“O for a thousand tongues to sing.”
The delayed train having then arrived
Messrs. Smith and Boynton came in and
the former gave an interesting discourse
on “A Glorious Church.”
A church to be
a glorious church, he said, should be an
optimistic, working, witnessing church.
Mr. Boynton made an address in behalf
of liberal contributions towards paying the
debt in full, as the church could not be dedicated until it was free from debt. The sum
of $210 was raised, leaving a balance of $60.
As the full sum was not raised the services
were adjourned, at 10.45 o’clock, to Sunday
forenoon.
The meeting closed with the doxology by
the congregation and benediction by Rev.
E. II. Boynton.
Maine’s
The

Manufacturing

Industries.

office has made public a preliminary report regarding the manufacturing industries of the State of Maine and
the cities of Lewiston, Portland and Bangor, according to the returns of the census
of 1000.
For the State at large the report
shows as follows:
Per cent,
increase
since 1X90.
1900.
N umber of establish32.8
ments.
(>,702
census

Capital.$122,918,620
Wage earners,

52.8

average

number.
0.5
74,908
Total wages.$ 28,540,189
24.3
Miscellaneous expens63.0
es.$ 7,703,870
Cost of Materials used,$ 68,803,408
33.7
Value of products including custom work
and repairing.$127,361,485
33.1
In Lewiston the number of establishments in 1900 was 282 and the capital invested amounted to $10,984,871, against 214
establishments and $8,324,231 capital investIn Portland there were 639 esed in 1890.
tablishments and $6,991,251 of capital invested in 1900, against 602 establishments
and $6,887,557 of capital invested in 1890.
While Portland has 23 less establishments
than in 1890 the capital is somewhat larger.
In Bangor there were 315 establishments
with a capital of $2,743,048 in 1900.
Transfers in

Real

Estate.

Miss Eliza A. Ellis, formerly of Montville,
died at the home of W. F. White in CransThe following transfers in real estate
ton, R. I., Nov. fith, aged nearly 89 years. were recorded in Waldo
County Registry
She was the daughter of the late Joseph
and Nancy Ellis, and was born and had of Deeds for the week ending Nov. 27, 1901:
always lived in Montville until the past Wm. J. Heal, Belfast, to Rachel E. Sinclair,
summer, when she went to Cranston with
land and buildings in Belfast. CourtMr. White’s family and with whom she had do.;
made her home for the past few years. ney B. Ellis, Searsport, to town of SearsShe tenderly cared for her parents, two port ; land and buildings in Searsport. Lucy
brothers and an invalid sister, in their de- A. Butterfield et
als., Frankfort, to Mt.
clining years, and was the last of the Waldo Granite
Works; land and buildings
family. She leaves no relatives, but a
large circle of friends, many of them young in Frankfort. Fred W. Savage, New York,
people, who remember her many kindnesses to Alanson J. Merrill, Bangor; land in
in tneir childhood, as she was
particlarly
fond of children and was most happy with Nortliport and lslesboro. Wm. B. Sprowl,
children around her. It surely can be said Winterport, to Frank N. Eaton, do.; land
of her, “none knew her but to love her.” and
buildings in Winterport. Eliza J.
The remains were brought to Montville and
interred in the family lot at White’s Corner Howes, Liberty, to Chas. M. Howes, do.;
land in Liberty. Geo. E. Reynolds, BurnCemetery.
ham, to Geo. H. Morse, Pittsfield; land in
Clementine H. Tuttle died in Waltham, Burnham.
Henry N. Stinson, Prospect,
Nov.
18th of consumption, at the age
Mass.,
of 21 years. She was born in Castine, a to Susan J. Stinson, do.; land and builddaughter of Clara (Hatch) and the late ings in Prospect. A. E. Nickerson, SwanJohn Rowell, and was married Jan. 3, 1899,
to Jeremiah Bowen, Monroe; laud in
to Frank A. Tuttle of Belfast. They have ville,
Frances D. Staples, Stockton
lived in Waltham, where Mr. Tuttle is em- Monroe.
ployed in the watch factory, about a year. Springs, to Sarah R. Barrett, do.; land and
Her husband, mother and two sisters sur- buildings in Stockton
Springs. Herbert M.
vive her. Funeral services were held in
to Percival L. Cilley, Jackson;
Waltham Tuesday, and the remains were Cole, Etna,
land in Jackson. Frank Harding, Knox, to
taken to Castine for interment.
Horace N. Bryant, Thorndike; land in
Walter D. Stinson, postmaster of Augusta, Thorndike. James Bryant,
Vassalboro, to
died Nov. 25th, after an illness of five weeks
James A. Bryant, Thorndike; land in
with typhoid fever, aged nearly 44
years. Thorndike.
He was
prominent in the affairs of Augusta,
and will be missed there in many
ways.
He leaves a widow, daughter of Howard
The J. W. Bradbury Estate.
Owen, and two little daughters.
i The Court Asked for

Belfast Weather

Report

an

Interpretation of the

Will.

The late Hon. James W. Bradbury, late
United States Senator, who died on Jan. 6th
of this year, in his will, after making various bequests,-provided that the residue at
his estate be divided into two parts, one of
2H, 1901;
which should be placed in trust, the inoome to go to his son, Charles Bradbury of
e
s
Boston. The trustees named in the will
"
5 S» <S Wind, Sky, etc.
were Jas. 0. Bradbury of Saco, Henry A.
S
Jackson of Boston, and Oscar Holway of
The latter has since died and
Augusta.
20 36 22
N. Part cloudy.
Charles S. Hichborn, cashier of the First
21 33 14
W. Clear.
National
Bank
of this city, has been ap22 39 15
W. Part cloudy.
23 32 16
N.
pointed in his place.
24 37 13
While
E. Cloudy. Bain 4 p.m. Bain, sleet,
there nas been no attempt to break
and snow in night.
the will, it is understood that Hon. Orville
26 36 30
H. E. gale; cloudy; snow to 7 p. m.; D. Baker,
acting in behalf of Mr. Charles
snowfall 3 inches; precipitaBradbury, the son, will shortly bring an
tion, .64 Of an inch.
returnable
before the law court,
action,
26 31 21
N. E. gale; cloudy; very high tides;
very light snow fall; not which will sit in this city, Dec. 10th, for an
of
to
the
terms of the trust.
measure.
interpretation
_enough
The action is not to be regarded as an attack
Mr. T. A. Elliott went to Brooks Monday upon the
validity of the will, but merely
for the purpose of bringing the rest of bis for the
purpose of obtaining a court defamily to Presque Isle. They will occupy cision that will enable Mr. Bradbury to disthe house recently vacated by James Moir. pose of his trust
property by will.—Augus—Star Herald.
ta New Age.

Following is a summary of the weather
record of the Belfast station of the U. S
Weather Bureau for the week ending Nov.

I
I

J. K. Dennett left last
burn.

Saturday

Geo. R. Doak went to Boston
business.

for Au-

Saturday

on

Mrs. Geo. 0. Bailey returned from Boston

Saturday.
Arthur Coombs went to Brockton Saturwork.

day for

E. L. Smith of Chelsea was in Belfast last
week on business.
Mrs. Helen W. Crosby went to Portland
for a visit.

Monday
a

Rev. C. B. Piper returned Saturday from
visit in Orland.

Miss Annie M. Bean arrived home last
Friday from Boston.
Mr. and Mrs. Chas. M. Welch left Satur-

day for Massachusetts.
Charlie Webber has been at home a short
time on a furlough from the U. S. training

Horace Chenery is spending Thanksgiving in Belfast.
L. E. McMahan is at home from Skowhegan for Thanksgiving.
Miss Edith Gillam went to Skowhegan
to spend Thanksgiving.

Monday

Levi Clay of Citypoint has been appointed a justice of the peace and quorum.
Frank P. Wilson is at home from the Law
School in Bangor for the Thanksgiving vacation.
Mrs. J. H. Cooley of Lincolnville spent a
few days last week with Mr. and Mrs. J. F.
Churchill.
Hiram L. Partridge is in Augusta, where
he has employment with the Edwards’ Manufacturing Co.
Mrs. M. E. Norris and son Willie arrived
home last Saturday night from a short visit
to relatives in Hallowell.
C. B. Jones of Rockland visited his par-

ship Enterprise.
ents, Mr. and Mrs. John Jones, at the
Henry B. Cunningham arrived Saturday Revere House the first of the week.
from Whitman, Mass., to spend ThanksgivMiss Edith Wilson of Searsmont, a stu
ing with his family.
dent in the Castine Normal school, is at her
W. H. Snow, who has been driving a team uncle’s. Dr. E. A.
Wilson’s, ill with whoopfor F. L. Howard, is engineer and polisher ing cough.
for

Harrison, Wood

& Co.

Clarence Turner of Stonington has the
contract for three cottages, which he will
build at Isle au Ilaut this winter.
Fields S. Pendleton of New York, president of the Atlantic Carriers’ association,
was in Bath last Friday on business.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles S. Hichborn of
Augusta have been guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Bradbury of Boulder cottage, Camden.
Mrs. J. W. Jones left Saturday morning
for Bridgewater, Mass., w'here she will visit
while her household goods are being moved
to Concord, Mass.

Under the recent military appointments
at the University of Maine is the following:
To be captain, vice True promoted, First
Lieutenant E. J. Bartlett.

High School Notes.

Colby Rackliffe, B. H. S., ’99, who has been
attending Castine Normal School, is at home
for the vacation.
A good many out-of-town people were
absent from school Monday on account of
the storm.

The.-Sophomere- committee on class pins,
consisting of Misses Geneva Ileal, Leona
and Carleton Doak, have received
Mrs. B. A. Roundy, who has been in Bucklin,
samples from which to make a selection.
Hallowell since the death of her father, Mr.
The class colors are garnet and gold.
0. W. Sims, returned last
to her

Saturday

home in Malden, Mass.
Misses Johnson of Holden, Hutchins of
Penobscot and Fannie Stevens of Belfast
left Castine Normal school last week to
teach school in Trenton.

Some of the Senior class are taking
short arithmetic review.

a

Miss Louise W. Richards, B. II. S. ’98, is
home for the Thanksgiving vacation. Miss
Richards is a teacher in the model school of

Mrs. M. J. Curran of Bangor visited her
Farmington Normal.
mother, Mrs. Ellen Callinan last week. She
There will be no school today, Thursday,
was accompanied by Miss Agnes Collins of
or tomorrow.
Bangor, a niece of Mrs. Daniel O’Connell.
The Thanksgiving number of the New
York Christian Advocate contains a story
by Mrs. Flora Longfellow Turknett entitled
“Thanksgiving at James Street Church.”
Frank A. Tuttle was at home from
Waltham last week. He had been to Castine with the remains of his wife, who died
Nov. 18th. He returned to Waltham Satur-

John Holmes, B. H. S., ’99, is playing
the Waverley, Mass., foot ball team.

The High School foot ball team had a
scheduled with Camden High School,
to be played in Camden last Saturday, but
the manager received a letter Friday saving
the Camdens could not get a suitable field.

game

’*

day.

on

THE NEWS OF BROOKS.

Mrs. F. C. W’inters of Portland arrived
Friday to visit friends and relatives in Belfast.
Mrs. Winters was formerly Miss
Nellie, daughter of the late Chas. W. Haney
of this city.

Mrs. Martha Luce of Haverhill, Mass., is
visiting her brother, C. E. Lane.
Mrs. Henry Cunningham of Swanville is
visiting her father, Geo. F. Miller.

William J. Clifford of Cape Rozier, who
is superintendent of the quarries of the
Standard Granite Co. at Hall’s Quarry, Mt.

day

Desert, was on Saturday presented with
costly diamond ring by his workmen.

a

Mrs. N. R. Cook went to Newport Tuesto visit relatives and will remain until
after Thanksgiving.
C. F. Bessey 2d went to Barre, Vt., last
week and will work in the granite works of
his uncle, C. F. Bessey.

George H. Bemis, formerly of the Crosby
Inn, Belfast, has taken a position as stewC. E. Lane went to Boston Tuesday, and
ard of the Royal Victoria hotel at Nassau in will visit Taunton before his return, which
the Bahama islands. The hotel will open will be Saturday or Monday.
on Dec. 21 and Mr. Bemis will leave Bangor
E. T. Bessey is at home until after ThanksDec. 15.
giving. He is on the road in Massachusetts,
Mrs. Alice I. Thumbs left by train last for the Freeman Chemical Co. of Portland.
Friday noon for Portland, where she will
T. A. Elliott will move his family to
visit her son, J. C. W. Perry, for a few
Presque Isle this week. We are sorry to
weeks before going to South Bend, Ind„ to
have him leave town and hope his absence
spend the winter with her daughter, Mrs. will be but
temporary.
C. L. Millhouse.
The

schooner Joseph R. Ray of
Thomaston, which had been reported overdue, arrived at Buenos Ayres from Boston
Nov. 18th. Her engineer is Roy E. Young
of this city, formerly a clerk in the grocery
store of I. H. Jackson.
new

Tlie winter terms of the schools began
Monday with the same teachers as the fall
term, except in the school at West Brooks,
which is taught by Hale Rose.
A company has been formed for the purpose of constructing a local telephone line
in this village and vicinity and a number
of poles have been set.

Invitations are out announcing the wedding of Miss Edith Lillian Simpson of StouRev. Humphrey Sinai! bus moved from
ington and John Locke Hooper of Castine,
which will occur at the bride’s home this, Rockport to this village, where he has
a desirable stand.
With the excepThursday, morning at nine o’clock. They bought
will be at home to their friends after Dec.
ltitli, in Castine.
The farewell complimentary banquet to
President A. W. Harris of the University
of Maine by the Penobscot Valley Alumni
Association took place last Friday evening
at the Bangor House, Bangor.
Among
those present were W. R. Howard and
Charles S. Bickford of Belfast; both of 1882.
Oscar Dilworth, formerly with Dinsmore,
the Main street shoe dealer, was in the city
Saturday from Madison to visit friends and
incidentally to see the football game on the
Colby field. Waterville Cor. Kennebec
Journal.
Mr. Dilworth will spend Thanksgiving in
this city with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. M.
C. Dilworth.
—

tion of a few years his life has been spent in
Brooks.

The members of Rev. David Brackett’s

parish in North Monroe gathered at his residence in this village Wednesday afternoon,
Nov. 20th, to the number of fifty and made
him and his good wife a regular old fashioned donation party.
The entertainment Friday evening under
the auspices of the Ladies’ Aid Society was
a success, with net receipts of over $30.
Tlie program, mostly musical, was of a
pleasing character and was well received
by the large audience. The proceeds w ill
be devoted to fitting up the church vestry.
At Union church last Sunday Rev. F. W.
Barker preached an eloquent sermon on the
subject of Thanksgiving. Mrs. Barker and

Capt. Alzo M. Carter came down from
Miss Muriel Barker sang the duet Nearer
Bangor last week to visit his parents, leavGod to Thee.”
The choir has received
ing his vessel, sch. Henry W. Cramp, at My
a valuable acquisition in Mr. L. W.
EmFort Point. Monday Capt. Carter rejoined
for many years the bass singer in the
his vessel and was accompanied by his mons,
First Congregational church in Biddeford.
father and mother, Capt. and Mrs. George
Brooks bids fair to sustain her reputation
R. Carter, and his little daughter, Charlotte.
for musical ability.
They went up river on the steamer M. & M.,
which landed them on the schooner.
Concerning Local Industries.
Two Maine lawyers are engaged in the
Ronine murder trial at Washington, which
is attracting so much attention. Carter B.
Keene, formerly of Freedom, and long an
instructor at Kent’s Hill, is one of Mrs.
Bonine’s attorneys. He is a graduate of
the Columbia Law School and during the
past summer has been working industriously on the evidence in the case. The prosecuting attorney is Ashley M. Gould, formerly of Penobscot county, and now United
States district attorney for the District of
Columbia.

Seventeen cars will be loaded with Christtrees at this station.

inas

A. II. Sparrow of Freedom has shipped 14
carloads of cider apples to Massachusetts

parties.
Mathews Bros, lately sent to Bangor for
the new court house a number of window
frames that measured b feet by 12.

E. B. Elwell of Saturday Cove shipped
thirty cats to customers out of the State
the past month. If the statistics could be
had they would show the Waldo county
A copy of the patriotic anthem entitled cat business as ciuite an
important one.
“Thy Will be Done,” composed by Alma
The patrons of the Belfast branch of the
Colson Rich of Bangor and dedicated to the
Silver Lake Creamery are now about evenmemory of our beloved President, Win. Mc- ly divided between users of the
deep setting
was
sent to Mrs. McKinley, and and
Kinley,
separator systems, but the latter are
another to Hon. John Hay, Secretary of
gaining in number. It is generally found
State, from whose poem Mrs. Rich had that while the separator
system economizes
selected the second and third stanzas. By time and
labor, it also produces a greater
return mail Mrs. Rich received a letter of
of
cream.
percentage
appreciation and thanks from Col. Hay.
C. E. Libby thinks he has on his stock
Mrs. Rich has also composed a very touchfarm in Burnham the first Angora goat kid
ing song entitled “Comfort”—words by
ever born in Maine.
He was born in May
Gertrude Eastman—which she dedicated to
and is very small of his age, only weighing
Mrs. McKinley in her affliction. A copy
22 pounds, with silky mohair seven or
sent to Mrs. McKinley brought the followeight inches long. Mr. Libby has made aring response.
to exhibit it in Bangor, WaterMrs. McKinley acknowledges with grate- rangements
ful appreciation the tender expressions of villeand Boston. In the latter city it will
be shown in the window of a big dry goods
sympathy extended to her in her sorrow.
September 1901.
Canton, Ohio.
store.
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VoACH."

WHeft flcfetigifsi

tions on the skin.
8ore throa*. copper
colored splotches.
8wo"en glands, aching muscles
and bones, the disease is making
rapid headway, and far worse
symptoms will-follow unless the blood is
promptly and effectually cleansed of this
violent destructive poison.
S. S. S. is the only safe and infallible
cure for this disease, the only antidote
for this specific poison.
It cures the
worst cases thoroughly and permanently.

Main FllllP

When I had my firstglimpses of English scenery from the train everything
seemed very familiar. Then I thought

Iltlll
|1 flilS
"

Allt

Hill

For
many years I was a student of art and
always a lover of paintings, and never
missed an opportunity of visiting galleries or attending exhibitions of paint-

Yes,

pictures.

of

ings.

Tlius it was that there was

feature of the

a

that was it.

English

hardly

and Scotch

landscape that I had not seen depicted
by more or less famous artists.
The little stone cottages with their
thatched roofs; the stately country

Mg cohihm cmM

on canvas

Hive Beei Nt Worse.

ings; the placid streams flowing through
quiet meadows and under substantial
stone bridges; the ivy-clad ruins; the
trim little garden plats; the Scotch
moors, where gorse and heather bloom;
the parks with deer feeding under the
giant oaks—all this and more I had
seen on my own side of the Atlantic
faithfully portrayed on canvas. But
this did not lessen in the least degree

couraging,

the interest with which, on boat or train,
1 viewed the landscape; recalling fa-

finding

It

new ones.

was]

time before 1 saw a thatched
roof, and they were not frequent. I
fancy they are going out. Then here
was some

MB* Ml* is the only purely vegetable blood purifier
% % %lio«n. $1,000 ia
offered (or proof that
it contains a particle of
mercury, potash or other mineral poison.
Send for our free book on Blood Poison;

and there 1 saw outbuildings covered
with galvanized iron, in contrast with
the

prevailing

structures of solid stone

There are no

innovation, surely.
barns, as with us. llay

and grain

stacked

or

This is an

brick.

are

near

hay

stacked in this country.

called

these all

hay

it contains valuable information about
this disease, with fuli directions for self"
treatment. We charge nothing for medical advice ; cure yourself at home.

the house,

in the manner in which meadow
We

is

THE SWIFT SP'CI^'C CO.. ATLANTA. GA.

day a lady

stacks until one

loo<?

t h e r treatment
did me no good; I was getting worse all the
time ; my hair came out, ulcers
appeared in my
throat and mouth,
my body was almost covered
with copper colored
and offensive
splotches
sores.
I suffered severely from rheumatic pains
in my shoulders and arms. My condition could
have been no worse ; only those afflicted as I was
can understand my sufferings.
I had about
lost all hope of ever being well again whes
I decided to try S. 8.
but must confess I hsa
little faith left in any
medicine. After taking
the third bottle I noticed
a change in my condition. This was truly enand I determined to give S. 8. 8. a
thorough trial. From
that time on the improve
ment was rapid ; S. S. 8.
seemed to have the -disease completely under
control; the sores and
ulcers healed and I
soon free from all signs'
of the disorder: I have
been strong and healthy ever since.
L. W. Smith, Lock Box 611, Nobleaville, Ind.

mansions with their extensive outbuild-

miliar scenes and

I contracted B

the train informed us that the stacks
at which we were looking were wheat.
We were told later that wheat was low

on

high,

BATE

COUE|.

^“Following if

/

of'the

was so

Even in the cities, if there was half an
of vacant land you would see sheep
it.

and I suppose that is why it is called
Seatields." In calling our attention to

the great profusion of mushrooms in the fields and along the line of

scape

It is seven miles from

the sea and you can not see the sea
Another feature of the land- from here, but you can see the fields

acre
on

named.

was

mushrooms! an almshouse in the distance he said:
“That is the winter home of us coacli
a near-sighted member of the
At another
and cab-drivers.”
men
the
car
out
of
who
gazed steadily
party
windows used sometimes to ask. “are place he said “Ladies and gentlemen, 1
soon cal! your attention to a
those sheep or mushrooms in that field?” shall
AVe were then
There are no rocks or rubbish, no Scotch tea plantation.”
Such

railway.
Indeed,

enormous

the Trotter estate. Soon we
neglected corners, in the English and passing
told to look hack, and saw on risScotch landscape: and very few fences. were
at the foot of a hill a very
The fields are divided by hedges, and ing ground
The story
T formed of trees.
where you get an extended view you large
that in early days a large number
will see a large section thus marked off was
had perished of cold and exin squares or oblong lots, meadows and of sheep
the proprietor was told that
hills alike. The fallow lands are fair posure and
if lie would save his sheep he must
where
in
wet
save
and smooth,
places,
trees in the shape of a T to proslight hollows are left for drainage. plant
tect them. This was accordingly done,
Even the streams are kept within
it is supposed that it has proved
bounds. They are “canalized,” as the and
effective in protecting the sheep. 1
term is: that is to saj, the hanks are

would say here that the vehicles used

formed like the sides of a canal and the
stream is not allowed to wash out here
and deposit there, but is confined to the

regular

Edinburgh and other places to take
people to the various attractions have
no place for luggage and there are steps
in

There are no waste

course.

corners; no wild, straggly shrubs; no
half decayed trees; no rock piles to plow
around. The whole country is like the
home of a N ew England housewife after
the semi-annual house-cleaning. N. P.

at the rear to enable you to reacli the
There is a passage way in the
centre and seats for two on eacli side.
seats.

The omibuses and street cars are similarly arranged and in pleasant weather

Willis wrote more than 00 years ago, every one who can rides on top.
and the words are true to-day: “England is described always very justly
May Enter the- Cabinet.
One of the closest personal friends
and always in the same words; ‘it is all
one

of

Then the roads.

Shall we ever have

such roads in this country?
are

President Roosevelt
is
Senator*'
Henry Cabot Lodge of Massachusetts.

garden.’

constructed,

or

how

How

kept

they

in order,

The country roads we
i cannot tell.
from the train, and I did not

saw

happen

to come in contact with a road

commissioner and so had no opportunity to obtain what might have proved valuable information. We did in one place
breaking stone by the road-

see a man

side.
hard

It was in Melrose, and they were
from the bed of the river

pebbles

J)ee—almost as hard to crack as hickory nuts; and
were

putting

the road.

place men
yellow gravel on

at another

a coarse

But whatever the material

used the desired result is reached.

The

roads are as hard and smooth as a Hoor;
the heaviest wheels make no impression upon them; and this is certainly an
ideal country for the touring cyclist.

Every day

some

of

the

party

would

w'ish for the wheels they had left at
home; while others were content with
four

wheels,

a

comfortably

driving

regular

route he makes

schedule time, barring accidents, with
even

train.

more

regularity

Probably you Know of
cough medicines that relieve little coughs, all
coughs, except deep ones!

The medicine that has
curing the worst of

been

deep coughs for sixty
Threeilm: 2k., Me..SI.

Light
is your

by Pell, WesHnvton.

SENATOR HENRI CABOT LODGE.
i

It is said that in the event of
cabinet^
changes Senator lodge will become.
one of the president’s official family.
(

Seven miles an hour is about
speed, and unless there are

coachman,

as

we

arrived at the roadside inn, called out:
“This is where we get beer for the
horses and water for the

gentlemen.”

The old-fashioDed coach as we have
it in pictures, or read of it, has

seen

apparently gone

out of existence.

least it is not in use for tourists.

At
The

coach carried most of its passengers inside and the outside seats were of course
at a premium. The vehicles now used
have all outside seats. The bodies are

a sure

formula*

making 3 lbs. Best Baking Fowder at
contain
some

All

Sears

cost of

a

Baking Powders put up in

Starch,

some

Ammonia,

Alum,

some

Phosphate. By making your

cans

own

from

pure

Three Crow
Cream Tartar

AZS'D

Three Crow Soda
you avoid
pay for

injurious ingredients

and you

do not

something that does not raise the food.

JOHN

BIRD

COriPANY,

ESTABLISHED 1833.
Manf 'rs and Dealers in Pure Food Articles

ROCKLAND. ME.

Something wrong

j
J

M any children who are troubled
with indigestion, sour stomach,
griping pains above the navel,
convulsions and similar symptoms of worms,are many times
treated for other diseases. The
that will relieve
one
is True’s I*In Worm
Elixir. It is the best remedy in the world for worms,
t It is unequalled as a tonic
and restorative of vital
.j energy. For 50 years the

return-

remedy

!them

{jr standard household

Atkinson, Philip.
Electricity for everybody: its nature and uses explained. 131)3.
Atkinson, Philip.
Elements of electric lighting.

FREE.

:

TRUES
PIN WORM

ELIXIR
WILL CURE IT

HAGAZINE
will make of 1902

year of

a

Humor

Also a lecture on Platinum.
Edited by W. Crookes.
Fresenius, Carl Remigius
Manual of qualitative chemical
analysis revised by S. W. John-

e

1872

Robinson, F. C.
Chemistry.
Wells, David Ames
Principles and applications of
chemistry, for the use of

and Portraits of
to the year of Humor
“Mark Twain,”
“Petroleum V. NasE. P. Dunne
by,”
(“Mr. Dooley”), “Josb Billings,”
Joel Chandler H arris John G. Saxe,
(“Uncle Remus”), “Mrs. Partington,”
Edward W. TownMiles O’Reilly,”
“Hans Breitmann,”
(“Chimmle Fadden”) “Artemus Ward,”
“Orpheus C. Kerr,”
George Ade,
“Bill Nye,”
Ruth McEnery
Frank R. Stockton,
Stuart,
James Whitcomb Ri- Donald G. Mitchell,
H. C. Runner,
ley,
Paul Laurence Dun- “Sam Slick,”
bar,
Eugene Field,
Gelett Burgess,
Richard Grant White
Frank R. Stockton, Capt. George H. DerTudor Jenks,
by,
Ellis Parker Butler,
(John Phenix”)
Oliver Wendell
Carolyn Wells,
Harry S. Edwards,
Holmes,
Chester Bailey Fer- Mortimer Thomson
nald,
(“<J. K. Philander i
Charles Battell
Doesticks, P. B.”),
Bret Harte.
Loomis,
Oliver Herford,
Elliott Flower,
Albert Bigelow
Paine,
Beatrice Herford.

The West
by Remington

Interesting Papers

on

•

Social Life in New York
Personal Articles

Presidents

on

HcKinley

and^ Roosevelt
great year of the greatest of American
magazines begins in November, 1901,
first issue of the new volume. Any reader of
this advertisement will receive a copy of a
beautifnl booklet printed in six colors, giving
full plans of The JCentuky in 1902, by addressing at once

A

THE CENTURY CO., Unlon’Sq.,|New York.

A small Scotch boy waslealled into court
to give evidence against his father. The
magistrate said to him:
“Come, now, my man, speak the truth,
and let us hear all you know of this affair.’’
"Weel, sir, dae you ken the coal wharf ?”
“Yes.”
“Weel, when you turn the corner you
gang up the High Street ?”
“Yes, my boy, you’re very clever.”
“Weel, you gang on till you come to a

1859.

2
J

T 4

536.

can

T9

534.

A prominent Livermore,
to know the cause.

Y 8

530.

537.

Maine, citizen

everybody
I

At
We want

everybody reading the above testimonial
or general dealer, to day, and get a

541.

to go down to

their druggist

FREE
full size
direct to
or a

bottle, only

SAMPLE
si.on.

BOTTLE

if lie does not have the medicine send

BUBECK MEDICINE COMPANY,
lSCORPORATKD,
LIVERMORE FALLS, MAINE.
Branch oftiee for Maine trade.

NEW-YQRK TRIBUNE FARMER.
For sixty years the NEW-YORK WEEKLY TRIBUNE lias
been a national weekly newspaper, read almost entirely by fanners, and has enjoyed the eonlidence and support of the American
people to a degree never attained by any similar publication.,

A

THE

ft

NEW-YORK TRIBUNE FARMER
is made absolutely for farmers and their families. The first number was issued November 7, 1001.
Every department of agricultural industry is covered by special
contributors who are leaders in their respective lines, ami the
TRIBUNE FARMER will be in every sense a high class, up t**
date, live, enterprising agricultural paper, profusely illustrate !
with pictures of live stock, model farm buildings and homo, agricultural machinery, etc.
Farmers’ wives, sons and daughters will find special pages for
their entertainment.
Regular price $1.00 per year, but you can buy it with your favorite h me weekly newspaper, THE REPUBLICAN .JOURNAL,
one year for $2.25.
Send your subscriptions and money to TI1E REPUBLICAN
JOURNAL PUB. CO., Belfast, Me.

NEW

OLD
PAPER

Si*ii(1 your name and address to tlie NEW-YORK. TRIBUNE FARMER, New-York City, and a free sample copy
will l»e mailed to you.

F

We invite the Public to
Examine our stock of

»

F8

Fittings.

_

543.

J 0

540.

N 5

540.

R 5

540

W 4

WE OFFER BARGAIN5.
A FULL LINE OF\«—.-

Ranges, Parlor Stoves, Tinware, Wooden
Ware. Cutlery, Kitchen Furnishings,
INCLUDING A LAkGE STOCK OF

PEARL AGATE ENAHELED WARE
IN EVERY

VARIETY OF COOKING UTENSIL.

FURNACE AND PLUMBING

Specialty.

our

)°PEEVENINaS. }

Hitched & Trussed,

science series. 546. R 2

Seminary.
...THE...

A large number of students is expected
for the winter term. Many have already

BUCK CAT

registered.
Most of the students and teachers will go
Prof, and Mrs.
away for the vacation.
Ward will be at Addison, Maine, and Miss
Edna Bright at Franklin, Mass.

JOBBERS OF

School closed Nov. 21st, Thursday, and
will re-open Tuesday,December ;id. The fall
term examinations were held last week
in Commercial Hall.

HOSIERY

The work oC the students this fall shows
an advance in scholarship over last year.
This is due to the character of the student
body and the fact that the passing grade
has been raised to (70) and the honor list is
First (95-100). Second (90-95).
as follows:
Third (80-90).

CRAIN,
FEED,
SEEDS and
GROCERIES

1 Children.

following is the program of the
Sizes 7 to 10
public meeting held in the Methodist
church Friday evening, Nov. 15:
March,
Miss Alice Haskell; prayer, Prof. E. A.
Cooper; reading of the records by the SecreTlie finest Hosiery ever sold in Bslf is
tary of the Calorhetorians; declamation,
The Bridge Keeper’s Story, Ethel Harriman;
vocal solo, Margaret Ashworth; discussion,
“Resolved that immigration should be restricted” ; affirmative, Mary Dorr; negative,
a pair
at
Ralph Elwell; piam>;duet, Grace Grant and
Alice Haskell; essay, Modern Bridge Building, Alexis Luce; vocal solo, “Merrily I
Roam,” Guida Homer; reading of the paper Eulatorian, by the editors, Gertrude
(ALL BLACK.,1
Perkins and William Rhoades; piano solo,
Miss Grant; miscellaneous business; adjournment. The reading of the Eulatorian
has ceased to be merely a school affair and You can find them at
a crowd of townspeople were present to enjoy the fun with the members of the societies. The editors were rewarded by frequent applause which was occasioned by the
“grinds” on school members.

Importers of Salt.

The

25c.

pump.”

“Yes, yes; I know it well.”
“Weel, you can gaim and punn> It, for
yon’U no pump me!”—Somerville Citizen.

elated and wants

Livermore, Me., October 1,1901.
The Bi beck Medicine Company:
1 want to express my deep gratitude to you, also to let the
good
of
Maine
know
of the wonderful benefits derived from the
people
use of l>r. Bubeck’tt
Kiriuyv hiuI Liver Cure. 1 have suffered
for years with diseased kidneys and other kindred troubles.
Other medicines have not bad tae desired benefit. T have taken
but six or seven bottles of your great remedy, and my cure is a
wonder to even myself, and 1 am not taking any medicine now,
for the reason that I NEED NO MORE.
Yours with deep gratitude,
D. F. BLCJNT.

(Ameri-

East Maine Conference

It brings instant

It cures when all else

HO HEED OF MORE.

536 T 9

Elements of modern chemistry.
Edited by W. II. Greene. 1887.. 540 W 9
Remsen, Ira
1890

in the worst cases.

531.6. St

Wurtz, Adolphe

Inorganiccheinistry.

even

fails.

The Rev. C. F. Wells of Villa Ridge, 111.,
says: “Your
trial bottle of Asthmalene received in good condition. I
cannot tell you how thankful I feel for the good derived
from it. I was a slave, chained with putrid sore throat
and asthma for ten years. I despaired of ever
being
cured. I saw your advertisement for the cure of this
dreadful and tormenting disease, asthma, and
thought
you had overspoken yourselves, but resolved to give it a
trial. To my astonishment, the trial acted like a charm
■
m
Send me a full-size bottle.”
We want to send to every sufferer a trial treatment of
Asthmalene, similar to the one that cured Mr. Wells.
We’ll send it l-v mail postpaid, absolutely free of
charge, to any sufferer who a ill write for it, even on a postal. Never
mind, though you are despairing, however bad your case, Asthmaler e will
relieve and cure. The worse your case, the more
glad we are tr *end it.
Do not delay. Write at once, addressing DR. TAFT BROS.* MEDICINE
East
79
180th
CO.,
St., N. Y. City. Sold by all Druggists.

J

St 3

544.

1892

Johnson, James F. W.
Chemistry of common life. 1880...
Nichols, William Ripley
Elementary manual of chemistry.

schools.

CONTRIBUTORS REniMSCEiNCES

Merriam on the Retired List.

St

Appleton, John Howard
Beginners’ hand-book of chem540. Ap.
istry. 1888
Cooke, Josiah Parsons
540. C 7.
New chemistry. 1892
Faraday, Michael
Chemical history of a candle.

son.

THE CENTURY

relief,

FOR TIN
YEARS

«

530.

There is nothing like Asthmalene.

.CHAINED

CHEMISTRY.

rem-

edy for children. Absolutely harmless. Give it to
the children to guard against
worms.
Sold by all druggists, 35c. Send tor booklet.
DR. J. F. TRUE & CO.,
Auburn, Me.

Illustrated

SENT ABSOLUTELY FREE ON RECEIPT OF POSTAL.

533. SI

530,

Brings Instant Relief and Permanent Cure
in All Cases.

1889.537. 8. At
Benjamin, Park.
Age of electricity from ambersoul to telephone. 1887. 537. 15 4
Electricity in daily life. The applications to every day use. Brackett, C. F. and nine others. 1891.537.8.B 7
Lodge, Oliver Joseph.
Modern views of elecrieity. Illustrations. 1892. (Nature series.) 537. L 8
Marshall. Percival. editor.
Small accumulators. IIow made
and used. 1899
537.8. M
Mendenhall, Thomas Corwin.
A century of electricity. 1890.
(Riverside science series.). 537. M 5
Munroe, J ohn.
Story of electricity. 1897. (Library
of useful stories.). 537. M 9
Sloane, T. O’Conor.
Electric toy making for amateurs.
537.8. SI
Illustrated. 1897
Sloane, T. O’Conor.
Electricity simplified. 1891. 537.S1-1
Sloane, T. O’Conor.
Howto become a successful elec537.S1-2
1897
trician.
St. John, Thomas M.
IIow two boys made their own
electrical apparatus. 19UU. 537.8. St
Trowbridge, John.
What is electricity? 1890. (International scientific series.). 537. T 7
Urbanitzky, Alfred Ritter von.
Electricity in the service of man.
Edited from the German by R.
537.8. Ur
Wormell, 1880

appointment

the retired list to-morrow on account of
age. His present command, the department of the Colorado, will be assumed'temporarily by Brigadier General J. C. Bates,
commanding the department of the Missouri.
It is expected that about the first of January, Major General MacArthur will be assigned to command of the department of the
Colorado. He has expressed a preference
for that assignment and the orders will be
issued when he is relieved from his present
duties in this city as a member of the board
of brevets.
Next to General Wade, General Merriam
Pm infant* anil Children.
is the ranking brigadier general in the
army. He served throughout the war of the
Rebellion in the vdlunteers, having entered
the service as captain of the Twentieth
Maine Infantry in 1862. He was a major
general of volunteers during, the Spanish
His most conspicuous service in later
war.
was in command of the troops during
le Coeur d’Alene labor riots. This was in“I suffered for months from sore throat. vestigated by a committee of Congress I
Eolectric Oil cured me in twenty-four afterward and Gen. Merriam’s course was
hours.” M. S. Gist, Hawesville, Ky.
approved in thejeport.

sSaatnroo

8
78c

26c per lb.

Asthmalene

ELECTRICITY.

Cost

Washington, Nov. 12. Brigadier General Henry C. Merriam will be placed on

The Kind Yon Han Always Bought

right Baking

I lb. Three Crow Soda

We, the undersigned, do hereby agree to
refund the money on a 50-cent bottle of
Greene’s Warranted Syrup of Tar if it fails
We also guarto cure your cough or cold.
antee a 25-cent bottle to prove satisfactory
or money refunded.
A. A. Howes & Co.,
W. O. Poob & Son.
Gm45

CASTOR IA

the

us©

2 lbs. Three Crow Cream Tartar 70

Go to Aroostook

And stop croaking, if you are down with
the molly-grubs as a result of the seasons
very hard hills the team is kept going
Fine country, best of people* nc.h
When crops.
at a uniform rate of speed.
soil, buyers come to the farm and Maine is
The Aroostook
in.
stops are made the horses are given a glorious State to live
sell
county potato crop, it is estimated,bewill
and
and
their
or
oat
meal
water,
water,
for $4,000,000.
Surely this mustThe a land
potato
and
honey.
heads are sponged. This is done by the flowing with milk
is a great crop and Aroostook holds the
hostlers, while the coachman gets his record.—Farm and Home.
mug of beer and lights his cigar or
facetious

Here is

of Samuel A. Rendell administrator.
Estate of Julia Kane, Frankfort; petition
presented for appointment of P. 11. Kane
administrator.
Estate of Hannah T. Nichols, Searsport;
petition presented for appointment of John
W. McGilvery administrator.
Estate of Elzina M. Cates, Northport;
petition for distribution presented.
Estate of Bainbridge H. Knowlton, Belfast ; petition presented for license to sell
real estate.
Estate of Henrietta M. Garey, Searsport;
petition presented for license to sell real
estate and invest proceeds.
Estate of Frederic 11. Francis, Belfast;
first and final account of administrator presented.
Estate of Theodore M. Richardson, Stockton Springs; first and final account of
trustee presented.
Estate of James McGilvery, Searsport;
first and final account of administrator allowed.
Estate of Lena E. Patterson, Monroe;
first and final account of administrator presented.
Estate of Freeman W. Baker, Liberty;
first and final accouutof administratrix presented.
Estate of Van I{. Turner, Palermo; first
account of executor presented.
Estate of Freeman \V. Baker, Liberty ;
first and final account of surviving partner
of firm of Skidmore & Baker presented.
Estate of Mabel A. Fernald, Lineolnville;
first and filial account of guardian presented.
Estate of Ann M. Warren, Jackson ; second and final account of trustee presented.
Estate of Nancy R. Clifford, Stockton
Springs; first and final account of executor

Gen.

than a railroad

cooking if you

Conservation of energy.
1893.
(International scientific series.)
Thurston, Robert Henry.
Heat as a form of energy.
1890
(Riverside science series.).
Tyndall, John.
Heat considered as a mode of
motion. 1864.
Tyndall, John.
Sound. 1889. Illustrated.
Youmans, Edward Livingston.
Correlation and conservation of
forces: series of expositions by
Grove, Helmholtz, Mayer, Faraday, Liebig, and Carpenter.
Introduction and biographical
notices of the writers. 1867—

Powder.

A Card.

Photo

Aranlete.

Fairy^5

a

as

Estate of Robert E. Howes, Liberty; petition presented for appointment of Chas. M.
llowes administrator.
Estate of James C. Lamphier, Stockton
for

All

1900.

Stallo, John Bernhard.
Concepts and theories of modern
physics. 1888. (International
scientific series).
Steele, Joel Dorman.
Chautauqua course in physics..
Stewart, Balfour.

Consult your doctor. If he says take It,
then do as he says. If he tells you not
to take it. then don't take it. He knows.
Leave it with him. We are willing.
J. C. AYER CO., Lowell, Mass.

cutor.

Springs; petition presented

Illustrations.

Ayer’s Cherry

years is
Pectoral.

presented.

tlie usual

pipe. One

administrator);executor’s inventory

1892. (Nature’s story
books.). 535. J 6
Kimball, Arthur Lalanne.
Physical properties of gases. 1890.
(Riverside science series.). 533. K 5
LeConte, Joseph.
Sight: an exposition of the principles of monocular and binocular vision. 1881. (International scientific series.).535.7. L 4
Ramsay, William.
Gases of the atmosphere: the
533. R
history of their discovery. 1896.
Sloaue, T. O’Conor.
Liquid air and the liquefaction
of gases: theory, history, practical applications,manufacture.

Sunshine.

“My wife had a deep-seated cough
for three years. I purchased two
bottles of Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral,
large size, and it cured her completely.”
J. H. Burge, Macon, Col.

ed.
Estate of Guy S. Morse, Unity; guardian’s inventory returned.
Estate of Daniel Long, Jackson; guardian’s inventory returned.
Estate of Frederick W. Miller, Chelsea,
Mass., will presented; Susan B. II. Miller
named executrix, without bonds.
Estate of Chas. F. Gordon, Searsport;
will presented; E. I). Nickels and Chas. G.
Sheldon, named executors.
Estate of Orison A. Penny, Freedom; will
presented ; Margie S. and Frank W. Penny
named executors.
Estate of Lemuel Greer, Morrill; will
presented; Laurin Greer named executor.
Estate of Alfred Gerrish, Troy; will presented; Reuben Gerrish named executor.
Estate of Hannah McGray, Unity; will
presented; Laforest McGray named exe-

cushioned

seat, a pair of sturdy horses and a typical British coachman on the box. There
is no reckless driving here; no dashes,
no breakneck races on the highways.
The coachman understands his business
and is considerate of his horses, in
over a

dian’s inventory returned.
Estate of Gardiner Philbrick, Thorndike;
executor’s inventory returned.
Estate of Bridget McCabe, Belfast; decree of commissioners in insolvency accepted. Mathias Cullnan, w hose claim for §882
was disallowed by the commissioners appeared by attorney and asked that the case
here-opened. The Judge decided that the
report having been accepted, the case is out
of his jurisdiction; that the petitioner’s
only recourse is the Supreme Court. Petition
presented for license to sell real estate.
Estate of A. Cutter Sibley, Belfast; guardian’s inventory returned.
Estate of Win. II. Burrill, Belfast; first
and final account of A. C. Sibley, executor
allowed (filed by Joseph Williamson, Jr.

CORE

*

Johnson, Amy.

with seats holding four or live
running crosswise on top, and
and farmers were stacking it to hold for passengers mount by a portable ladder,
higher prices. These stacks often in which is partjof the outfit and is carried
size and number dwarfed the little stone from seat to seat in turn. Luggage is
in the body, which has doors at
farm house adjoining. In a few places carried
the rear end. There is room for one
they were cutting or getting in their
passenger, anti sometimes two, on each
.'.cl ond—or was it the third?—crop of
side of the coachman, and these are
stacked
tlie
was
bay
bay: but generally
considered the seats of honor. They presented.
and the grain harvested. The vegetable
Estate of James M. Colson, Montville;
afford a better view than the rear seats,
second and final account of administratrix
crops in the vicinity of the cities and
as well as opportunity to ply the coach- allowed.
ware
mainly potatoes,
larger places
Estate of Mattie R., Forest E., Eddie M.
with questions or to listen to such
and Luetta F., Ross M., Ethel M. and
cabbages and cauliflower, turnips and man
beets, the potatoes leading in point of information as he sees fit to impart. Clarence M. Howes, Liberty; second account of guardian allowed.
The root crops are grown Often lie is very entertaining. This is
acreage.
Estate of Sarah II. Estes, Troy; final acwho
to
drove 11s
count of guardian allowed.
mainly for feeding sheep and cattle. true of the coachman
of Abner S. Heal, Lincolnville;
Estate
< auliflower sold in the markets at a
Roslyn castle from Edinburgh, and re- administrator’s
inventory returned.
one
on
the
road
tie
turn.
At
said:
and
a
Cows
head.
two cents)
point
Estate of William Lord, Brooks; execupenny
tor’s
is
called
inventory returned; petition presentSeatields; but I ed
horses were frequently seen grazing in “This place
for confirmation of C. W. Lord, trustee.
never been able to find out why it
have
but
fields:
Estate
of John F. Smalley, Belfast; guarthe
sheep predominated.
each

MlHMAt

busioessj

in abstract
of IBB" Probate-Court for Waldo County,
November term, 1901;
Estate of Rosetta W. Ritchie, Winterport;
Arthur Ritchie appointed administrator.
Estate of Lemuel A. Fogg, Unity; Benj.
A. Fogg appointed administrator.
Estate of Horace N. Monroe, Lincolnville;
Joseph S. Mullin appointed administrator.
Estate of Briggs C. Daggett, Morrill;
Lizzie J. Daggett appointed administratrix.
Estate of Chas. S. Rendell, Stockton
Springs; will approved; Almeda H. Rendell appointed administratrix.
Estate of Hannah L. White, Winterport;
will allowed.
Estate of Jane E. Perkins, Frankfort; license issued to sell real estate.
Estate of Mercy J. Trundy, Belfast; license issued to sell personal estate; petition
presented for license to sell real estate.
Estate of Bradford Webber, Monroe;
John R. Dunton and F. A. Greer appointed
commissioners in insolvency.
Estate of Frank M. Lassell, Burnham;
C. E. Mitchell and L. H. Mosher appointed
commissioners in insolvency.
Estate of Jason R. Ryder, Islesboro; Wm.
P. Thompson and Joseph Williamson appointed commissioners in insolvency; petition presented for license to sell real estate.
Estate of Fred M. Fuller, Unity; E. E.
York and James P. Libby appointed commissioners in insolvency.
Estate of Wm. S. Brannagan, Belfast;
Edward Johnson confirmed as trustee for
Teresa Gunning and Annie Cummiskey;
final account of executor presented.
Estate of Laura Hussey, Freedom; final
account of guardian allowed.
Estate of George Wentworth, formerly of
Knox, now in Massachusetts; first and final
account allowed and resignation of guardian
accented.
Estate of Caleb Lamb, Belmont; order of
distribution issued; first and final account
of administrator allowed.
Estate of Corelia W. Arey, Winterport;
final account of trustee allowed.
Estate of Chas. A. Fogg, Burnham; second and final account of administrator allowed.
Estate of Rebecca S. Burrill, Belfast;
first and final account of A. C. Sibley, executor, allowed (filed by Joseph Williamson,
Jr., administrator.)
Estate of Betsey Fern aid, Searsport; first
and final account of executor allowed.
Estate of John M. Bowes, Lincolnville;
first account of executor allowed.
Estate of Augusta H. Nickerson, Swanville; first and final account of administrator allowed.
Estate of Susan Packard; final account of
guardian allowed.
Estate of J. L. S. Coombs, Islesboro; first
and final account of administratrix allowed.
Estate of Jonathan Bagley, Burnham ; first
account of guardian allow ed.
Estate of Isaac H. Sliute, Stockton
Springs; first and final account of administrator allowed; petition for distribution

I

Masonic

Temple, Belfast, Maine

dealers in the finest

quality of

Anthracite and

p

■

LOSuSa

Blacksmith

ORDERS PROMPTLY PILLED

33, 35, 37 Front St.. Belfast. Me
ltf

TELEPHONE 4-2.
SMOKE

...

Boston Terrier
So.

t'l^tur.

GEO. S. HARRIS & CO.,
...BOSTON, MASS.

For Sale at

a

Bargain

That desirable and well located real estate at
the foot of Main street, known as the Daniel
Lane wharf property, will be sold low to close
the estate. Inquire of
N. F. HOUSTON, Executor.
Belfast, December 19,1900.—Bit

HOW PEOPLE

MOROCCO.

LIVE IN

A Moorish Household.
rican

Supersititions
Jews.

(Special Correspondence of The Journal.)
City of Morocco, Oct. 11,1001.
It
is hard to believe that

during

the

early

centuries of its existence—hundreds of
years before America was discovered—
this now dilapidated and
poverty-

stricken city ranked
richest and

greatest

111

as

one

Islam.

of

“Save ne and!”

of Af-

That is the heartfelt cry of many a
mother who sees her beloved child wasting and fading day by day. Sometimes it’s
too late for medical aid to help the child.
It is so weak, so
lacking in stamina
that there is no
vantage ground of

help.

One of the results
of the use of Dr.
Pierce’s
Favorite
Prescription p r e

the

History

says that in the tenth century it had
nearly a million inhabitants, incalcula-

ble wealth and

an extraordinary degree
learning, as education was rated in
those days.
Now its extremely mixed
and turbulent population, numbering
fifty thousand or so, appear to devote
their mental energies mostly to the
gentle arts of robbery and murder, and
crimes of violence are of hourly occurrence.
Were it not for the exceptional beauty of situation—at just the right
elevation in the semi-tropics to secure
perfection of climate, surrounded by
luxuriant groves and gardens, and withiii full sight of the magnificent Atlas
mountains—the city of to-day would be
about the most wretched place on earth
Words cannot picture the
to live in.
squalor and decay encountered at every
step, the foul odors that salute you in
its inconceivably dirty streets, the pitfalls and cess-pools in the most frequented thoroughfares, and the eternal
vigilance required to protect your belongings from the tricks and wiles ot
professional thieves. It would never
do for the stranger to be abroad after
nightfall: and even at noonday, in the
most crowded thoroughfares, he would
better avoid dim doorways and shadowy

of

corners, where assassins may lurk. The
very walls that encompass the town—
once thirty feet high, eight feet thick

and with immense square towers at

frequent intervals—speak of the desolation within. They are now so dilapidated that in many places both footpassengers and horsemen make nothing
of clambering over the fallen bricks
and through the breaches, ignoring the
gales, which are yet as religiously
guarded as if they were of any use.

ceeding

maternity

is S strong, healthy
child. Thousands
of mothers testify
to this.
Frequently
mothers wnte, "I
was never able to
raise a child before
using" Favorite Prescription,” or "All
my other children
are
sickly except
this one, and I took
.your Favorite Prescription this time.”
All the child’s strength comes from the
) mother. " Favorite Prescription gives the
mother strength to give her child.
There is no alcohol in "Favorite Prescription;” it contains neither opium, coIt is a
caine, nor any other narcotic.
purely vegetable and perfectly harmless
medicine in any condition of the female
system.
Accept no substitute for "Favorite Prescription.” There is nothing "just as good
for woman’s ills.
Sick women are

invited

to consult Dr.

Pierce, by letter, free.
Correspondence
confidential. Address Dr. R. V. Pierce, Buffalo. N. Y.
"T

am

so

thankful for what Dr. Pierce's Fa-

mint is introduced—a horrible decoction; then an infusion of tea and ironwood, bitter as gall. Then tea flavored
strongly with lemon, or verbena; then
combined with citron, or some other

gold dust.
'Let

Mrs. Addie Estelle Oakes, formerly
Appleton, who is now defending a
divorce suit brought against her by her
millionaire husband, Francis J. Oakes
of New York, has also made a public
statement in the press in which she

gives her version regarding her meeting with Del Sol, the Cuban singer and
co-respondent in the case, and refutation of the charge of her husband that
she compelled him to sign a certificate
of her “honor” at the point of her
revolver.

BOLD OUST

makes the clothes white and clean, without injury to

Even bricks

used, though

very little
the native manufacture is
are

The universal

said to be excellent.

Mrs.

Buffalo,

N Y.

The letter-writer “office” is the
open street, where he selects some nook
or corner partially sheltered from jost-

Eye.

ling elbows, lie writes upon his left
knee, the appliances of his trade spread
out before him,—ink, paper, reed pens,
sand-box, and a ruling-board with
strings stretched across it at regular intervals, upon which the paper is pressed to indicate lines.

that a grown person must bend his back
The only other
to pass through it.
apertures for the admission of light

and air

and the adobe of Jlexico—than which

to cast Evil

nothing

things

or

tabiya,

could be drearier in architec-

tural effect.
if course

you hie at once to Kutubia

are narrow

Eyes

slits

high

here called—which is mud, hardened
in a frame, akin to the betin of Algeria

tappia,

perilous

and other

upon true believers. The bed of
the husband and wife is placed atone
end of the long room; and at the other

solitary show-place of the end a sort of raised couch, or platform,
It is not only a wonder in it- is provided tor the children's sleepingtown.
self, but about the only memorial of place; the space between being tolerathe constructive genuis of the early bly well filled up with the mill-stone for
Moors that is left in the Empire of Mo- grinding corn, the brazier or clay pot
rocco—outside of Fez, the “Holy City,” for cooking with charcoal, various
where the far-famed beauties of the culinary utensils, gourds for holding
Alhambra, San Sophia, even the Taj water and goats' milk, sacks of corn,
Mahal of India, are outdone in hun- dogs, fowls, and perhaps a pet lion, or
dreds of mosques, minarets, arches leopard. There is also a big snake or
and doorways. This Kutubia tower is two about the premises, kept as we do
almost identical with that of llassan, cats, to subdue the domestic plagues of
at liabat. and both are after the pat- rats, mice and roaches. To be sure his
tern of the Giralda at Seville—for the suakeship endangers the lives of the
simple reason that the three were de- chickens, and is unpleasantly prone to
signed by the same architect, one Ab- preempt the sleeping quarters of the
dulla Jabir, who went his way to the family on chilly nights; but his presence
Moslem paradise, some eight or nine is thought to be indispensable in every
household.
Notwithcenturies ago. The mosque to which well-regulated
theses
Kutubia tower belongs is remarkable standing
primitive arrangeonly for size, being an immense brick ments, there is somehow a pleasing air
building, perfectly bare inside except of “the eternal fitness” about the
fora forest of marble pillars.
Its en- menage—even an appearance of dectire crypt is occupied by a vast, mys- orative finish, the latter probably borterious cistern, said to have been exca- rowed from the brightly-colored mouldvated by Mansur himself,—for what ing, and the beautifully shaped pottery
Nowhere
There suspended from the walls.
purpose, maybe Allah knows.
in homes of this class do you see the
are nineteen other mosques in the City
of Morocco, among which the most article of furniture which we know as
the

tower,

notable

are

Al-Mo-izz.

Abu Yusuf, Al-Mansur and
From their lofty minarets,

at the first glimmer of dawn, the muzzin cry resounds over the sleeping city.
Pitched in clear, high key, more penetrating than the sound of silver bells,

THE N. JL FA1RBANK COMPANY.

table, and seldom a chair. At mealtime the family squats on its heels
around a huge pot, or platter of stew,

placed

fingers—more

or

less

tower to tower:

that

and Arab bears it and
and undivided attention.
work he may be
prayer cloth on the

Meccaward, bows to the earth and
reverently repeats the orison. To us,
“dogs of unbelievers,” it is a problem
incomprehensible how such religious
devoutness can go hand and hand with
all manner of crime.

noteworthy institution in
city is the shrine of Sidi
(Saint) Bel Abbar* which possesses
Another

Morocco

property to the value of a million dollars, and whose great chapel serves as

asylum and almshouse. There are
still schools in Morocco, but the famous
colleges of long ago exist but in tradi-

an

The Moorish school is a

thing in the City of
superstition of the people. Moors, Arabs, .Tews, and Negroes
appear to be equally afflicted by it,
nothing but charms and amulets galore
affording them any comfort or safety.
Among a thousand dark beliefs in the
power of evil, mysterious in their origin and senseless as those entertained
by the lowest African tribes, they
Another

odd

Morocco is the

saying anything

COCOAS .CHOCOLATE-

about death in

conversation, but uses flowery substitutes, such as “Allah hath withdrawn
his soul into paradise.” If he wishes
to give his neighbor mortal offence, he
paints the semblance of five Augers
over his door; and however rudely the
symbol may be drawn it is regarded
with staring eyeballs and chattering
teeth, as a sure and awful hoodoo.
Every Jewish house in the City of Mo-

Your Head Will Be
Clearer
your spirits will be brighter—when
your cold is cured.

Hale’s
Honey of

foolscap, whitened on both
sides with clay, are used, and on them
texts from the Koran are inscribed.
a

has a charm

rocco

representation of two
scorpions, done in charcoal.

correct

except

small you cannot

get

scorching sunshine, and
the passing
“counter,”

bread,

eggs,

reach over the
crowd

to

the

on which is placed your
small bits of meat roasted

charcoal, coffee and
milk. Once in a great while, if
of a liquid nature is to be eaten,
may secure the momentary loan of
stick over

you
ladle

brass spoon; but as a rule the
“ten servants,” according to the Koran,

a

or

(fingers),
you,

with which Allah has

must

suffice.

There

provided
are

still

humbler cooking places in which those
economically inclined may dine. You
go to market and buy eggs, meat, what-

desire, and take them raw to
the cook-shops, where they are prepared for a pittance.
As everybody knows, coffee is the

ever

you

beverage in which most Mohammedans

or

three

Above them, in Hebrew characters, is
array of mystical words, which re-

an

mind you of the once-famed abracadabra; and below is inscribed a solemn

imprecation.
be

To be effective, it must

written under certain

The Rabbi must do it

only

on

the Arst

the son of N un; from the mouth of the
High Priest Judah Bar Ezekiel; so that
you may not pass the threshold of this
nor

hurt any

Israelite,

or son

of

Isrealite, now and forevermore.
by command of the High Priest,
Simor Bar Yuli, Amen. 'They shall
not hurt nor destroy in all my holy

an

This is

mountain; for the earth shall be full of
knowledge of the Lord, as the wa-

the

ters cover the sea.’
It must be that in these

advancing

sheet of

first

of that, my tealoving friends of the North!) and then
a great quantity of crude brown, sugar
is put into the gourd, or clay pot.
Then luke-warm water is turned on,and

washed—^think

Though reading and a little writing are
taught by the Moorish “doctors,” as the final result is about as nasty a syrup
pedagogues are designated, compara- as I ever tasted. One would naturally
tively few pupils arrive at the pitch of suppose that a people so excessively
perfection necessary to inditing a re- particular about flavors, and so skilled
spectable letter. Therefore there is since time out of mind in distilling
plenty of employment for the numer- essences, would wish to retain the delious brood of scribes and notaries; as cate tea-flavor.
Strange to say, it is
well as for the scroll-writers, whose just that—the aroma and taste of the
venerable profession is that of tracing tea—to which they object and take exsacred passages from the Koran upon traordinary trouble to destroy. At a
egg-shells, or upon strips of silk to be “swell” Moorish dinner of the highest
worn as amulets, to protect the owner class, there are regular courses of tea,
from the baleful influence of the Evil impregnated with various flavors, as

parts

to the door of a

room, and then, seeing the blessed placard—(or rather the reverse of blessed

them)—suddenly stopping as if paralyzed, and either dying on the spot, or
turning tail for some other house not
thus powerfully protected.
to

Fannie B. IVakd.
A FORTONATE FARMER.
How He Succeeded in Spite of Hardship and
Adversity. An Interesting True Story of a
Man in Lower Maine—No Reason Why
Others Should not Follow His Example.

has had at least one good opportunity in his life, but everybody has not
made the most of his chance as did Mr. F.
E. Ilrainard. His good fortune is the cause
of much comment among those who know
him, and, says the Maine Farmer, Augusta,
it was deemed advisable to look the matter
up for its news interest. The man in question was found on his way to work in a
neighboring field but, upon the reporter’s
telling his errand, they went back to the
of Mr. Erainard’s well-kept farmporch
house.
“Yes,” said the robust farmer, “it was a
happy day for me and I never tire telling
about it. Five years ago I had the grip
and it left me in bad shape. My head ached
and my back ached, I was dizzy and I could
not sleep nights.
My heart was also affected. My stomach was so bad that when I
ate anything it seemed to set it on fire. I
consulted a doctor and he said my liver was
very bad.”
“Did his treatment ilo you any good?”
asked the reporter.
“He gave me some medicine but it didn’t
help me and I became worse and worse.
Finally I had to give up my work.
“But my good fortune began with the use
of Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills for Pale People,” continued Mr. Brainard. “My case
was stubborn, and the first few doses did
not seem to help me much, but I kept on
taking them and, when I began on the second box, I could see a decided improvement.
Four boxes made me entirely well. Now I
can do a good day’s work and it's all because of Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills for Pale

Everybody

Mr. Brainard lives at Keadfield Depot,
Kennebec Co., Me. At the request of the
reporter, in.order that no doubt could remain as to the truth of his statement, he
made affidavit to the above before Fremont
J. C. Little, justice of the peace, June 4,
1901.

The after-effects of the grip have made
people miserable as Mr. Brainard was, and
hundreds, like him, have been cured by Dr.
Williams’ Pink Pills for Pale People. Not
only will they cure cases similar to this but
they have been proved to be an unfailing
specific for such diseases as locomotor ataxia,
partial paralysis, St. Vitus’ dance, sciatica,
neuralgia, rheumatism, nervous headache,
palpitation of the heart, pale and sallow
complexions and all forms of weakness
either in male or female. Dr. Williams’
Pink Pills for Pale People are sold by all
dealers, or will be sent postpaid on receipt
of price, fifty cents a box, or six boxes for
two dollars and a half (they are never sold
in bulk or by the hundred) by addressing

Dr. Williams Medicine Company, Schenectady, N. Y. The}; act directly on the blood
and nerves. Avoid imitations; substitutes
never cured anybody.

wines in America. First comes
of plain green tea, so be-sugarTen thousand demons gnawing away at
ed that the Chinaman who grew it
vitals couldn’t be much worse than
would never recognize his own herb. one’s
the tortures of itching piles. Yet there’s a
In the second course, perhaps
spear- cure. Doan’s Ointment never fails.
we serve

XOMX/L.
The Kind Hm Ham Wwap BougU

a course

It is pleasant
your cold.
At all
easy to procure.
druggists. Be sure and get Hale’s.
25<k 50<k, and $1.00 per bottle. Largest size cheapest. Take no substitute.
cure

take,

CURE FOR

CATARRH
Ely's Cresm Bam
Gives Relief at

in-

once.

0010

Opens and cleanses the
Nasal

wwu#

Passages.

u pin

H FA 0

Allays Inflammation.

Heals and Protects the
Membrane. Restores the Senses of Taste and
Smell. Large Size, 50 cents; Trial Size, 10 cents,
at Druggists or by mail.
ELY BROTHERS, 50 Warren Street, New York.

!

|

FREE
BjQUajH STOPPEDCured
l“!i5U ■
Permanently
by
9 ■ m DR. KLINE’S GREAT

IB

gT

| I 0 NERVE RESTORER
No Fits after first day s use.
or by mail; treatise and

H Consultation, personal

Si TRIAL BOTTLE FREE
to Fit patients who pay expreasage
only on delivery.
Permanent Cure, not only temporary relief, for all Nervous Disorders. Epilepsy. Spasms. St. Vitus' Dance,
Exhaustion.
Debility.
DB. B. H.KLINE. Ld.
931 Arch Street, Philadelphia. Founded 187L

St. Nicholas
FOR \OUNG FOLKS.
Are there any boys or girls in your home ?
If so, do you want them to grow up familiar with the best literature and art,
and with all their best impulses quickened ? There is a way to do it, at an expense of less than one cent a day,—a way
to have in your home the greatest educational influence of our time.
“St. Nicholas for Young Folks” is the
medium—a magazine absolutely unequalled in the literature of the world. It is
recommended by educators everywhere,
—it contains only the very best and most
helpful and entertaining literature, and
it is illustrated by the greatest of American illustrators.
In 1902
features are to be introduced
into this famous periodical—one is the
printing of long stories complete in a
single number,—no serials. A splendid
group of stories by the best living writers for young folks has been gathered for
this purpose.
“Nature Study"
some new

is now a great feature of St. Nicholas.
The young readers ask questions and
they are answered in a department called
“Nature and Science.” Private schools
take the magazine for this alone. The
“St. Nicholas League” is an organization
of St. Nicholas readers wherein prizes
are offered for the best pictures,
s
stories, poems, etc.
S3.00 a pear.
November and December
./k v
numbers free to new subwith
scriberswho begin
January (NonemcP'
°
ber begins the

“Marriage,” says the cynical bachelor,
is a game of chance in which there are a
lot of booby prizes.”
I
I
“Our little girl was unconscious from
strangulation during a sudden and terrible
attack of croup. 1 quickly secured a bottle
of One Minute Cough Cure, giving her
three doses. The croup was mastered and
our little darling speedily recovered.”
So
writes A. L. Spaft'ord, Chester, Mich. R. II.
Moody.
The difference between a job and
tion seems to depend on the salary.

a

posi-

FRED ATWOOD

FIRE, LIFE, ACCIDENT, PLATE GLASS, TORNADO INSURANCE.
The least in quantity and most in quality
B^STEAM BOILER INSURANCE AND INSPECTION. ^3 Security Bonds icr Cashiers Cerf.c
describes DeWitt’s Little Early Risers, the
tors. Administrators and Trustees | Correspondence solicited | Real estate bought and sold
famous pill for constipation and liver com-1
pliants. R. II. Moody.
The man of letters may be either
thor or a postman.

Let Us Fill Your

an au-

W H. Coombs & Co.

Skin affections will readily disappear by
using DeWitt’s Witch Hazel Salve. Look
If yon get DeWitt’s
counterfeits.
It is the quick
you will get good results.
nd positive cure for piles. R. H. Moody

out for

Solemnity and stupidity are sisters; the
favorite refuge of the dull is dignity.—Lon-

DeWitt’s Little Early Risers search the
remotest parts of the bowels and remove the
impurities speedily with no discomfort.
They are famous for their efficacy. Easy
to take, never gripe. R. 11. Moody.
an

OF

NOTICE.

ALL

t

33 Main

You are much more liable to disease when
liver and bowels do not act properly.
DeWitt’s Little Early Risers remove the
cause of disease.
R. II. Moody.
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KINDS.

<
Parties having FURNITURF,
CARPETS,
STOVES, orTanything to sell'
by sending us a card will receive a prompt'
call. Antique Furniture a specialty.

ability to

Street,Belfast,

LOWEST PRICES OH ALL

He.

your

The great English authority, Dr. W. Gordon Stables, urges travelers to always carry
a bottle of cold tea as a preventive against
fatigue. The sealed lead packets of Chase
& Sanborn’s Tea are finely adapted for this

Removal
To the

Aliyn Block, formerly

oc-

cupied by R. H. Coombs & Son.

use.

Would Bar Oat Anarchists.

In connection with members of congress Terence V. Powderly, the United
States commissioner of immigration, ia
working on a scheme to shut out foreign anarchists from this country. He

I take

pleasure

m

announcing that.. I have

moved to No. 70 Main street.

re-

occupied by

Our store is

E. MCDONALD, FURNITURE,

H

Oily Purest, Hipest Quality
Drop and Meals Used.

This store will be

and myself, and we shall be glad to welcome our
friends whenever it is possible for them to call. I
have a very complete line of
Builders’ Hardware of the latest style,
Mouldings, Floorings in all Woods, including Parquet .Samples, Mantels, Tile,
Fire Sets, Doors, Sash and Blinds, Stair
Posts, Rail and Balusters. Window Glass

Commissioners’ Notice-

THOMPSON,

I

Second-Hand Goods

don Truth.

The study of music requires
read between the lines.

L~

: DEALERS IN :

..

any

Trusting to

W. P.

Wintsrport,SVle

Representing Over Twenty Million'Assets

main

JOSEPH WILLIAM80N,

'

INSURANCE and REAL ESTATE,

Cut to

Waldo ss.
November 20, A. D. 1901.
We, the undersigned, having been duly appointed by the Honorable George E. Johnson, Judge
of Probate, within and for said County, Commissioners to receive a» d decide upon the claims of
the creditors of Jason R. Ryder, late of Islesboro,
in said County, deceased, whose estate has been
represented insolvent, hereby give public notice
agreeably to the order of the said Judge of Probate, that six months from and after the twelfth 1
day of November, have been allowed to said
creditors to present and prove their claims, and
that we will attend to the duty assigned us at the ,
office of W. P. Thompson, Belfast, Maine, on the 1
twentieth day of December, 1901, and the tenth
day of May, 1902, at ten of the clock in the fore-

“KING OF PAIN"

lunig ~al

Mr. W. J. Baxter of North Brook, N. C.,
he suffered with piles for fifteen years,
lie tried many remedies with no results
until he used DeWitt’s Witch Ilazel Salve
and that quickly cured him. R. 11. Moody.

Easy ancl pleasant to
no

USE_

says

jurious drug.
It is quickly absorbed.

IONT

"swear

The girl who gives away her kisses sel
dom has any stolen.

is

Contains

|

Kor Over kini Tears.
Ax Old axd Well-Tried Remedy.
Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup has been
used for over fifty years by millions of
mothers for their children while teething,
with perfect success. It soothes the child,
softens the gums, allays all pain, cures wind
colic, and is the best remedy for Diarrhoea.
Is pleasant to the taste. Sold by druggists
in every part of the world.
Twenty-live
cents a bottle. Its value is incalculable. Be
sure and ask for Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing
Syrup, and take no other kind.

•SfEh,, CATARRH

use.

.Neuralgia!

The lazy man is never lacking in repose.

Pike’s Toothache Drops Cure in One Minute.

9R

the ab-

horred reptiles can read, because it is
frequently asserted that scorpions have
been seen

and Tar
will

conditions.

night of Sivan, near Peutacost; he must
previously immerse himself three times
in a bath, and also cut his nails. When
translated, the cabalistic inscription
reads: “Oh scorpion, daughter of a
scorpion, ‘be thou accursed by the
strength of every power that exists.
From the mouth of the Prophet Joshua,

door,

“I have been suffering from Dyspepsia
for the past twenty years and have been
unable after trying all preparations and
physicians to get any relief. After taking
one bottle of Kodol Dyspepsia Cure I found
relief and am now in better health than I
have been for twenty years. 1 cannot praise
Kodol Dyspepsia Cure too highly,” thus
writes Mrs. C. W. Roberts, North Creek,
Ark. R. H. Moody.

Horehound
to

delight; yet, strange to say, the Moors
simple of Morocco prefer tea. This is the way
books. they make it: The dried leaves are
People.”

affair—no seats, no desks,
For beginners, boards about the size of
no

are so

restaurants,

heads of

or

face

tion.

they

It is about the same

inside to sit on the tloor, but must
stand outside, in mud, or rain, or

drops what- on a
doing; spreads his asses
ground, turns his food

bed, he arises at once,
ever

pays instant
If asleep in

tloor, and
dirty—do duty as

in the middle of the

the confession of faith is echoed from
“La ilah il Al-lah iwa

Chicago

foot.

a

knives and forks.
way in Moorish

Mohammed er-rasool Allah.” Again at
sunset the same cry resounds; and at
hourly intervals during the day an
abbreviated form is heard. Every Moor

don arid when Del Sol returned to New
York he brought her a French poodle
and her husband a bull dog and that be
was dined by her husband that night.
She concludes her lengthy statement
by referring to the first signs of jealousy shown by her spouse, as follows:
“It was in March last that Mr. Oakes
began to say he was jealous of Mr. Del
Sol. My husband was ill in bed, ana
one morning I heard him quarrelin
with his nurse.
“I went in to ask him how he felt.
He began speaking of Del Sol, and
wanted to know if that ‘nigger,’ as he
called him, had called the night before.
I said no, and then he said something
that I’ll not repeat. I was dumfouiuled
and indignant. Then he apologized, as
his custom was after he had been brutal.
“I asked him to write a letter saying
that he had never questioned my honesty as a wife in any way, so that I
could show it to the maid or to any one
else I chose.
“He wrote the letter willingly. He
says that I threatened him with a revolver and with a water bottle; that I
was excited with whiskey and threatened to break the door down.
“My answer to that is what my lawyer, Mr. Steinhardt, said in court:
‘Bosh!’ I never had a revolver in my
life and would be frightened to death of
one.
No one knows that better than
my husband, and he knows why.
“I never drank whiskey, but I am
quite certain that Mr. Oakes will not
deny that he drinks it! And strangely
enough, two days later, on my birthday,
April 8th, my husband sent me the
handsomest dowers he ever gave me.”

many times multiplied as though you
had been indulging in Carolina tangle-

from

as

material is

weeks, Mrs. Oakes says her hus\ few
band asked Del Sol to meet her in Lon-

Prescription has done for me.” writes
John T. Smith, of Sloean, British Columbia
"It helped
me
through the long
(Box 50).
months of pregnancy and I have a big. strong
baby girl, the most healthy of all my three, and j
it cured me of a disease which was taking away
ascribe a fatal power to the numbers 9
all m37 strength.”
^ and 5—as some of us fear the number
Free.
Dr. Pierce’s Common Sense Med- i
18. Even in the heat of bargaining, a
ical Adviser is sent free on receipt of
stamps to pay expense of mailing only.
Moor will never say “live”; he gets
Send 31 one-cent stamps for the book in
around the dangerous word by saycloth binding, or 21 one-cent stamps for
Address Dr. R. V. Pierce,
paper covered.
ing “four and one.” lie shrinks also
vorite

up in the
walls, glazed windows being considered
inventions of the devil, through which

building

The statement goes on to show that
she believes her husband urged Del Sol
to visit them in order to lay a trap for
her and makes several points to bear
that theory out. About her European
trip on which Del Sol preceded her a

the fabric in any way.
Housework is hard work without Gold Dust"
For greatest economy buy our large package.

against scorpions,
The interior of a Moorish house—of
affixed to its door post, without which,
There are now not half a dozen struc- the middle class, to choose an average
it is believed, they would be over-run
tures worth visiting in the town, and sample—is simplicity itself, but a study
by those pestelential insects. The
not one building of stone, except the in color. It is usually one-storied, concharm—prepared by a Rabbi, at contower of Kutubia mosque and an arch- taining a single apartment, very long siderable
expense to the recipient, is a
way which was brought from Spain in and lofty, with peaked doorway so low bit of
paper on which is a more or less
sections.

A Statement fiom Mm. Oaken.

of

fruit; and, more rarely—as a most expensive luxury, too costly for every day
—a little ambergris is
scraped into the
tea and can be seen
floating upon the
surface like greasy green paint. While
drinking the tea, you are expected to
make a loud smacking of the
lips, to
indicate your appreciation of the luxury; to omit which custom, or to be
faint-hearted in it, would sorely grieve,
if not insult, your entertainers. Each
course of tea is taken separately—that
is, without any kind of food; and the
effect upon the nerves of a fashionable
banquet at which are eight or ten
courses of strong decoctions of tea'
can be better imagined that described.
The household snake is liable to be as

The Oakes Divorce Case.

the'GOLlT DUST Iwtas do you worlu"

my friends and customers, I
Yours very truly,

the most economi-

if you wish to save money and get the
call at

best,

Poor & Sons

size.

see

run on

cal basis in order that expenses may be
reduced and prices lowered accordingly,

re

DRUG STORE,

C. B. HALL.
Truly

TERENCE V. POWDERLY.

purposes deporting persons of foreign birth should they develop an-

also

archistic tendencies while here. In his
capacity of labor leader Mr. Powderly
has had much experience with foreignKeflections of a Bachelor.

Kodol
Cure

Dyspepsia
Digests
what

you

eat.

This preparation contains all of the
digestants and digests all kinds of
food. It gives instant relief and never
fails to cure. It allows you to eat all
the food you want. The most sensitive
stomachs can take it. By its use many
thousands of dyspeptics have been
cured after everything else failed. It
prevents formation of gas on the stomach, relieving all distressaftereating.
Dieting unnecessary. Pleasant to take

girl gets married all the
married woman of her acquaintance
for wrinkles on her foreto
watch
I have a repository on Wight begin
head.
street, free from dust and dirt,
If there were more women in the
where I will store sleighs, carworld it would be a great deal better,
at
a
reariages, furniture, etc.,
unless there were more men, too.
K can't help
sonable price.
Leave orders at
but do you good
One of the disturbing things about
I2tf
only by E. O. Dn Witt& Oo., Chicago.
Swift dt Paul’s.
getting married two or three times is Preparedbottfe
contains 2M times the 50c. size.
the heavy mother-in-law score it runs Tbetl.
JOSEPH WIGHT. Belfast.
R. H. MOODY.
As soon as a

Wonderful

How

Quickly

CHAPHAIN’S

Golden Crown Oil
RELIEVES AND CURES

COUGHS, COLDS, HOARSENESS,
CROUP and all LUNG TROUBLES.
95o.

PER

BOTTLE

AT THE DRUG

STORES.

LEWIS’
INHALANT

FOR

PHTHISIC

The only patent medicine in the world that gives
universal satisfaction. It never fails to give immediate relief: it never fails to greatly lessen the
severity of attacks. Many distressing cases of
Phthisic cured in a short time. Not a fault found
nor a failure reported in thirty-eight years.
Sent by mail. Price $1.00.
ly4*
Patented.
J. C. LEWIS, Proprietor,
No. 16 Prescott St., Somerville. Mass.
A. A. Howes & Co., Agents Belfast, Me,
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PILSBURY,

Aching Joints
and other
In the
fingers, toes, arms,
parts of the body, are joints that are
inflamed and swollen by rheumatism—

that acid condition of the blood which
affects the muscles also.
Sufferers dread to move,

tonnage than for some years
past, and have contracts which will
keep them busy well into the coming
The

year.

summer

weather.
“It has been

Ilearst’s Chicago editors
only
40 minutes. The punishment did

jail

resorts have had a

spring. There is, in fact, a pronounced
building boom. Everything the farmer
Croker continues to croak; but the
produced commands good prices. The
whole civilized world rejoices over the
shortage in the apple crop in the coundownfall of Tammany.
try at large has proved a veritable
The State finances are reported to be bonanza to the Maine orchardist. While
in a very healthy condition; and the he has had fewer apples, he has realized
more money from them than in an
legislature does not meet this winter.
“apple year.” Even the cider apples,
Last Saturday's Boston papers were which are often left to rot under the
mainly devoted to foot ball, and many trees, have found a profitable market
this year. Many farmers have realized
of their readers felt like kicking.

not tit the crime.

from
It is

reported

that a German chemist

Hood’s Sarsaparilla
and Pills

Remove the cause of rheumatism—no
outward application can. Take them.

Notes of

depots

in

We awoke Monday morning to find

hung over the city,
threatening to envelop it every few seconds. As we were not obliged to leave

Farmington during

cover

past two months $5,000 for cider
not blood from a turnip?
apples, $1,000 for paring apples, and
$10,000 for grafted fruit. In one AroosIt is a good plan to take an Eastern took neighborhood there are 15 farmers
paper.—Atchison, Kansas, Globe.
who each raised 20 acres of potatoes
That is good advice. If you want a the
past season, the total yield for the
Western paper take the Atchison Globe. entire 300 acres
reaching 40,000 barrels,

Mr. Ernst and Mrs. Duff had a controversy in the Boston school board
the other

day

over

the

geographies used

This was a duff

Charlestown.

in

in

earnest.

Camden,

lawyer lias been arraigned
charge of “Making money." A good many of the legal fraternity could no doubt plead not guilty to
A

on

such

a

X. J„

the

charge.

King Edward’s coronation will be a
Bradley-Martin !
wears the tiara she is having made in

brilliant affair if Mrs.
Paris at a cost of
and a

quarter

£250,000—a million

of dollars!

A voting machine was tried in Xew
York at the late election, and is said to
an

ne

unqualified

success.

The Tammany machine does not seem
on this occasion to have been “an un-

qualified success.”
engineer hoist
petard is that of the Mayor
Ottawa, Canada, who pleaded guilty
buying liquor during prohibited

The latest case of an

by
of
of

his own

hours and was fined $5 and costs. lie
told the court he accepted the disqualification which the conviction involved.

longer mayor of the city,
disqualified for two years.

He is no
is

An

Augusta special

sun announces

a

and

to the Xew York

new

candidate

for

to take our train we

in

long

entering

the

were

compartments

not
re-

served for us and were soon en route
Had
for Balloch Pier, Loch Lomond.
our

compartments

not been reserved in

advance we should have had a rather
uncomfortable time. It was a holiday
in Glasgow, and youths in checked
tweeds, with cigarette's, accompanying
rosy-cheeked maidens with frizzes and a
lunch box, were very much in evidence,
and every compartment was filled to its
utmost squeezing capacity.
On arrival

at a cash value of $00,000. An Aroostook correspondent writes to the Ban-

or so.

England and

that a Scotch mist

the

C. W. Morse of the American Ice Co.,
etc., etc., evidently has money to burn,
lie is now buying up Boston banks, and
it is said he would like to acquire ten

Six Weeks’ Trip to
Scotland.

a

V.

$1,000 to $2,000 from their orOne buyer paid out in cash at

the two

KING EDWARD’S DOMAIN.

IN

chards.

has devised a method of manufacturing
artificial gutta-percha from peat. Why

long time since we have
Hood's Sarsaparilla.
My
a

been without
father thinks he could not do without it.
He has been troubled with rheumatism
since he was a boy, and Hood’s Sarsaparilla is the only medicine he can take that
will enable him to take his place in the
field.” Miss Ada Doty, Sidney, Iowa.

prosperous season, and all along the
coast new buildings are under construction or contracted for to be built in the

in

especially

after sitting or lying long, and their
condition is commonly worse in wet

out more

Subscription Terms: In advance, $2.00 a
year; $1.00 for six months; 50 cents for three
months.
Advertising Terms: For one square, one
inch length in column, 75 cents for one week, and
25 cents for each subsequent insertion.
were

US GIVE THAMES.

Maine is having her full share of the
prosperity which has come to the whole
country, and Thanksgiving should be
observed today with due recognition of
the bounties vouchsafed us. Not only
are
the more important industries
flourishing, but the future is rich with
promise. Our shipyards have turned

gor Daily News:
The county was never so blessed in
its history, and cause for giving thanks
was never so much in evidence as it is
in this the opening year of a new cen- at the pier we found the steamer awaittury. Ceres has been abundantly lavish ing us. We boarded her, in company
with the crops meted to the “garden with the youths and maidens, lunch
spot of Maine.” With cellars and store- boxes and
cigarettes, and secured
houses filled to overflowing, with barns
packed full of hay and bringing a good camp stools for the sail up the lake.
round price, with the grain crop fully On the arrival of a special train a few
up to the average, and good prices and minutes later more pleasure-seeking
a ready market for everything, with
clad in waterproofs and rain
comfortable conditions and general couples
health prevailing on every hand, this coats came aboard and we were soon
part of the country ought certainly to under way. The storm that threatened
remember the Thanksgiving of 1001 us in the
morning was still holding off,
with gratitude and good cheer.
and as we passed Ben Lomond and Ben
There is great activity in the granite
Ledi, with their crests shrouded in the
industry, many large contracts having
gray mists, we agreed that nothing

come

for

grand and majestic. At
landings some of the picj nicers left us, but enough remained to
fill the regular coaches when we arriv:

mi

j &edHurricane Isle Granite Co. have startup their works at Waldoboro with a
large crew. They have a contract to
finish and cut the

could be more
each of the

ed at Iversnaid.

While

our

conductor

granite for the front was negotiating for transportation for
and one end of the Fidelity Trust Co.'s |
the party the two camera fiends slipfourteen-story building in Buffalo, X. | ped off and “snap-shotted” a picturesY.—all nice eight-cut work. This job
que waterfall near by. On our return,
is to be cut in Waldoboro of stone from
we found the party mounting to a
their quarries there. They also have
“drag” put on for our benefit. The
the contract to furnish and cut the
drive through the Trossaehs was beautifor
the
front
of
the
Commongranite
ful beyond description. The road, hard
wealth Bank building, Philadelphia.
and smooth, wound in and out in graceThis job will be cut at Hurricane of the
ful curves between the majestic trees;
red granite from the company's quarever, no matter horv slight the grade,
ries at Jonesboro. The Hallowed Granmounting up, up. In this all-too-short
ite Works are quarrying and cutting
three mile drive to Stronachlacher we
the stone for the new Hall of Kecords
in Xew York, on which they have been

employed for several years, and will
keep a large force of men at work this
winter, both in its cutting sheds and

passed
tourist.

many things of interest to the
Little Scotch cottages with

gian

hares as pet stock are entitled to
respect and consideration, says that “as
a permanent souree-of food supply, as a
substitute for beef, pork, mutton and lion tons will be required.
Thus while our present prosperity
fowl, their value is so small as to be
eliminated as a factor in the question.” cads for thanksgiving we can rejoice
over the promise of its continuance.
At a dinner of the Old School Boys in
At

Boston last week Curtis Guild said the
boys these days is that

New

they smoke cigarettes, go to the variety
shows, and try to be bumptious general-

read

trouble with

ly,

with

“penwipers”
good

“Where are the

hoops?”

he asked.

on

their heads.

old

days

“Show

me

of the

the

boy

that knows the difference between an

alley

and a

agate and a
Where is the peg top now?
tooser,

an

chinee?
Where is the boy that chalks

corners

and where can you
find the boys that coast the long coast
on Boston Common?
Where, indeed,

plays hockey,

and

held

cord,
H., in w'hich he gave a history
of the rural free delivery system in

This is absurd. The old
did noble work with
their hand tubs, but they would have
been powerless in case of a fire like that
of last week. All the water in all the
reservoirs in Belfast, could they have
been reached and the machines been
able to pump it, would not have equalled
the amount poured into the cellar by
streams
from
the six continuous
As noted elsewhere
the hydrants.
a similar fire in Portland resulted in the
total destruction of the building in
which it originated. An abundant water supply and an efficient fire department averted a like calamity in Belfast.

short order.
fire

departments

game of

ball—very differently played,

has

body

in

the

over

of

occupied by Mary, Queen of
high four-posted bed—protected from the possible depredations of
visitors by iron bars—was still covered
with the bed-clothes, now mere timeeaten rags, supposed to have protected
the royal lady from the cold. Off this
room was Lord Darnley’s bed and dressing rooms, with the secret stairway
leading to the appartments above,
once covered with tapestry, the faded

specially delighted

Glenwood
S.'
Ranges
"AGlenwood
Bake”

MITCHELL * TRUSSELL, BELFAST, ME.

once

Scotts. The

with
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g
°

1
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i

Ch

cr"j
C/P

seemed so very lofty a few hours before when w'e looked up at it from our
hotel windows. Leaving the carriage
we

were

by

met

a

uniformed

guide,

who, judging from the brilliant hue of
his nose and his somewhat impeded accents, would not have been a law-abid-

the fall of its roof in 1768.
tion with the

j

abbey

Returning
and

then

to the hotel we had dinner
set forth for the theatre.

We

were

so

fortunate

as

to

have

State, at least. We an opportunity to see Tree, the fa
Twelfth
draw-bridge which was once mous English actor, in
Needless to say, the acting,
a trap for the unsuspecting, were shown Night.”
the famous “Half Moon” battery, and scenery, costumes and music were supurb.
Mr. Tree took the part of “Malmany historic buildings now used for
barracks for part of the “Black volio” and his presentation could not
Watch,” now stationed here. After fail to appeal to every one with the
going through a maze of small squares smallest appreciation for the humorous.
and courts we emerged into a large Miss Lily Brayton as Viola was specialcourtyard surrounded on all sides by ly charming. An article in the October
buildings, and after dismissing our Cosmopolitan, entitled “Beauty on the
guide of the brilliant countenance, with London Stage,” says of her: “Miss
his fees, entered a narrow doorway and Brayton has given us the most charmafter climbing a flight of narrow stairs ing Viola seen in many a day; and one
saw the crown jewels of Scotland be- that has unquestionably been a labor
ing

citizen of

our

crossed the

fore us, and at one side the carved
chest in which they were once kept.

of great love. She is masculine with
the Countess and feminine with the

Duke, an interpretation that is less of a
examining
length
ful and historic gems we descended the psychological enigma than that of many
stairs and entered another narrow door- a more celebrated artist. In complexion Miss Brayton is dark, of a coloring
way, this time on our way to Queen
that is rare in England.”
M. D. P.
Mary’s appartments. These were dark
and gloomy little rooms, far from inviting, according to our modern standards,
After

at

born

than a closet.
the window from
which the baby was lowered in a basket, to be taken to Sterling Castle for
From these cramped
greater safety.
was

hardly

more

We looked out of

I quarters we

went to the more

This
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every box of the

Laxative
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remedy that
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cures
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The inner room, where James
England, VI. of Scotland, was

-s
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t

pal-

ace, which became a favorite abode of
the Scottish sovereigns.”
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spacious

banqueting-hall,

where many historic
personages have feasted, and which is
now filled with armour and weapons of

descriptions—spears, shields, gauntlets, cutlasses, flintlock pistols, etc.
The next point of interest was an old
gun, made shortly before the discovery
of America, in much the same manner
all

as our

modern cannon are constructed.

While

we were

examining this interestof the party, chancing
to look down over the wall in front,
espied, on a ledge a few feet below us, a
dog cemetery. Here the soldiers of
many regiments had laid their four-legged friends to rest. The following inscription impressed itself upon my
memory, as particularly interesting
“To Pat, the dog that followed the 72nd
Highlanders in peace and war for ten
years.” Many and varied were the
tributes paid the favorites of the garriIn
son buried in such a historic spot.
the rear of the old cannon was a tiny
stone edifice called “Queen Margaret’s
ChapeT’and said to be the first and smallest chapel in Scotland. It was built for
the Queen’s private use. After enjoying object

one

Because It’s for One Thing Only, and
Belfast is Learning This.
Nothing can be good for everything.
Doing one thing will bring success.
Doan’s Kidney Pills do one thing only—
They’re for sick kidneys.
They cure backache, every kidney ill.
Here is Lewiston evidence to prove it:
Mr. John Watson, general blacksmith, on the
Sabattus road, Lewiston, Me., says: “For eight
years I had trouble with my back. When suffering at intervals from attacks, I was lame during
the day and in severe pain at night. After a hard
day s work it was something horrible to endure.
Soon after I retired, I was compelled to shift my
position, looking for comfort, [and as this continued all night, I arose often in the morning to

begin another day’s work

more tired than when I
went to •bed. I read an account of Doan’s Kidney Pills curing a back like mine and 1 went to a
dmg store and got a box. Well, I kept taking
them until the pain left. Since I stopped I have

done
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$6.00

The Tale.
This magnetic price is better than any
argument, and will appeal more strongly to you than a page of talk with nothing to back it. We have made a most
fortunate purchase in Suits and Overcoats. Fifty all wool blue and dark
mixed cheviots to be sold at above
price. Just $2.00 under their value.

lots of heavy work but my back has stood

the strain.”
Just such

emphatic endorsement can be had
right here in Belfast. Call at Edmund Wilson’s
and
ask what is reported.
drug store
Sold for fifty cents per box by all dealers. Foster-Milburn Co., Buffalo, N. Y., sole agents for the
United States.
Remember the name—DOAN’S—and take

no

substitute.

MASON & HALL,

in rural

have

say that in the days of the old hand
tubs it would have been extinguished in

The fragments of an earlier world;
A wildering forest feather’d o’er
His ruined sides and summit hoar,
While on the north, through middle air,
Ben-an heaved high his forehead bare.”

square

slab

j

of

hurl’d

attention to the

our

remains of which are now drawn aside.
Off these rooms was the Queen’s supan enormous black cat, which was very ping room, a tiny, dark little hole, and
friendly and graciously allowed his not at all inviting in appearance. We
admirers to stroke him. After lunch, then climbed the dark, narrow and
at one o’clock, the carriage previously winding stairs to the Queen’s apartordered was at the door, and we soon ments, looked into the little closet
were bowling along through the resi- where she was wont to pray; then dedence part of the city. In and out and i scended to the ground again and found
around the streets we drove, when sud- ! our way to the ruined chapel built by
denly, and much to every body’s sur- David I. when the abbey of Holyrood
prise, we found ourselves just outside was founded. To quote: “The beautithe Castle gates, the Castle which had ful abbey itself has been a ruin since
ment we were

however, from our “National game.” I
New Hampshire.
He emphasized the Our coachman was very communica-'
great good it had accomplished for the tive, and pointed out the most northern ^
country districts and claimed that it point ever reached by the Bomans, the ! ing the many and beautiful views of
served to educate the farming popula- Earl of Patrick’s estate, and all the
tion by enabling this class of citizens
points of interest along the route, The
to get their daily papers, and keep in
scenery was beautiful, and we were
touch with the world.
The speaker sorry when we reached the picturesque
maintained that the price of property little village of Callender and returned

communities and
gone up
good old winters?” They
abandoned farms have been taken up
probably gone to keep company
for no more important reason than the
with the good old boys.
establishment of this rural delivery.
But for the abundant supply of water
J. P. Bass, proprietor of the Bangor
furnished by the Belfast water works
Commercial, was arrested Monday on a
we should have had to chronicle the
warrant issued by the Judge
total loss of Odd Fellows block, and criminal
of the Biddeford municipal court,chargprobably of the whole of that side of
ed with violating the statute of 1885 reMain street between Church and High
the advertising of intoxicating
streets. It was not an ordinary fire. garding
The law is as follows:
Had the firemen been able to play di- liquors.
Whoever advertises or gives notice
when
it
first
fire
started
it
the
on
rectly
of the sale or keeping for sale of
could have been quickly extinguished.
intoxicating liquors, or knowingly
They could not do so, and it was neces- publishes any newspaper in which such
notices are given, shall be fined for
sary to flood the cellar. Yet while the
such offence the sum of twenty dollars
fire was in progress some were heard to
where are the

the spot where lies the
John Knox. They were rewarded with a shower of pennies, and
made a hasty exit, probably to thenearest shop where “sweets” were sold,
to invest their easily earned treasure.
Soon after we passed John Knox’s
house, the Assembly church, Kelson
and Burns monuments, the Carnegie
Library, and other important buildings;
and finally arrived at Holyrood Palace.
Entering the inner court we ascended
a flight of broad stone stairs to a room

least.

At the head of the lake we found
coaches awaiting us, and with one stop
of half an hour for lunch at the Trosthe first annual meeting of the sachs Hotel we took the delightful
England Postmasters Association, twelve mile drive through to Callender.
in Boston Nov. 21st, a paper was Near the foot of Ben Nevis we saw
by Postmaster Robinson of Con- a picnic party indulging in an animated
N.

informed us that they would arrive a
few minutes before us at a different
station.
Our fears thus quieted we inquired our way to the Windsor Hotel,
where we found the rest of the party
comfortably settled and apparently
not in the least disconcerted by our
We accused them of
non-appearance.
giving us the slip, and openly defied
them to lose us, even in the depths of
the Scottish wilds.
By the time we were ready for it the
seven o’clock diuner was announced,
and after that all-important meal some
of us started out for an evening walk
down the famous Princes Street; but
had not gone far when some drops of
rain warned us of an approaching
shower, and we were glad to return to
the hotel and retire to our comfortable
rooms after a rather long but exceedingly interesting day. The next morning was devoted to expeditions up and
down Princes Street and into various shops.
At a stationers’ establish-

a peat bog, with neat at
arranged at one side; large I.

game preserves, w7here here and there
a “cotton-tail” would pop out of his
burrow and gaze at us with astonish-

was our aston-

ed

thatched roofs;
of fuel

we were

ever, when the youngman with the gun

piles

Governor to succeed Gov. Hill—Hon.
The walls of this building,
quarry.
P O. Vickery of Augusta. Mr. Vickery
which are alieady up to a height of
has for many years been the treasurer
three stories, are wholly of Hallowed
ment, his bright little eyes almost popof the Maine Press Association, and its
granite. To come nearer home the Mt.
out of his head in wrouder at the
members can testify to his financial
Waldo Granite Co. has plenty of work ping
ability, as well as to his geniality. Vick- with the promise of more in the future. strange apparition. At Stronachlacher
at the foot of Loch Katrine wre boardery sounds a good deal like victory.
Last year no ice was cut in Maine,
ed the steamer “Sir Walter Scott.”
and
meant
this
a
loss
large pecuniary
Maine editors who have no hair to
Perhaps the poet can best describe the
speak of are reading with interest the to the State, in mouey paid for labor scene that lay before us on our sail up
and for freights.
The American Ice
controversy of the Biddeford Journal
the lake.
and Bridgton Xews over the Belgian Company has a practical monopoly of
“Loch-Katrine lay beneath him roll’d
hare. Bro. Shorey of the latter paper, the ice business on the Kennebec and In all her length far winding lay,
With
and
their
Maine
Penobscot,
promentory, creek, and bay,
who has invested 90 cents in the busimanager
And islands that, unpurpled bright,
ness. sees millions in it, and aside from says that most of the houses will be Floated amid the livelier
light;
considerations of pelf commends the filled this winter and that between 400,- And mountains, that like giants stand,
To sentinel enchanted land.
000
and
tons
will
be
500,000
put up anyBelgian hare as a pet. Bro. Wormwood
of the Biddeford Journal is just a little way. Should there be a shortage of the High on the south, huge Ben-venue
Down on the lake in masses threw
sceptical, and while admitting that Bel- crop on the Hudson river the company Craggs, knolls, and mounds, confusedly
will put up every pound of ice
they
possibly can. But for the purpose of
tilling their contracts nearly half a mil-

nearing Ed- the city we made out way down gome
steep stone stairs and again over the
ishment to learn from the only gentle- treacherous drawbridge, and to our
man with us that our carriage was next
carriage.
the engine. We concluded that the inDriving down into Parliament Square
tervening ones bad been whirled away we noticed a fine equestrian statue of
into space in some mysterious manner, “Bonnie Prince Charlie;” and some
and that our friends were—goodness little ragged urchins, turning handknew wherel We.were consoled, how- springs besides the carriage, shrilly callhad with them,

inburgh now, and what

prosaic railway travelling.

to the more

On the outskirts of the town, in front
of one of the cozy little stone houses

dent.

Off

came

will go South before they return home.
_There will be a whist party at the I. O.
0. F. Hall Tuesday evening, Dec. 3d
Mrs. Annie Durham gave a whist party last
Tuesday evening. A large number of her
friends were invited_The W. C. T. U.
will meet with Mrs. Fred Putnam Friday,
Nov. 29th.
...

and Fur Robes.

the hats, and a faint

cheer rose
After a

instinctively to our lips.
short ride through the village

streets we found ourselves at the railway station, and were hurried into the
as the train was late.
Three

carriages,

the Belfast

party and two other
ladies were hustled into a compartment
that already had two occupants, and the
others vanished to find seats where they
could. 'At Stirling, famous for its casand costs.
Mr. Bass will make a test case of it. tle, our fellow travellers left the carriage and their places were taken by two
Monroe. Mr. Frank Ham has gone to Scotch ladies who had been
spending
Boston to visit relatives—Mrs. Maria At- the
day sightseeing. They bad travelwood has gone to Winterport to spend the
led a little in the United States, and
winter—Mrs. Gilman Simpson has gone
in praising the country in the
to Danforth to take eare of her mother, who agreed
They called our attenis sick... Mrs. Edwin Jenkins has return- highest terms.
ed from a two weeks’ visit in Cushing....'k tion to fine views of Sterling Castle, and
The village school will begin Monday, Dec. pointed out to us the memorable battle2nd, David Dolloff teaching—Mr. and Mrs. field of Bannock Burn. They were exLeslie Simpson and daughter have gone to ceedingly agreeable travelling companNew York to spend the winter. Mr. Simp- ions, and we enjoyed their company
son

Horse Blankets

what should greet our eyes but “Old
Glory” flying in the breeze at half-mast,
a fitting tribute to our martyred Presi-

of

very much.

the next station a
young man and woman with guns entered our compartment.
They had
been out for a day's shooting, evidently,
but with little success, if one were to
by the quantity of game they

judge

At

jHADE
BLACK

SEE 0URSI.00 BLANKETS?

by)
*

MADE BY

Hay Wires from 7

to 82 Feet.

Morse Sled Runners.

Hardware, Iron and Steel,*!
Paints, Lead and Oil,
Iron and Wood
52 Main

Pumps.

Street, Belfast, Maine.

BLACK
MEYER

Fifty Men’s long swell Overcoats, and
some short ones, too, at above price, and
$7.50 and $10.00. From two to three
dollars under value. We stand right
back of every garment we sell, and advertise no promises we-do not keep.

HARRY W. CLARK & CO.,
THE NEW STORE,

83 MAIN STREET

aiWS OF BELFAST.

Ian

There was good skating
last Friday and Saturday.

on

Kirby

TJ4 CHURCHES.
Meetings will be held at the Peoples' Mission in the Frye sehoolhouse, Miller street,
every Saturday evening at 7 o'clock. All
are welcome.

lake

The regular meeting of the City Council
will he held next Monday evening, Dec. 2.
Virgil Hall sold to Fogg & Brown last
neck an early spring lamb that dressed 96

pounds.

I

*

Fewer deer were shot this season in
tVuldo County than last, but since close
; me began they have been very numerous,
and very tame.

When

pressed

for

he had sufficient

the High school foot ball
ihiinipionship of Knox county, Nov. 20th>
defeating Camden for the second succesve time, the score being 23 to 0.
Rockland

remember the guest who dedined a second cup of coffee.

\ZOU

ileston Wadlin, Esij., Clerk of Courts,
out the venires for traverse jurors
ion the January term of Supreme Judicial
I

has sent

Court.

won

coffee that

swift rt Paul had ripe tomatoes Nov. 22d,
light in by James Mitchell of Northport.
They were picked green, just before the
last frost came, and have since ripened.

a

he
reason
'■h

you cannot decline

dozen countries

to

coffee in the world.

merdy said

There is

grounds.

try it, for it is

you

Pensions have been granted as follows:
; aaease, restoration, re-issue, etc., Charles
M Bates, Liberty, ©10; original, widows,
special accrued, Nov. 3th, Lucinda B.
Ku'tman, llalldale, $8.

when

pound
be

Municipal Officers met Thursday
noon and drew the following jurors

The

a

tdu you

rs-vC

tut

to

one

once

acknowledged

in

a

be the finest

fancy

If you

try it

want to

ask fpr Chose & Sanfxm's Coffee.

The W. C. T. U. is doing active work
g a number of practical lines, and new
The next meet•-tubers are being added.
will be with Mrs. Emma McKenzie, No.
1! igh street,Thursday afternoon, Dec. 5th.

A

the whoe story.

It will

you! It's worth

know-

he U. 8. District Court to be held in
land Dec. 10th: grand jurors, Win. K.
ne, James F. Fernald; petit jurors,
n Carr, Melzer B. Lawrence,

:

I

P. Ilazeltine, Esq., Register of Prohas received notice from the Treasury
irtment that all bonds of administraas.

executors, guardians, etc., appointed
Probate Court or other State authorrequire 50 cent revenue stamps.

“Seal Brand”
in i-lb. and a-lb. Tin
Cans i,air -tight).
Oilier high gradea in
ricliiv-colored parchment
ba^s (moisture proof).

lie

There are a few cases of mumps in town,
but not enough to warrant closing any of
the schools.

»rge A. Gilchrest has put a power
Istone in the headhouse of the marine
He now uses the steam engine for
way.
.ing the railway, hoisting timber, etc.,
u» yard, and running a treenail machine
grindstone. The steam is furnished
Mathews Bros', mill.
h

shot

the Vinalhaven side of the
oiighfare and is now boring one for C.
'>taples on North Haven and one at
Mr. Shute and his crew have
'boro.
done some extensive work for the govMient at the Lamoine coaling station.
Shute wells have no superiors.— Rocki Courier-Gagette.
on

Belmont. Chandler Morrill*
cs, was found Tuesday morning liangthe barn at the farm of Isaac Kendall,
re he was stopping.
He was a native
ielmont, but had spent most of his life
alifornia, where he has a family. He is
i-other of W. A. Morrill of Belmont,
•ner Cbas.
R. Coombs of Belfast was
ed, but decided that an inquest was un-

Chenery recently transplanted a
_•■ maple tree from the forest to the lawn
he Crosby mansion, and has the ground
iy for others. The experiment of transit ing large trees was successfully tried
several years ago by John II. Loso,
moved them after the ground was
n
in the wdnter. There are several
lsome maples about the city which he
is planted in that way.

\\. Burkett recently furnished the
hodist church in this city with new earned cushion covers. A member of the
••ty sent samples of the goods to a neighng city and as a result Mr. Burkett reed an order to supply a church there,
two orders called for about son yards of
i-cting. This shows that a good place to
carpets is at Geo. W. Burkett’s, in Belli is prices are right and his carpets
■o.

;

right.

:

[

j

[

Items. Sch. John T. Williams
ved Nov. 21st from Camden, where she
barged coal. She is undergoing repairs !
Pendleton's dock.Sch. Pandora arriv- I
Nov. 22d from St. John, N. B., with
ngles for Cooper & Co. She is about 75
us ami has no overhang aft. Her rudder is
ig wholly outboard, the tiller passing
ft: "Ugh an opening in the stern rail, yet
steering gear is a modern standing
"heel—Sch. Norman arrived Nov. 23d
mi Brunswick, Ga., with lumber for Geo.
Gilchrest-The sch. Viola Keppard, on
lirest’s marine railway,is being replankiielow the water line, is to have a new
•mast, and general repairs.Sch.
nry VV. Cramp, Capt. Alzo M. Carter,
ml from Baltimore Nov. 7th with 2,700
:
of coal for Bangor. She made the run
in Cape Henry to Vineyard Haven in 00
irs and anchored in Fort
Point Cove
15th to await her turn to discharge at
It was expected that she would go
igor.
iver yesterday. ..TheGardiner Reporterirnal of Nov. 25th says: “Sch. William
iter, which discharged coal at the Har:ton wharf, is loading the last cargo of
"her from the Fogg Lumber Co.’s mill at
wdoinham, for New York. Schr. S. L.
is is taking on the last load of lumber
m the Berlin Mills Co. in Farmingdale.
hr. L. M. Thurlow is due to arrive at
" Lawrence Bros, mill to
complete their
ipments for the season”....The following
niters are reported: Sch. Jennie Stubbs,
'"•w York to Cayenne, general cargo, p. t.;
h. S. M. Bird, Laguayra to Philadelphia,
t.; bk. John Swan, Rosario to Boston,
les, $3,800; sch. Susie P. Oliver, New
V irk to Cienfuegos, case oil, p. t.; thence
Brunswick to Kingston, Ja.,lumber,at about
ft, thence Moss Point to Kingston, Ja., two
h"Iis, lumber, $6.S0; sch. Scotia, Jacksonlle to San Juan, P. R., lumber, $6.50; sch.
•'lary L. Crosby, Pensacola to New York,
lumber, p. t.; sch. Anna Pendleton, Pasca■
itgoula to New York, lumber, p. t.; sch.
'Villie L. Newton, Ship Island to New
lurk, lumber, $5.75; sch. Malden, Pascaauula to Philadelphia, lumber, p. t.; sch.
Georgia Gilkey, Brunswick to New York,
lumber, $5; sch. Henry R. Tilton, PhiladelI'hia to New Haven, coal, $1.
TO CUBE A COLD IN ONB DAT

Take Laxative Bromo Quinine Tablets. A1

laggists refund the money if it fails to
tare. E. W. Grove’s Signature on each.box.

a

train

cars

fine deer.

Nortii Belfast.
Ross E. Beckwith,
Geo. O. Hatch has given notice that he who has been
employed several months in
cannot transport the scholars from the an
asylum at Mattapan, Mass., arrived
Perkins district after this term. His succes- home last week
Frank Russ arrived
sor has not yet been appointed.
home Nov. 20th. He has had employment
A large fragment of rock thrown by a in an asylum in Worcester, Mass., for nearly
blast in the sewer extension Saturday a year....Edith M. Ladd is at home from
passed through a window in the office of Castine during the vacation of the Eastern
the Belfast f uel A Ilay Co. and wrecked State Normal school
Florence Kimball,
who is a pupil atthe Castine Normal
the stove.
school,
is spending her vacation at home_Richard
A list of new and old books in our Free
is a student at Freedom Academy
Gurney
Library on Physics, Electricity and Chemis- ;
during the winter term_Geo. U. Hatch
try, with the corrected numbers, will be
went to north New Portland Saturday to
found on the 2nd page. Passion Play picteach the winter term of High school in
tures will be on exhibition after December j
that village—Ned Mason has had two new
10th.
!
chimneys built in his house to take the
Accident. Miss Flora Reed, an employe
place of the one recently damaged by fire.
as the Revere House, was quite badly scaldj
Poor Joe.
One life—some would say
ed while at work in the kitchen Tuesday
forenoon. She was taking a kettle from the nine lives—was lost in tire fire in Odd Felrange and spilled the hot water on her lows' block last week; and there are many
chest.
mourners, for Joe was a model cat in every
He was as popular, for a cat, as
A vessel owner lately gave a friend in respect.
this city a barrel of flour taken from a the man for whom he was named, and as
sunken wreck that had been under water noted for attending to the business in his
six months. The flour near the heads of line—which was keeping the store of A. A.
the barrel was soaked, but the greater part Howes & Co. free from rats and mice—as is
the other Joe at his forge onBeaver street. In
was as good as ever, vand made excellent
his leisure hours he indulged in naps in the
bread.
waste basket under the desk, or upon the
An entertainment for the benefit of the
radiator; but however sound asleep he
Girls’ Home will be given in Dirigo Hall,
might be, yon only had to speak his name
Searsmont, Tuesday evening, Dec. .'id. and he would be alert in a moment. He had
There will be vocal and instumental music,
won the regard of all in the store, from the
recitations, and the farce “Dr. McBeatem.” head of the firm to the
youngest clerk, and
If stormy the entertainment will be posthad many friends among the customers, of
the
next fair day.
poned to
whom the writer was one. “Joe” was seen
The banks, schools and most of the manu- soon after the fire broke out and it was
facturing establishments will close all day thought he went out of the rear door, but he
to-day for Thanksgiving. The stores in went down cellar to his death, for there his
nearly all lines will be closed in the after- remains were found later behind some lard
noon, and the post office general delivery barrels, not ten feet from where the fire
will be open one hour immediately after the started. Poor Joe!
forenoon aud evening mails are distributed.
Fatal Accident in Monroe. As Mr.
Misses Knight and McCorrison will give Albert Bowen was starting his saw mill
a Thanksgiving
Ball at Searsmout, this, Monday morning he was caught in the
Thursday, evening, Nov. 28th. If stormy, shafting and so seriously injured that he
Friday evening. There will be a cake-walk died that afternoon. Mr. Clark, who is emcontest during the evening, and $3.00 will ployed in the mill, hearing an unusual noise
be given to the winning couple. A chicken looked down and saw Mr. Bowen being
carried around the shaft. Shutting down
supper will be served in the banquet hail.
Advertised list of letters remaining in the mill as quickly as possible he went to
the Belfast post office Nov. 25th: Ladies— Mr. Bowen’s assistance, but was unable to
He then
Mrs. R. E. Johnson, Mrs. Lerbert Noyes. get him away from the shaft.
Gentlemen— Dirigo Mafg. Co., Mr. Augus- called C. C. Moody and his son Fred, and
tus M. Carter, Mr. George Green, Mr. by their united efforts the suffering man
George W. Knight, Mr. Bert M. Lenfest, was released from his terrible position and
Mr. William Robinson, F. C. Tibbitts, Mr. taken to the home of Mrs. Laura Brown.
His hands were crushed, both legs and arms
Alden Wade.
Steameb Notes. The steamer Penobscot, broken, and he was internally injured. Drs.
which left here Saturday for Boston, put Holt of Monroe and Kilgore of Brooks were
and set the broken limbs and
into Portland on account of the storm and summoned
remained until Monday night, arriving in made the patient as comfortable as possible,
Boston Tuesday forenoon. Capt. Ingraham but the case was beyond mortal aid and he
died at 5.30 o’clock that night.
Mr. Bowen
reported the weather outside as about as
bad as anything he ever encountered in all was the son of deputy sheriff Jere. Bowen,
was one of Monroe’s best citizens, and rehisexperienceon thecoast. The City of Banspected by all who knew him. He leaves a
gor left Bangor at the usual hour Monday,
whc has the heartfelt sympathy of
but remained in Belfast until 0 o’clock wife,
the entire community.
Tuesday morning. There was no boat for
Boston yesterday. The Penobscot arrived
New Advertisements. Geo. W. Burin the morning, and will leave for Boston kett announces that he will open his store
The City of for business to-morrow, Friday, Nov. 29th,
this, Thursday, afternoon.
Bangor is in Boston and will leave to-day, for his big fire sale. It will be a strictly
cash sale, to close out the entire stock, as it
returning to Boston next Saturday.
The Univkhsambt Faib. The ladies may be found necessary to remove from the
building while repairs are made. There
of the Universalist society held a two day’s
fair in Memorial Hall Wednesday and will be big bargains in every department...
Thursday, Nov. noth and 21st. The hall was D. P. Palmer, Masonic Temple, has receivvery handsomely decorated, with booths ed a large line of beautiful goods for the
for the sale of aprons, confectionery, fahcy holiday trade and that is all it is necessary
articles, etc. Wednesday evening there was to say, as this has long been one of the
an enjoyable and largely attended
whist ! branch establishments of Santa Claus....
party, and Thursday evening a chicken pie i Horace Bowden, Stockton Springs, has
a peapod boat which the owner
upper was served to a large number of picked up
guests. The tables were very attractively can have by proving property and paying
sset and the service was all that could be de- charges—William A. Clark, manufactursired. The coffee was Wood’s “Gilt Edge,” ing clothier and fur dealer, advertises this
presented by Thomas Wood & Co. of Bos- week furs for men and women. He has a
ton through their local agents, Swift & large stock to select from_Fred A. JohnPaul. Every feature of the fair was highly son, Masonic Temple, advertises a closing
successful, and the net proceeds were 8150. out sale, regardless of cost—A. A. Howes
& Co. publish a card of thanks to the BelA Fake. M. R. Knowlton, landlord of fast fire
department for the able manner in
the Windsor Hotel, received a telephone which they handled the fire in their store
message from Old Town Saturday night
Nov. 20th— Harry W. Clark, 83 Main street,
about 10 o'clock, purporting to come from advertises for a girl to assist in
doing houseDetective Harriman of Bangor, saying work....Help wanted by the Commonwealth
that William U. Baker of Belfast had been S. & L. Co., Gardiner, Me.
shot and killed by Michael Dailey, the lightHalldale. It is expected E. J. Hatch
weight pugilist. Some particulars were
given of the difficulty between the two men, will occupy the pulpit here next Sunday_
and Mr. Knowlton was asked to notify J. E. Hall returned from visits in Boston
Baker’s parents. It was also stated that and Lowell Nov. 21st—J. J. Clement of
the body would arrive by train Monday. Centre Montville packed apples in this
The story was thought to be correot until vicinity last week....E. E. Hall is at work
Monday forenoon, when Mr. Harriman was in Searsmont.... B. F. Foster has returned
asked by telephone for some particulars to Bockport—There is a foot of snow and
and replied that he knew nothing about it. people are improving it doing their teaming.
Baker has since been heard from in Old ....Mrs. Charles Gilehrest is in MassachuTown, where he is at work, and Mr. Knowl- setts visiting her children....Alvin Ayer,
ton has been unable to ascertain who sent the travelling preacher, was in this
vicinity
him the telephone message.
last Sunday.

j

•race

'hipping

delayed by

—

ssary.

■

day evening.
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To Tribune Subscribers. Our present
(-tract with the publishers of the New
rk Tribuue expires Dec. 7, mol, and
•r that date we shall be unable to furnish
weekly free to those who pay one year
idvance for The Republican Journal. In
the Weekly Tribune has ceased to exist,
its place is taken by the New York
nine Farmer, a publication for farmers
their families. To those who pay one
‘s subscription to The Journal in adce prior to Dec. 7th we will send the
buue Farmer for one year free. After
date the clubbing price of the two
ipers will be S2.25. Further particulars in
advertisement on the 2nd page.

The regular meeting of the Corinthian
Royal Arch Chapter will he held next Mon-

Tuesday evening
The supply of poultry in the market for
being derailed at Clin- Thanksgiving was not so large as last year,
ton, and arrived here at 9 o’clock.
but the quality was flue. Turkeys sold for
Merrill Sanborn, while on his vacation 22 cents; geese and ducks, 17 and 18; chickfrom Ginn & Fields' store, went hunting at ens, 15 and 10. Nearly all the stock was
Reed Plantation, Aroostook county, and native grown.
The passenger

was

Shute, the famous artesian well digas recently completed a well for Mr.

ch

Knox. A wild steer belonging to G. E.
Bryant, whloh has bepn roaming about in
Knox and Montville for several weeks, was
oaptured last week at Freedom Village
after a long and exciting chase. He was
very wild and vicious and his captors
narrowly escaped injury—Several parties
in this vicinity are getting out shovel handle
blocks—E. G. Vose has put up a large L
and shed connecting with his house, a
portion of which he will use as a paint shop.

Thanksgiving services will be held at the
Methodist church this,Thursday, evening at
7.30 o’clock.
The sermon will be by Rev.
Eugene S. Pliilbrook of the Baptist church.
The services at the Universalis! church
next Sunday will be as follows: At 10.42 a.
in. regular service,
preaching by the pastor;
subject: “Patienceat 12 m. Sunday school;
at 6.15 p. m., Young People’s Christian
Union meeting. A cordial invitation is exended to all.

Newell White has made extensive reon his building, formerly the J. H.
Foster store—E. H. Banton is stopping
with his son, H. S. Banton....E. J. Vose
returned last week from a hunting trip in
the Moosehead Lake reigon in company
with Thorndike parties. He secured one
deer.
—

pairs

The North church has secured the services as organist of Mr. Ralph L. Knowles
of South Montville. He is a student of the
New England Conservatory of Music, Boston, and for two years has been theorganist
of an Episcopal church in Lewiston. He
played the organ last Sunday, with much

Stops the Cough

We Still Liv.“.

GEORGE W. BURKETT
WOULD ANNOUNCE THAT ON

Friday, November

and works oil the Cold.
axative Promo-Quinine Tablets cure a
cold in one day. No Cure, no Pay. Prioe
52 cents.

aoceptanoe.
Services at the Baptist church Sunday
will be as usual.
Sermon at 10.45 by Rev.
E. S. Philbrook; young men’s meeting at
3.30; Y. P. S. C. E. at 6.30. The musical
part of the gospel service at 7.30 will consist of the cantata and singing by the conThe young women will hold
gregation.
their meeting Monday evening at 7.30. The
pastor will have a “quiet hour” Tuesday
evening at 6.30.

DON’T

He will open his store to the public fur business. We h^ve settled our tire claim with the adjusters AND STILL LIVE.

This

SUFFER WITH

Golds and Goughs
.WHEN.

Dr. FOSS'

The Sunday services at the North church
will be as follows: Sermon by the pastor,
Rev. G. S. Mills, at 10.45 A. M.; subject, “The
Rewards of Overcoming”; Sunday School
at 12 M.; C. E. Meeting at 6.15 p. m. ; topic
Children of God. Rom. 8:14-17; lecture by
the pastor at 7.15 p. m. ; subject, “The Answer to a Mother’s Prayer and Her Rejoic-

Cold
are

cure

strict cash sale, no
charges
made. Our entire stock is to be closed out, with prospects
cf removal from the building for repairs. This sale will include
the goods in every department of this mammoth stock, viz.

COLDS and

Cough

is warranted to
refunded if not

Your mone;

satisfied.

An

For sale at

CITY DRUG STORE,
Opposite Belfast National Bank.

opportunity

buy goods happens only i:i a life
time, and those that secure some of the bargains are to be congratulated. We wish to thank the public and friends for their
kind interest and generous assistance during the tire; rest assured it will not be

like t is to

forgotten.

GEO. W. BURKETT,

_

CAPITAL STOCK, $150,000

Rev. A. A. Smith gave the fourth and last
of his series in the afternoon vesper services at the Universalist church last Sunday. Ilis subject was “The Home,” and it
was a littingseqnel to the two which preceded it on “Marriage” and “Divorce.” He
gave a view of what goes to constitute the
home, the position the home should occupy
in the affairs of mankind, and some means
by which it could be made to fulfil its mission. Vocal solos were finely rendered byRalph Mosher and Edw ard Thorndike.

Seminary.

Balsam
COUGHS.

PRICE 25 CENTS.

The First Parish, Unitarian, met Monday
forenoon and voted to extend a call to P.ev.
Henry F. Lutz of Rockland, Mass. Mr.
Lutz is 33 years old, married, with one child.
He is a native of Ohio, and a graduate of
Meadville, l’a., Theological School. He
occupied the pulpit here Nov. 17th; the congregation was highly pleased with his sermons, and he made a good impression on all
who met him.

East Maine Conference

cure

a

Underwear, Trimmings, Jackets,
Carpets, Etc.

ing.”
The quartette and chorus of the Baptist
church, assisted by other local singers, will
sing Stainer’s “Daughter of Jairus” at the
evening service, Sunday Dec. 1st. The pastor’s remarks at that service will be in line
w ith the thought expressed in the text of the
cantata. This will be Mr. Emery F. White’s
last Sunday before going to Boston to continue his music study.

positively

Dress Goods, White Goods, Small Wares,

Tablets

warranted to

Will be

Fire Sale

Big

SURPLUS,

Ladies’ Fur Scarfs in
Black Martin,

$33,000
.J.'Cl OS ITS SOLI! IJ FI

Stone
Safe

deposit ioxestor
#8

rent at
a

$3, $9 ft,lV

am

year

BIG STOCK TO SELECT

unequaled in Eastern Main
and UNEXCELLED in security againsi h e
Our

n

v

wilt is

Ranging

and

burglary in the country.
Those renting boxe-.i can have the exclusi e
privilege of taking cheir boxes to and from tht
Dank.

I
1

Prof, and Mrs. Ellingwood are spending
the vacation in Mechanic Falls aud Wilton;
Prof, and Mrs. Cooper are visiting Rev. A.
E. Kingsley in Bangor.

AD

M IXISTR ATOR’S NOTICE.

The prospects for base ball are particularJAME3 S. EATON.
ly good and the seminary will be able to put I
the strongest team in the field next spring I Stockton Springs, Nov. 12, 1901.
that she has had for several years.
NOTICE
The subscriber hereRev. E. II. Boynton aud Prof. E. A.
by gives notice that he has been duly appointCooper spoke for the seminary at the Metho- ed executor of the last will aud testament of
dist church in East Corinth last Thursday
LUCINDA M. BILLINGS, late of Freedom,
evening. President S. A. Bender preached in the
County of Waldo, deceased, and given
at Dover Sunday, Nov. 24th.
bonds as the law directs. All personshaving deThe E. M. C. S. Athletic Association has I mands against the estate of said deceased are desired to
the same for settlement, and all
elected the following officers for next year: indebted present
thereto are requested to make pavment
Captain of base-ball team, Ralph Kendall; immediately.
GUSTAVUS BELLOWS.
manager, W. R. Roix; Asst. Manager, C. D.
Freedom, Nov. 12, 1901.
Miller; Captain of foot-ball team, Alexis
Luce; Manager, W. R. Roix.

in

prices

from

$2.00 to

FROM,

$14.00.

Black Hartin Muffs, $4.98 to $10.50.

The subscriber

hereby gives notice that he has been duly
appointed administrator of the estate of
MARTHA S. EATON, late of Stockton Springs,
in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All
persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present the same for settlement, and all
indebted thereto are requested to make payment
immediately.

flartin,

Unplucked Otter,

Ladies’ and Gent’s

Near^Seal Caps

nPIM’Q
IL.IT

( Goats, $10 to $15; Dogs, $14 to $18;
Galloway, $22 to $35; Blk Martin,$25 to $35
I Russian Buffalo, $28 to $40;
Raccoon, $35 to $55; Wamoat, $25 to $35 ;
1

i

$1.75 to $3.50.

)

Cl in

rUK LUA 1

Fur Lined Coats, $75 to $125.

EXECUTOR’S

WANTED.

This has been a successful season with
the foot-ball team; the boys having won 6
Pullers over and operators on Chase
of the 8 games with preparatory
schools; lasting machine. Also a Goodyear
a
total
making
of 178 points won and 55
Commonwealth 8. & L. Co.,
lost. The team takes a pardonable pride in welter.
the score with the University of Maine, at !
3w48
Gardiner, Me.
Orino, Oct. 9. Though defeated, 32-6, it is the
greatest number of points made against U.
Card of Thanks.
of M. by any team in the State this season.
firm of A. A. Howes & Co. wish to pub| Thethank
the fire department for the able manlicly
Miss Agnes Ward of ; ner in which they handled the fire in their store
Prospect Ferry.
A. A. HOWES & CO.
Prospect Marsh visited Miss Faustina November 20th.
Harding several days last week.Several
from this place attended the dance in the
Grange hall at the Marsh last Thursday
evening and reported a fine time_Miss
To assist in doing house work. Apply to
Ellen Heagan arrived home from Brewer
HARRY W. CLARK,
last Saturday.
Mam

BIGGEST STOCK AND LOWEST PRICES IN TOWN.
ESTABLISHED 1884.

$

flanufacturing Clothier

)

clark’s
corner.

ij

WILLIAM A. CLARK,

i|

and pur

Dealer, Belfast.

I

PATRICIAN

GIRL^WANTED
lw48

83

SHOES FOR WOMEN.
—

Street.

_•

A DAINTY
FOOT

ROOM WANTED!

Is an impossible ideal in an illfitting, inartistic shoe. As
well dfess the hand in a wool-

..BY.

—

FOR THEIR.

^

J. L. SLEEPER & CO.

len mitten as the foot in a

clumsy shoe.
may seem to

Both

devices

keep out

the cold

but is that your ambition as a
The
well dressed woman?
PATRICIAN SHOE is to-day
the favorite of fashion, the perfection of grace, the

-$• Holiday and Winter Goods,
Therefore have reduced prices on
nearly all their stock.

Mattings Rugs, Upholstery Goods, Poles,

SHOES.

All Kinds of Thin Dra teries.

of comfort.

You

need not buy

unless you want to.

Muslin Curtains with Poles from 80c. to $1.50 per

pair.

We

Call and see our NE V SANITARY MATTINOS,
Also something new in BATH MAI'S.
A large line of CARPET SWEEPERS selling low.
Don’t forget that we are agents for PEAT’S ROOM PAPER.
Prices can’t be beat.

70 Main Street-

are

sole agents for Bel-

fast.

We have in stock STRETCHERS for laundering
lace curtains; they are a great convenience.

j

acme

Make it a point to can and
examine the PATRICIAN

'

X
yga/Ricngy

c. c. c.
Shoe Store

NEW FURNITURE STOREI
FORMERLY OCCUPIED BY
For the next

R

THIBTY DAYS,

H

COOMBS *

SON' 70 MAIN 8TREET

COMMENCING NOVEMBER 14th,

mSkel GREAT REDUCTION
NO OLD STOCK.

FURNITURE.

EVERYTHING FRESH

AND NEW.

I make this liberal reduction in order to move my goods
quick and
make room tor more. Those intending to purchase will «.!» no

calling and examining
purchasing.
mistake in

H. E.

flcDonald,

my stock and

getting prices before

70 Main Street.

Special Sale

of Pianos.

Instruments that have been rented during the summer
good as new. Prices right. Call
early,
supply is limited.
—some of them as
as the

MPW
11
L# ▼ V

PIANOS

of standard makes

I'lrVI^Iconstantly

in stock.

PITCHER’S MUSIC STORE,
75 MAIN

STREET, BELFAST.

i

60

Register

YEARS OF DANCING.

of

Deep Water Vessels.

—

•prof. J. C.

'Whitten is
at

Light

on

Hie Feet

SHIPS.

certain

Belfast; within

Probail

At a ProbateLCourt, held at Belfast, within and I At a
Court, held at Belfast, within and
for the County of Waldo; on the 12th day of
for the County of Waldo, on the 12th day of
November, A. D. 1901.
November, A. D. 1901.
a. BUNKER, administratrix of
R. YOUNG, formerly Henrietta R.
the estate of Joseph L. 8. Coombs, late of
Garey,inguardian of Henrietta M. (iarev of
Islesboro, in said C'ouuty of Waldo, deceased, Be&rsport,
said County of Waldo, having prea
having presented
petition praying that this sented a
praying for a license to sell at
Court may determine who are entitled to the balprivate sale and convey certain real estate oi her
ance of said estate now in her hands, their resaid ward, which is fully described in su'd peti.
spec ive shares therein and order the same dis- tion.
tributed accordingly.
Ordered, That the said petitioner
notice to
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to all persons interested by causing agive
copy of this
all persona interested hy causing a copy of this order to be
three weeks successively m
published
order to he published three weeks successively in the
Journal, a newspaper
The Repuolican Journal, a newspaper published at Republican
Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate
at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate
to be held at Belfast, within and for said
Court,
Court, to be held at Beliast, within and for said County, on the 10th
day oi December, A D 1901
County, on the 10th day of December, A.D. 1901, at ten of the clock before
noon, and show cause,
at ten of the clock before noon, and show
cause, if
they have, why the prater of said petition
if ny they have, why the prayer of said petition- er any
should not he granted.
er bin uld not be granted.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
GKO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazkltink, Register.
Cuas. P. Hazeltixk, Register.

and

tbe second Tuesday

instrument, purporting to be tbe last

ADRIANa

Abner Coburn, sailed from Port Towns- A will and testament of Hannan McGray, late
end, Wash, Aug 25 for Cape Town.
of Freedom, in said County of Waldo, deceased,
A G Ropes, D. Rivers, sailed from Yoka- having been presented for probate.

80.

[Boston Sunday Globe.]
In the northern part of the city of
Belfast, Me., there lives a pleasing
character in the person of Prof. Jere-

Whitten, well known through
as a dancing master and expert violinist, and even, at an advanced
age, the envy of all the country lads
around, as well as his city contemporamiah C.

the State

ries.

Young at the age of nearly 80 years
is Prof Whitten, wiio is yet in the dizzy
whirl of fashionable dances, and still
skilfully handles his violin in a manner
which produces those rich tones of
music known to the musician.
The subject of this sketch was born
in Freedom, Me., the son of a farmer
and mechanic, and in that town his
early days were passed. At the age of
18 years, after having taken a thorough
course of study in Freedom academy,
he left home to teach school, following
that occupation several years.
From nis mother be’ inherited rich
musical gifts, and under her direction
he began a study of music, taking his
first lesson on the violin from her, the
mother being an expert w itli the violincello. Giving great attention and close
study to Ins instruction, he became a
proficient musician, and at that time no
gathering in the country round about
was popular without Iris presence, his
musical work being in great demand.
In 1*47 Prof. Whitten decided to adopt
the study of music as that of a profession. in connection with the duties of a
dancing master, which biought him
later into great demand, and which still
continue.
From Iris home in Freedom lie came
to Belfast, and early became a student
with Charles H. Howard of Boston
later going to Boston and studying under the tutorship of Ira J. White. It
was there that Prof. Whitten learned
the round dances which were just becoming popular in the leading society.
On completing his course in Boston lie
w ent to Bangor, ,\le, and there entered
the private academy of Knight & Sweet-

M iss Lillie

Degenkolbe, Treasurer South

End

Society of Christian Endeavor, 3 141
Michigan Ave., Chicago, 111., Cured by
Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound.

“Dear Mrs. Pinkham:—When life looked brightest to me I
sustained a hard fall and internal complications were the result.
I was considerably inflamed, did not feel that I could walk, and lost
I spent money doctoring without any help, when a
my good spirits.
relative visited our home. She was so enthusiastic over Lydia E.
Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound, having used it herself, that
nothing would satisfy her until I sent for a bottle. I have thanked
her a hundred times for it since, for it brought blessed health to me
and cured

I

me

now

within

wish

seven

weeks.

to thank you, your

medicine is

a

friend

to

suffering

women.”—Lillie Degenkolbe.
$5000 FORFEIT
When

women

IF THE ABOVE LETTER fS NOT GENUINE.

are

troubled with

irregular, suppressed

painful
ulceration of the
or

menstruation, weakness, leueorrinea, displacement or
womb, that bearing-down feeling, inflammation of the ovaries, backache,
bloating (or flatulence), general debility, indigestion, and nervous prostration, or are beset with such symptoms as dizziness, faintness, lassitude,

excitability, irritability, nervousness, sleeplessness, melancholy, “allgone,” and “want-to-be-left-alone” feelings, blues, and hopelessness,

they should remember there is one tried and true remedy. Lydia E.
Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound at once removes such troubles.
Refuse to buy any other medicine, for you need the best.

zer.

Since finishing his studies Prof. Whit-

ten has resided in this city, where he
owns a little home, built in the style of
Mrs. Pinkham invites all sick women to write her for advice,
the south, and he and his wife are indeed
She has guided thousands to health. Address. Lvnn. Mass.
quaint people. They are very retiring
people, and other than following the
OBITUARY.
LITERARY NEWS AND NOTES.
duties of his occupation Prof, and Mrs.
Whitten go out very little. They have
one son grown to manhood.
The occuThe funeral of Samuel Atwood, who died
The Tetong Indian Reservation is the
pation of a dancing master and violinist scene of Mr. Hamlin Garland’s new | in Winterport Sunday morning, Nov. 17th,
was
held at his residence Wednesday afterlias kept the professor very busy, and novel of Western life, which he calls
he has always had more work than lie The Captain of the Gray Horse Troop. noon, Nov. 20th, Rev. J. W. Hatch officiating. The interment was in the family lot
was able to do in that line.
Mr. Garland’s hero is a young army in
the beautiful cemetery which overlooks
Sometimes lie has a full orchestra, and officer who lias been detached from his the
village. Mr. Atwood was 60 years and
then again only an organ to play ac- regiment and sent to relieve a dishonest 6 months of age, and was one of the Atcompaniment to his violin, and long Indian agent. The resourceful captain’s wood brothers, who have done so much for
ago lie often played for dances with guardianship of an Indian tribe beset the business interests of Waldo county. He
only a violin. Nearly four score years by starvation and driven to desperation served as a soldier in the Civil war, and for
of age, but zealous as ever, the thump, by cattlemen and politicians is full of a number of years he was employed as a
of stone tools on the islands in
thump, thump of his foot is always dash and adventure. The daughter of sharpener
Penobscot bay. For some years past he has
heard as he heats out the music, while a United States Senator, a land grabber been
employed in the drug store owned by
the dance goes on.
of the worst sort and the Captain’s his son in Winterport. At the time of his
Very erect always in walking or seat- sworn enemy, is Mr. Garland’s heroine. death he held a commission as trial justice,
ed. lie yet possesses that quick step and The story is'a powerful and vivid pic- granted by the governor. His surviving
lively movement which lias character- ture of reservation life, glowing with relatives are two sons, Fred C. Atwood, a
ized his life. He is always very exact color and fairly alive with action. The druggist, of Winterport; George Atwood,
who is in
the wholesale drug busion the tloor, and sorry the boy who Captain of the Gray Horse Troop will
ni ss in New York; and
four brothers—
shows any breach ot etiquette upon the appear serially in The Saturday Even- Capt. John Atwood, a commission merdoor, for the music stops, a reprimand ! iug Post, of Philadelphia, the opening chant of Boston; Capt. Benj. Atwood, game
is given and the dance starts on again.
j installment being scheduled for the is- warden and Grand Army man of WinterIn conversation with the writer, Prof. sue of December 14. The story has port; lion. Fred Atwood, dealer in agricul1
Whitten said, “Here I'm almost so, and been illustrated with spirited pictures tural implements and insurance agent of
Winterport, a leader in the movement to
they won’t give me up. I'm still in by Messrs. Frederic Remington and Jay open
Aroostook county; and Lewis Atwood,
great demand and playing three and Il’ambidge.
whose name is printed in large letters in
four nights out of the week for dances.
every
grocery store in New England, beto
the
sesMost
coming
appropriate
1 don’t know how 1 shall stand it, but
cause he is the owner and manager of the
sion of Congress,before which Reciproc- Atwood’s Field Garden Seeds.
Mr. Atwood
they can’t get along without me,” and
ity will be one of the most vital and was a keen and industrious hunter and
he was gone.
is
the
Atlantic
i
for
and
rare
prominent
questions,
angler
big
game
tislies, spendProf. Whitten is as light as a hoy in !
great ing much of his time in the woods and
his teens, and the manner in which he Monthly’s discussion of this
the streams and lakes of Maine. H is
along
the
Atlantic
A
month
printago,
topic.
carries himself upon the door is indeed
been far from robust for several
ed a
Sydney Brooks, a caustic health has
pleasing, while his youthful and agile but paper bystatement
of the European years. Last summer he went to the Bangor
j
friendly
the
work
would
to
test
best
j
General
ways
put
Hospital for treatment, and for a
side of the ease and the views of Euro- time showed
of the younger generation.
much improvement. With the
while
the
nations;
!
forthcoming coming on of cold weather he began to sink.
In 00 years of teaching dancing and pean
with
will
a
Atlantic
On
open
Saturday, Nov. 9th, he was taken to his
music lie lias taught over 200 regular (December)
review of the subject from the Ameri- home, dying a week later.—Bangor Daily
legitimate schools. The parties, special:1 can
side by John Hall Osborne, Secre- News.
occasions and dances for which lie has
furnished music are too numerous to tary of the Reciprocity Commission,
B. B. Bussell, the veteran Cornhill bookmention. It can safely be said that under the title of Expansion through seller, publisher and publisher’s agent, died
a brief
at his home in West Somerville, Mass., Nov.
there is no man in Waldo county, per- Reciprocity. Mr. Osborne gives
of the question and loth, aged (19 years, lie was a Maine
haps none in New England, who had historical resume
driven so many miles, yet active and expresses a strong conviction that our fanner’s boy, who went to Boston before he
mercantile expansion abroad was 'M years old to better himself, became
smart, responding to calls for music present
a canvasser for tine subscription books, set
within a radius of 20 miles, at his age. I; will arouse concerted tariff opposition
for books, periodicals and stationup a
Prof. Whitten always goes home the from European governments,—of which ery inshop
Washington street, and there began
same night if he can get there, drives the mutterings are already audible,—
subscription books—a history of
unless we disarm such opposition in ad- publishing
his own team, and travels alone.
Massachusetts, gazetteers of Massachusetts
So true to his work and so natural, vance by means of reciprocity arrange- and Maine, biographies when such personhas it become to him, that he has been rnents, which he regards as “the only ages died as Liucolu, Sumner and Wilson,
and reprints of standard English works,
known to actually go to sleep while safeguard against a war of retaliatory
to commerce and lie had bad luck in branches in other cities,
playing for a dance and continue call- I tariffs, destructive
and finally had to suspend. lie re-estabing in the contras and playing, with ! prejudicial to international comity.”
lished himself on Cornhill, 3fl years ago,
no apparent interruption, unless it be
and continued some time in the same line
of business, though of late years he had
the
of
the
dance.
length
done no publishing, but acted as a selling
His violin is a thousand dollar make,
Oneraod on President McKinley.
agent for other houses, employing canvassfrom which lie is able to produce the
Although criticisms of the late presiers all over the
country, lie had published
sweetest sounds, and to him there is no dent’s physicians have been beard lu
many excellent juvenile books, and for some
better and costlier instrument made.
some Quarters, all unite in praising the
years a beautiful monthly for the little folks
His first violin, although valued as high
bore his imprint. Mr. Bussell was active
as the present one in these days, cost,
in the Methodist church, an Odd Fellow
and a Mason. His wife survives him, a son,
hut the sum of 10 cents and yet lie was
Walter, principal of the academy a Blue
able to produce a rich quality of music.
Hill, Me.; a married daughter and a stepIt was indeed one of those old-fashion-

j

hama Aug. 3 for San Francisco.
A J Fuller, sailed frmn Cape Town Oct
12 for Newcastle, N. S. W.
Aryan, A. S. Pendleton, Baltimore for
San Francisco; spoken July, 17, lat 33 N
Ion 43 30 W.
Bangalore, Blanchard, arrived at Port
Townsend Oct 29 from Nagaski.
E B Sutton, J P Butman, from Tsintau for
New York, arrived at Yokohama Sept 23.
Fort George, Chas. C. McClure, sailed
from Port Townsend Oct 7 from Chemainus,
for Port Pirie.
Gov Robie, sailed from Everett, Wash.
Sept 1 for Sydney, N. S. W.
Henry B Hyde, arrived at San Francisco
June 13 from Baltimore.
Luzon, Park, sailed from Manila Oct. 7
for Newcastle, N. S. W.
Mary L Cushing, sailed from Cape Town
Oct. 14 for Newcastle, N. S. W.
Manuel Llaguno, 11 C Nichols, sailed from
Hong Kong Oct 25 for New York.
Puritan, A N Blanchard, sailed from San
Francisco Nov 2 for Hull.
Reaper, arrived at Honolulu May 30 from
Newcastle, N. S. W.
S 1) Carleton, Amsbury, sailed from Tacoma, Wash. Nov 1 for Honolulu.
St Paul, F W Treat, sailed from Manila
Nov. 18 for Seattle.
State of Maine, L A Colcord, at Hong
Kong Oct. 10 for New York.
Tillie E Starbuck, Eben Curtis, arrived
at Honolulu Oct 20 from San Francisco.
WTm H Macy, arrived at San Francisco
Sept 18 from Alaska.
Win II Conner, B F Coleoril, arrived at
Hong Kong Sept 20 from Manila for Baltimore and New' York.
BARKS.

Alice Reed, Alanson Ford, arrived at
Montevideo Sept 19 from Yarmouth, N S.
Edward May, arrived at San Francisco
Aug. 17 from Honolulu.
Ethel, Dodge, arrived at Portland July
20 from Charleston.
Herbert Black, VV II Blanchard, arrived
at Philadelphia Nov. 8 from Rosario.
Mabel 1 Meyers, C N Meyers, from Rosario for New York, arrived at Montevideo

Sept

14.

Matanzas, arrived at Sabine Pass, Tex.,
Oct 2 from Havana.
Olive Thurlow, sailed from Baltimore
Oct 31 for Guanica.
Penobscot, arrived at Cape Town Sept 3
from Freemantle.
Rebecca Crowell, M G Dow, at Bucksport,
repairing.

Rose Innis, Melvin Colcord, arrived at
Jacksonville Nov. 15 from Sapelo.
Sachem, Nichols, arrived at New York
Feb 28 from Hong Kong.
Thomas A Goddard sailed from Rosario
Sept 20 for Boston.
Willard Mudgett, J. II. Monroe, sailed
from Barbados Nov 6 for Turks Island to
load salt for Boston.
SCHOONERS.

Georgia Gilkey, W R Gilkey, arrived at
St. Pierre, Mart., Nov. 14 from Philadelphia.
Henry Clausen, Jr, sailed from New Bedford Nov 2 for Apalachicola.
Gladys, H B Colson, arrived at New York

Nov. lt> from Fernandina.
John C Smith, McDonald, sailed from
New York Nov. 19 for Sparrows Point.
May A Hall, Haskell, arrived at Pensacola Nov 12 from Baltimore.
Lucia Porter, Farrow, arrived at Philadelphia Nov. 18 from Fernandina.
R W Hopkins, Hichborn, arrived at New
York Nov. 18 from Montevideo.
R F Pettigrew, arrived at Demerara Oct
28 from Portland.
Willie L Newton sailed from New York
Nov. IS for Tampa via Key West.
Itch on human cured in 30 minutes by
Woolford’s Sanitary Lotion. This never
fails. Sold by A. A. Howes & Co., Druggists, Belfast, Me.
Iy47
to

“Give me your address,” said the editor
the poet.
“That, sir,” was the frank reply, “de-

pends entirely on yourself.”
“On myself '.'” said the astonished editor.
“How

so

?”

“Well, you see,” went on the unabashed
poet, “it’s this way: if you take the poem
my address will remain 77 King Street; if

don’t take it I shall have no address.
a woman of her word.”
$100 Dr. H. Detchon’s Auti-Diuretic
may be worth to you more than $100 if you
have a child who soils bedding from incontinence of water during sleep. Cures old
and young alike. It arrests the trouble at
once.
$1. Sold by A. A. Howes & Co.,
Druggists, Belfast, Me.
Iy47
you

My landlady is
—

1

j

II

ed affairs, having a how which resembled a barrel hoop and strings of horse
hair about 15 inches in length.
As a dancing master, Prof. Whitten’s
reputation has traveled well over the
State and lie is, indeed, widely known.
Ilale and hearty, the professor is passing his days and reaping his usual com-

plimentary rewards.

A Physician Testifies.
“I have taken Kodol Dyspepsia Cure and
have never used anything in my life that
did me the good that did,” says County
Physician Geo. W. Scroggs of Hall County,
Ga. “Being a physician I have prescribed
it and found it to give the best results.” If
the food you eat remains undigested in your
stomach it decays there and poisons the system. You can prevent this by dieting but
that means starvation. Kodol Dyspepsia
Cure digests what you eat. You need suffer from neither dyspepsia nor starvation.
The worst case quickly cured. Never fails,
li. II. Moody.

The Administration

At a Probate Coart behest
for the County of Waldo, on
of November, A. D. 1901.

Policy.

Peace with all the world, freedom
from entangling alliances and the extension of American trade, were declared Xov. 19th by Secretary of State
Photo copyright, 1900, by H. D. Beach, Buffalo.
John Hay to be the guiding principles
DB. MATTHEW D. MA.NX.
of the Koosevelt administration. Mr.
Hay’s announcement was received with operation performed by Dr. Matthew
cheers by the financial and commercial
D. Mann. Dr. Maim is one of the most
leaders, assembled at the one hundred eminent abdominal surgeons of Amer
and thirty-third annual dinner of the
ylca and of the world.
Chamber of Commerce, at llelmonico’s,
Xew York City.
Mr. Hay declared
emphatically that the United States
A $190,000 Diamond.
does not covet the territory of the
South American republics and that it
Dreicer & Sons, Fifth avenue jewelwill not interfere in any quarrels that lers, have sold for $190,000 tne blue diamay arise between them, excepting at mond which they imported recently
the request of both sides. He explain- from France. The purchaser is a promed the purpose of the reciprocity trea- inent New Yorker, whose name is withties now awaiting the approval of the held for the reason, as stated by the
Senate and mentioned in turn the pur- jewellers, that the gem is intended as a
This stone, experts
poses which have been accomplished Christmas gift.
or which remain to be accomplished by
say, is the finest in existence, though
American diplomacy.
smaller than the Kohinoor and Hope
diamonds.
It is of marquise shape,
cut in modern style, and has 102 facets.
Modern Surgery Surpassed.
“While suffering from a bad case of piles It weighs 22 1-2 carats and is of extraI consulted a physician who advised me to ordinary brilliancy.—New York Herald.
try a box of DeWitt's Witch Hazel Salve,"
says G F. Carter, Atlanta, Ga “I procurKcliable and Gentle.
ed a box and was entirely cured.
Dewitt’s
Witch Hazel Salve is a splendid cure for
“A pill’s a pill,” says the saw. But there
piles, giving relief instantly, and I heartily are pills and pills. You want a pill which
recommend it to all sufferers." Surgery is is certain, thorough and gentle. Mustn't
unnecessary to cure piles. DeWitt’s Witch gripe. DeWitt’8 Little Early Risers fill the
Hazel Salve will epre any case. Cut, barns, biil. Purely vegetable. Do not force but
bruises and all other wounds are also quick- assist the bowels to act. Strengthen and
ly cured by it. Beware of counterfeits. Invigorate. Small and easy to take. R. H.
B. H. Moody.
Moody.

daughter.

“Uncle” Eben Lancaster, one of Maine’s
most beloved old men, died at the home of
his son, Carleton Lancaster, East Bowdoinham.Nov. 12th aged 102 years. He had been in
very poor health for several months, and
the end was not unexpected. He was born
in the town of Bowdoinham, Oct. 10, 1799,
and had always made his home there. Two
years ago his 100th birthday was celebrated
with elaborate exercises. He was the first
man in this State to cast his ballot for McKinley, last year, and received an autograph
letter from the late chief executive, which
he exhibited with considerable pleasure
and pride. He was one of the happiest,
most cheerful old men in the State, and
many persons will read of his death with
sorrow.

Stories in the

Companion.

In the fifty-two issues of its volume for
1902 The Youth’s Companion will publish
between two hundred and three hundred
good stories. Four series of stories which
promise to be exceptionally entertaining
will be “Tales of a deep-Sea Diver,” “Tales
of a Circus Hand,” “Tales of a Mississippi
Pilot,” and “Tales of an Indian Agent.”
There will be four stories in each group.
Among the contributors of fiction during
1902 will be Annie Fellows Johnston, Eva
Wilder Brodhead, Arthur E. McFarlane,
Homer Greene, Ellsworth E. Kelly, Ella
W. Peattie, Grace M. Gallagher, Alice Morgan, Elizabeth McCracken, C. A. Stephens,
Alice Brown, Jack London, II. S. Canfield,
Margaret Johnson, Edward W. Thomson,
Carroll W. Rankin, Slay Roberts Clark,
Sarah Orne Jewett, Margaret Sangster, Marshal Saunders and Sarah Barnwell Elliott.
A full announcement of the new volume
will be sent to any address on request. The
new subscribers for 1902 who send $1.75 for
the new volume at once will receive free all
remaining issues for 1901, including the
double Holiday Number; also The Companion Calendar for 1902, lithographed in
twelve colors and gold.
THE YOUTH’S COMPANION.
195 Columbus Avenue,
Boston, Mass.

A woman can get just as mad as a
man, but nobody will ever believe it,
because she doesn’t know how to swear
like him.

Do You WantTo Be Strong?
We Have Poof at Hand that Vinol is
all that is Claimed For It.
A good many of us have to
go
City” to get certain things.

“to the

We will save our friends and customers the trouble of a trip, at least so far
as buying Vinol is concerned.
It is one of the greatest tonic rebuilders
that has ever been brought to our attention. Large quantities of it are sold in
all of the large cities of our state and
elsewhere. Now we have been appointed
■ole agents for this place.
Vinol is better than cod liver oil for
everything for which this greasy mixture was prescribed.
The following from Chillicothe, Ohio,
written by Mr. George Burgoon, who says:
“My wife was very much run down in
flesh and strength. Commenced taking
VINOL and she felt the beneficial results of it before the first bottle was
gone. She took four bottles in all and
received wonderful benefit. Her strength
returned and she gained materially in
weight. I am happy to state that she
Is now in perfect health and we give VINOL the entire credit for this happy result”
Won’t you please call on us and let us
tell you how VINOL does good or let us
you a book that tells all about it
i We sell Vinol under a guarantee that
■If it don’t help you w« will return your

{■end

|money.

Are You

Superstitious ?
That is, do you believe in signs?
You will if you ever have signs
of indigestion. If you want to
remove both signs and indigestion take

“L, F.” Atwood’s Bitters
for

a

few

days

and watch the

result.

Relief in Six Hours.

Distressing Kidney and Bladder Diseases
relieved In six hours by“NEW Gbeat South
American Kidney Cube.” It is a great
surprise on account of its exceeding promptness in relieving pain in bladder, kidneys
88. In Court or rrobate, held at Beland back, in male or female. Relieves refast. on the 12th day of November, 1901.
tention of water almost immediately. If
A. Critchett and Robert F. Dun ton, excuMary
you want quick relief and cure this is the tors of the last will of Oliver G. Critchett, late of
remedy. Sold by A. A. Howes & Co., Drug- Belfast, in said County, deceased, having presented their second account of administration of
gists, Belfast, Me.
Iy47

PROBATE NOTICES.

WALDO

There is some satisfaction in knowing
that when people are talking’ about themselves, they cannot be talking about other

people.
Ask your husband if be has any idea how

much real enduring satisfaction it would
give you if he would replace the worn out
old range with a new Gleowood.

said estate for allowance.
Ordered, That notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively, in the Republican Journal, a
newspaper published in Belfast, in said County,
that all persons interested may attend a Probate
Court, to be held at Belfast, on the 10th day of
December next, and show cause, if any they have,
why the said account should not be allowed.
GKO. K. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy—Attest:
Chas. P. Hamltixb, Register.

Ordered, That notice be given to all persons in
terested by cansing a copy of this order to be published three weeks successively in Tbe Republican
Journal, publishe at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast,
withiu and for said County, on the second Tues
day of December next, at ten of the clock before
noon, and show cause, If any they have, why the
same should not be pioved, approved and allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A ture copy. Attest:
Ch as. P. Hazeltine, Register.

petition

i

published

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
the County of Waldo, on the 12th day ol November, A. D. 1901.
W. LORD, appointed as trustee under
the will of William Lord, late of Brooks, in
said County of Waldo, deceased, having presented a petition praying that said appointment may
be confirmed.
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
order to be published three weeks successively
in the Republican Journal, a newspaper published
at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate
Court, to be held at Belfast, within and for said
County, on the 10th day of December, A. D. 1901,
at ten of the clock before noon and show cause,
if any they have, why the prayer of said petitioner should not be granted.
GEO. E JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register.

CHARLES

certain

and for
of No-

H. NICHOLS, daughter of Hannah T.
Nichols, late of Searsport, in said County of
Waldo, deceased, having preseuted a petition
praying that John W. McGbvery may be appoint-

MARY

ed administrator of the estate of said deceased.
Crdeted, That the said petitioner give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
order to be published three weeks successively in
The Republican Journal, a newspaper published
at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate
Court, to be held at Belfast, within aud for said
County, on the 10th day of December, A.D. 1901,
at ten of the clock before noon, and show cause, if
any they have, why the prayer of said petitioner
should not be granted.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register.
Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of
November, A. D. 1901.
certain instrument, put porting to be t he last
will and testament Lemuel Greer, late of
Morrill, in said County of Waldo, deceased, having been presented for probate.
Ordered, That notice be given to all persons in
terested by causing a copy of this order to be published three weeks successively in the Republican
Journal, published at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast,
within and for said County, on the second Tues
day of December next, at ten of the clock before
noon, and show cause, if any they have, why the
same should not be proved, approved and allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register.
At a

the

A

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
the County of Waldo on the second Tuesday of
November, A. D. 1901.
certain instrument, purporting to be the last
will and testament of Alfred Gerrisb, late
of Troy, in said County of Waldo, deceased, having been presented for probate.

A

Ordered, That notice be given to all persons interested by causing a copy of this order to be published three weeks successively in The Republican
Joirnal, published at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast,
withiu and tor said County, on the second Tuesday of December next, at ten of the clock before
noon and show cause, if any they have, why the
same should not be proved,approved and allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register.
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
the County of Waldo, on the 12th day of November, A. D. 1901.
H. MAYO, administrator of the estate
of Jason R. Ryder, late of Islesboro, in said
County of Waldo, deceased, having presented a
petition praying fora license to sell at public or
private sale and convey certain real estate of said
deceased which is fully described in said petition.

FR^NK

Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
order to be publisheo three weeks successively in
the Republican Journal, a newspaper published at
Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate Court,
to be held at Belfast, within and for said County,
on the 10th day of December, A.D 1901, at ten of
the clock before noon, and show cause if any they
have, why the prayer of said petitioner should
not be granted.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy.

Attest:
Chas. P.

Hazeltine, Register.

Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
the County of Waldo, ou the 12th day of November, A. D. 1901.
H. DUNCAN, administrator of the estate of Elzina M. Cates, late of Northport, in
said County of Waldo, deceased, having presented
a petition praying that this court will determine
At a

LUCIUS

who are entitled to the balance of the estate now
in bis hands, their respective shares therein, and
order the same to be distributed accordingly.
Ordered, That the said petitioner give uotice to
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
order to be published three weeks successively in
the Republican Journal, a newspaper published
at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate
Court, to be held at Belfast, within and for said
County, on the 10th day of December, A. D. 1901,
at ten of the clock before noon, and show cause,
if any they have, why the prayer of said petitioner should not be granted.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register.

to

be

an autesta-

Frederick W.
thereof,
Miller, late of Chelsea, in the County of Suffolk
and Commonwealth of Massachusetts, decea.-ed,
having been presented tor probate, with a peti
tion praying that the same may be allowed aud
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice
recorded in the Probate Court of said County of
all persons interested by causing a copy <,i n.ls
Waldo, and that letters testamentary be issued to order
to be published three weeks successive)\ n,
the executrix therein named.
The Republican Journal, a newspaper puiiiislie.i
Ordered, That notice be given to all persons in- at Belfast, that they may appear at u l*i<-i.acer
terested by causing a copy of this order to be
Court, to be held at Belfast, within and for
publisl ed three weeks successively in the Re- County, on the 10th day of December, A .1) I
publican Journal, published at Belfast, that they at ten of the clock before noon, and show
may appear at a Probate Court., to be held at Bel- if any they have, why the prayer of said potr
tast, within and for said County, ou the secoud er should not be granted.
Tuesday of December next, at teu of the clock
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judy.
before noon, aud show cause, if any they have,
1 true copy. Attest:
why the same should not be allowed and letters
Chas.
P. Hazeltine, Rtgisu
testamentary i-sued as prayed for.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
a
Probate
At
held
at Belfast, wit In
Court,
A true copy. Attest:
lor the County of Wsildo, on the 12th
Ctias. P. Hazeltine, Regisier.
and

probate

SHUTE,
of Isaac H. Shuie, late of Stockton
HENRY
in said
of

a Probate Court held at Belfast, within aud
for the County of Waldo, on the secoud Tuesday of November, A. D. 1901.
certain instrument, purporting to be the last
will and testament of Orison A. Penney, late
of Freedom, in said County of Waldo, deceased,
having been presented for probate.

WALDO
fast,

A

WILLIAM

ingly.
Ordered, That the said petitioner give m
all persons interested by causing a copy
order to be published three weeks success
The Republican Journal, a newspaper pm
at Belfast, that they may appear at a
Court, to be held at Bel last, within ami im
County, on the 10th da' of December, A.D

.■
■

of the clock before noon, and slo w
if an) they have, why the prayer of sain \
should not be granted.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, ,I
A true copy—Attest:
Chas. P. HAZELTINE, Reglsl.

at ten

SS.—In Court of Probate, held
fast, on the 12th day of November
Edward Johnson, executor of the last >\:
William S. Brannagan, late of Belfast, u.
county, deceased, having presented lii.- t:
count of administration of said estates
lowance.

WALDO

Probate Court held at Belfast,within and for
County of Waldo, on the 12th day of November, A.D. 1901.
F. DUNTONt, administrator of the estate of Bainbridge H. Knowiton, late of Bel>f Waldo, deceased, having
last. in said County
presented a petition piaying for a license to sell
at public or private sale aud convey certain real
estate of said deceased, which is fully described
in said petition.
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice
to all persons interested by causing a copy of this
order to be published three weeks successively in
the Republican Journal, a newspaper published
at Bellast, that they may appear at a Probate
Court, to be held at Belfast, within and for said
county, on the 10th day of December, A.D. 1901,
At a

the

on

at ten of the clock before noon, and show cause, if
any they have, why the prayer of said petitioner
should not be granted.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true Copy—Attest:
Chas. p. Hazeltine, Register.

j
|

j

1TTALDO SS.—In Court oi Probate, lieln .»'
Vl
fast, on the 12th day of Novemi <•!
Benjamin Colson, trustee under the i:--:
Ami M. Warren, late of Jack so i, in -am
deceased, having presented his sen-mi
account of said trust for allowance.
Ordered, that notice thereof he gn
weeks successively, in The Republican .»•■■.
<
newspaper published in Belfast, in
that all persons interested may atten-nil
at
bate Court, to be held
Belfast,
of December next, and show cause, u
have, why the said account should n>-‘ 1
GEO. E. JOHNm
A true copy.
Attest:
■
Cuas. P. Hazeltink

ITT A L DO SS —In Court of Probate, held at Belli
fast, on the 12th day of November, 1901.
Lewis M. Partridge, trustee under the will of
Theodore M. Ricliaidsonjate of Stockton Springs,
in said County, deceased, having presented his
first and final account of said trust for allowance
Ordered, That notice thereof he given, three
weeks successively, in the Republican Journal, a
newspaper published in Belfast, in said County,
that all persona interested may attend at a Probate Court, to he held at Belfast, on the 10th day
of December next, an.l show cause, if any they
have, whv the said account should not be allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register.

1

WALDO
fast,
Minnie E.
of

in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are
desired to present the same for settlement, and
all indebted thereto are requested to make payment immediately.
JOSEPH 8.IMULLIN.
Lincolnville, Nov. 12,1901.

SS. Iu Court of Probate, held
fast, on the 12th day of November
Bertha J. Baker, admidistratrix on the e-.
Freeman W. Baker, late of Liberty, in sanl
ty, deceased, having presented her fiist an
account of administration of said estate t
lowance.
Ordered, That notice thereof be given
weeks successively, in the Republican Ja newspaper published in Belfast, in sai
that all persona interested may attend a;
bate Court, to be held at Belfast on the 1<
of December next, and show cause, il an
have, why the said account should not he .»>
GEO. E. JOHNSON J
A true copy. Attest:
Cuas. P. Hazeltink, Re. i-

WALDO

SS.—In Court of Probate, held at Belfast, on the 12th day of November, 1901.
A. J. Skidmore, surviving partner of the late firm
of Skidmore and Bekerof Liberty, in said county,
having presented his first and final account of
said partnership for allowanee.
Ordered, that notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively, in the Republican Journal, a
newspaper published in Belfast, in said County,
that all persons interested may attend at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the 10th day
of December next, and show cause, if any they
have why the said account should not be allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register.

WALDO

ARTHUR RITCHIE.

ADMINISTRATRIX’S

NOTICE.

The subscriber

hereby gives notice that she has been duly appointed administratrix of the estate of
DAGGETT, late of Morrill.
in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having
demands against the estate of said deceased
are desired to present the same for settlement,
BRIGGS C.

and all indebted theretb

payment immediately.

are

requested

LIZZIE

Morrill, Nov. 12,1901.

to make

J. DAGGETT.

NOTICE.

l1

WALDO

YT7ALDO SS.—In Court of Probate, held at Belli
fa^t, on the 12th day of November, 1901.
Frederick L. Palmer, administrator on the estate
of Lena E. Patterson, late of Monroe, in said
County, deceased, having presented his first and
final account of administration of said estate for
allowance.
Ordered, That notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively, in the Republican Journal,
a newspaper published in Belfast, in said county,
that all persons interested may attend at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the 10th day
of December next, and show cause, if any they
have, why the said account should not be allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register.

immediately.

account

SS.—In Court of Probate, iieifast, on the 12th day of NovemiS. A. Rendell, executor of the last will
R. Clifford, late of Stockton Springs.
County, deceased, having presented his ifinal account of administration of said
allowance.
Ordered, that notice thereof he given
weeks successively, in the Republican
<
a newspaper published in Belfast, in sai
that all persons interested may atten > .*
bate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the
of December next, and show cause, it
have, why the said account should not be a1
GEO. E. JOHNSON.
A true copy. Attest:
Cuas. P. Hazeltink, Re.

that all persons interested may attend at a Probate Court, to be held at Beltast, on the 10th day
of December next, and show cause, if any they
have, why the said account should not be allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register.

Liberty, Nov. 12,1901.

I

Lincolnville, in said county, decea-

Ordered, that notice thereof he gi\<
weeks successively, in the Republic
newspaper published in Belfast, in >a
ty, that all persons interested may approbate Court, to be held at Belfast, on
day of December next, and show ca
they have, why the said account shout i.
lowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON
A true copy. Attest:
Cuas. P. Hazeltink, R-

Ordered, that notice thereof he given, three
weeks successively, in The Republican Journal, a
newspaper published in Belfast, in said County,

ment

!•••:

a

WALDO

ROSETTA W. RITCHIE, late of Winterport,
in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are
desired to
present the same for settlement, and
all indebted thereto are requested to make pay-

SS.—In Court of Probate,

on the 12th day of Novt m
Feruald, guardian of Mabel

presented her first and final
ship for allowance.

SS —In Court of Probate, held at Belfast, on the 12th day of November, 1901.
John W. McGilvery. administrator on the estate
of James McGiivery, late of Searsport, In said
county, deceased, having presented first and final
account of administration of said estate for allowance.

ADMINISTRATOR’S

SS.—In Court or Probate, lie
the 12th flay of Novemi
Turner, executrix of the ia>i
Van R. Turner, late of Palermo, in sai-: »
deceased, having presented her first «<
administration of said estate, togethet
private account for allowance.
Ordered, That notice thereof 1» ,i\.
weeks successively, in the Republieai
a newspaper published in Belfast, in sat-. •
that all persons interested may attend
bate Court, to he held at Belfast, on the
of December next, and show cause, it
have, why the said account should not U
GEO E. JOHNSON. !:
A true copy.
Attest:
Cuas. P. Hazeltink, h. ,-um

WALDO
fast,
Hannah M.

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within
the County of Waldo, on the 12th day
vernber, A. I). 1901.
E. KEALEY, administrator
will annexed of Bridget McCabe, lan
fast, in said County of Waldo, deceased,
presented a petition praying for a lie i-<
at public or private sale ami convey tin* \\
the real estate of said deceased which is
scrided is said petition.
Ordered, That the said petitioner gn<
to all persons interested by causing a e<*p\
order to be published three weeks sucees.-i
the Republican Journal, a newspaper pm
at Belfast, that they may appear at a 1;
Court, to be held at Belfast, within and I
County,on the 10th day of December, A. 1>
at ten of the clock before noon, and show
if any they have, why the prayer oi said pe
er should not be granted.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, J mi
A true copy
Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltise, Regis''

JOHN

EXECUTOR’S

ADMINISTRATOR’S

..

Ordered, That notice thereof be given,
weeks successively, in the Republican .!«>
newspaper published in Beliast, in san t
that all persons interested may attend
■: Is
bate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the
of December next, and show' cause, it
have, why the said account should not be t.i
GEO. E. JOHNSON .!
A true copy.—Attest:
CUAS. P. HAZELTINE, lb

ROBERT

CHARLES

.it

final account of administration ol said «•>..>
allowance.
Ordered, That notice thereof be given, tlu.-e
weeks successively, in the Republican Jouruai,
a newspaper published in Belfast, in said c->m
that all persons interested may attend at
rebate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the 1
of December next, and show cause, if an.' •: v
have, why the said account should not be all
GEO. E. JOHNSON, .I
A true copy. Attest:
CHAS. P. HAZELTINE, Re- !-.

Ordered, That notice be given to all persons interested by causing a copy of this order to be publi-hed three weeks successively in The Republican
Journal, a newspaper published at Belfast, that
they appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, within and for said County, on the second
Tuesday of December next, at ten of the clock before noon, and show cause, if any they have, why
the same should not be proved, approved and allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register.

At a Probate Court held at Beltast, within and
for the County of Waldo, ion the 12th day of
November, A. 1). 1901.
S TRUNDY, administrator of the
estate of Mercy J. Trundy, late of Belfast, in
said County of Waldo, deceased, having presented a petition praying for a license to sell at, private sale, and convey certain real estate of said
deceased,which is fully described in said petition.
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy ol t^is
order to be published three weeks successively ju
the Republican Journal, a newspaper published
at Beltast, that they may appear at a Pr()i ate
Court, to be held at Belfast, within and lor said
County, on the 10th day of December, A. D. 19(H.
at ten of the clock before noon, ai d show cause,
if any they have, why the prayer of said petitioner
should not he granted.
GEO. E, JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy—Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register.

SS.—In Court of Probate, held

on the 12th day of November.
Harry M. Prentiss, administrator on the c-'t
Frederic H. Francis, late of Belfast, m
County, deceased, having presented his iii>t

A

:

■

<

er

At

Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
the County of Waldo, on the 12th day of November, A. D. 1901.
H. LAMPHIER, son of James C.
Lamphier, late of Stockton Springs, in said
County of Waldo, deceased, having presented a
petition praying that Samuel A. Rendell may be
appointed administrator of the estate of said deceased.
1
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
order to be published three weeks successively in
NOTICE.
The subscriber herethe Republican Journal, a newspaper published at ;
by gives notice that he has been duly apBelfast, that they may appear at a Probate Court, pointed Executor of the last will and testament
to be held at Belfast, within and for said County
of
on the 10th day of December, A.D. 1901, at ten of
ADONIRAM HOFFSES, late of Morrill,
the clock before noon, and show cause, if any
they have, why the the prayer of said petitioner in the County ui Waldo, deceased, and given
should not be granted.
bonds as the law directs. All persons having
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
demands against the estate of said deceased are
A true copy. Attest;
desired to present the same for settlement, and
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register.
all indebted thereto are requested to make payment immediately.
J. R. MEARS.
Morrill, Noy. 12, 1901.
NOTICE. The subscriber
hereby gives notice that he has been duly
NOTICE. The subscriber
appointed Administrator of the estate of
hereby gives notice that he has been duly appointed administrator of the estate of
HORACE N. MONROE, late of Lincolnville,
At a

November, A. D. 1901.
E.
administrator of the «•>|County
Waldo, deceased, havh
sented a petition praying that this court n
termiue who are entitled to the balam
estate now in his hands, their respectmtherein, and order the same distributed

Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
the County ol \\ ab'o, t*u the second Tuesday of
November, A. D. 1901.
certain instrument, purporting to be the last
will and testament of Charles F. Gordon, late
of Searsport, in said County of Waldo, deceased,
having beeu presented for probate.:
Ordered, That notice be given to all persons interested by causing a copy of this order to be
published three weeks successively in The Republican Journal, published at Belfast, that they
may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at
Belfast, within and for said County, on the second
Tuesday of December next, at ten of the clock
before noon, and show cause if any they have,
why the same should not be proved, approved
and allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register.
At a

PH.

at Belfast, within
on the 12th day

BURTON

instrument, purporting
thenticated copy oi the last will and
A
the
ment
of

CHARLES

At a Probate Court held
the County of Waldo,
ber, A. D. 1901.

ami

At a Probate Court, held at Belfast, within
for the County of Waldo, on the 12th uav .,i
November, A. I). lr901.
A. GROSS, executor of the last will of
James R Gross, late of Thorndike, in said
County oi Waldo, deceased, having presented
petition praying that he may be licensed to sell
at public sale and convey the whole of the inter
est of said deceased in certain real estate described in said petition.

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
for tne » ounty of Waldo, on the second Tuesday ol November, A. D. 1901.

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
the County of Waldo, on the 12 th day of November, A. D. 1901.
M. HOWES, heir of Robert E Howes,
late of Liberty in said County of Waldo, deceased, having presendeu a petition pra>ing that
he may be appointed admiuistrator of the estate
of said deceased.
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
order to be published three weeks successively in
The Republican Journal, a newspaper publish*<1
a
Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate
Court, to be held at Belfast, within and for said
County, on the 10th day of December, A.D. 1901,
at teu of the clock belore noou, and show cause,
it any they have, why the prayer of said petition
should not be granted.
GEO. E JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. p. Hazeltinp, Register.
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
for the County of Waldo, on the 12th day of
November, A. I). 1901.
KANE, son of Julia Kane, late of Frank•
lorr, in said County of Waldo, deceased,
having presented a petition praying that lie may
he appointed admiuistrator of the estate of said
deceased.
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy of this order to be published three weeks successively in The
Republican Journal, a newspaper published at
Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate Court,
to be held at Belfast, within and for said County,
on the 10th day of December, A.D. 1901, at ten of
the clock before noon, and show cause, if any they
have, wh> .he prayer of said petitioner should
not he granted.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register.

HENRIETTA

NOTICE. The subscriber In

!

EXECUTRIX’S
gives notice that she lias been duly appom
ol
Executrix of the last will and
testament

RENDKLL, late of Stock I '0
Springs,
in the County of Waldo, deceased, and give"
CHARLES

S.

bonds as the law directs. All persons having
mands against the estate of said deceased are
desired to present the same for settlement. aim
all Indebted thereto are requested to make payment immediately.
ALMEDA H. RENDEM
Stockton Springs, Nov. 12, 1901,

The subscriber

ADMINISTRATOR’S
hereby gives notice that he has been duly apthe estate of

pointed admiuistrator of

PELEG D. GRIFFIN, late of Lincolnville,
in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are
desired to present the same for settlement, and
all indebted thereto are requested to make payment immediately.
EMERY W. GRIFFIN.
Lincolnville, Oct. 8,1901.

NOTICE.

ADMINISTRATOR’S
hereby gives notice that he
administrator of the

appointed

The suhscrmei
has been duly
of

estate

LEMUEL B. FOGG, late of Unity,
in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
debonds as the law directs. All persons having
demands against the estate of said deceased artan
sired to present the same for settlement, and
indebted thereto are requested to make payment
BENJA \l IN A. f oot.
immediately*
Unity, Nov. 12,1901.

WINTERPORT.

Winterport is situated

on

west bank of the Penobscot

the

river,

Bangor, and directMaine Central
the
ly opposite
railway station at Bucksport
Centre. There are three trains
daily for live days in the week,
and an extra one Saturday and
13 miles from

Monday, making prompt railway
connections for the west and east.

FROM

the Boston &

The steamers of

1N0V. 30™

Bangor Steamship Co. make regular landings here, and there is a
telephone exchange, telegraph and
express

oilices.

This is

a

RESERVOIR OF WINTERPORT WATER
SPRING WATER.

NEWS

OF

THE

WORKS,
QUANTITY AND PRESSURE AMPLE.

Earned

Stars.

■

■

1\ Bkikf. The Massachusetts railid commissioners have approved ttie
ue by the Boston & Maine railroad
sl,oi)0,000 in 20 year :31-2 percent,
ids for the funding of other issues
d permanent improvements on a
mberof branches of the road.The
w sjo bill,
Pan-American issue, is
The bill is artistic in design, hava characteristic feature, a Buffalo in
foreground of a prairie on one side,
d the figure of a woman representing
lustry on the other.The official
unt in Kentucky shows that the.
•mocrats will have a majority of 00
joint ballot in the general assembly.
Henry Mapleson, the operatic imessario, died in London Nov 14, of
ight’s disease. He was President of
e
International Society of Music,
d. Henry Mapleson was the son of
e late Colonel J. H.
Mapleson, the
unous director of
Italian opera in
nidon. New York and other cities.
He was born in 1851.The negotiant between the government of the
nited States and Denmark, relative
the cession to the United States of
e Danish West Indies have been
uisferred to Washington. It is learnel that within the last few days there
us been increased activity in the nego: itions and that sensible
progress has
en made toward the completion of a
new
of
cession.The
Haytreaty

Mrs. L. M.

N

Stevens Again
President.

BELL.

Elected

its

At the Xov. loth session of the W.
C. T. U. national convention, in Fort
Worth, Texas, Mrs. Lillian M. X. Stevens was unanimously elected president
of the W. (’. T. L\, for the coming year;
Mrs. Susannah Frye, corresponding
secretary; Mrs. Clara Hoffman, recording secretary and Mrs. Helen Morton
Barker treasurer. The following resolutions were adopted:
1—Advocating total abstinence as the
only safe rule for each man and woman’s habit of life.
■1—Upholding the great principle of
prohibition as the only righteous protection against the most unscrupulous
and demoralizing traffic on earth.
3— Reaffirming the statement that the
“American Army is far better without
intoxicants of any kind” and endorsing
the anti-canteen law.
4— Believing in a revival of Christian
citizenship founded on divine ideals of

righteousness.
5— Deploring the deatli of the late
President McKinley at the hands of
cruel assassin and especially that he
should have fallen victim to that insane
hatred of a law or government which is

and women before the law.
8— Standing unqualiiiedly for a white
life, for pure manhood and protected
womanhood, demanding an amendment
to the constitution defining marriage as
monogamous and punishing plural marriages hv disqualification to vote or
hold office in addition to severe penalties.
-aM
The Oklahoma Statehood resolution
was finally referred in a memorial and
telegram to President Roosevelt asking
him not to recommend Statehood in his

MUNYON’S
RHEUMATISM
CURE
When Prof. Munyon says his Rkeuinatlaas
Care will cure rheumatism there isu’t any guesswork about it—-there isn't any false statement about
it. It cures without leaving any ill effects. It is a
stomach and nerve tonic, as well as a posisplendid
tive cure for rheumatism.
All the Munyon remedies are just as reliable, 25c.
vial. The Guide to Health is free. Muayon, N*w.‘
'»*
York and Philadelphia.
<
MUIfYOVh I 'll * LEE CUBES CATABBH-

treaty
m. by

•e

°'

CO^
Always reliable. LmIm, ask Druggist fot
CHICHESTEB'R BMOLIflH in BLeS and
Bold metallic boxes, sealed with blue ribbon.
Taksaosther. Keflue daagcnNU sabstl*
tatlsu and laUtatftaaa. Buy of your Druggist,
or send 4c. in stamps for Partlealan, Tcatl*
■socials and “Belief liar Ladles,-' in letter.
by retern Mall. lt,Nt Testimonials. Sold by all
Druggists. CHIOHBBTBlt CHEMICAL CO.
■aBlaaa Igsarc.
PHILA, M,

Bare.

Bailey.

oABTOXIXA.
^»Ttw Kind You Him Atom Bought
Bern the

I

The fortunes of
army contractors.

war

are

25

r*6S\

3^

600 TAGS.
*UBB£BPOUCH. FOR FLOG TOBACCO.
SO TAGS.

SPLIT BAMBOO FISHING HOD
NUT SET

2*0 TAGS

StLVEP PLATED

Varginy,”
(Two

Granger Twist.”

Granger Twist tags being equal

fountain pen

too

TEASPOONS

25 TAGS.

es

tags.

TOOL MAMDU
ano roots.

140

TAGC.

dUJTER

BUBBLf POUCH fOB FINE Cur TOBACCO

KNIFE

'ROGERS'

60 TAGS

-SUGAR SHCU ~RC GSRS'

60 TAGS

so
TAGS.

SALT ANO P£PP£P S£T
TAPE MEASURE.
60 TAGS.

'Jft/CKiL

•«Wr>j£r>M

\Soner

wnrcu.

srs/v hind

t.soo r/iGs.

s
to

one

of others

mentioned.)

Our
ALARMS

CATALOGUE OF PRESENTS

CLOCK

BUCKMORN

will include many articles not shown here. It will contain the
attractive List of Presents ever offered for
Tags, and will
be sent by mail on receipt of postage—two cent9.

(Catalogue

25 TAGS.

child's

will be

ready

for

mailing

about

January ist, 1902.)

’/SQ TAOS,

{ BANDIES.

j

Our offer of Presents for Tags will expire .Nov. 30J.fr, 1902.

ser

CONTINENTAL TOBACCO COMPANY.
cSO MGS\

Write your

store.

name

containing Tags,

Mistress—What makes jour potatoes so
soggy ?
New Cook—Please, mum, the water
they
was boiled in was very wet.—New York

and address plainly

Dr.

on

outside of

packages

and send them and requests for Presents to

Kvmn.

C. Hy. BROWN,

TXGS.

7S TAGS.

4241 Folsom Ave.,
St. Louis, Mo.

Weekly.

200 TAGS.

HfffiK*' t.wi
7S TAGS.

VARUN MAGAZINE RIFLE

MARUN REPEATING GROT GUN.

30/30 CALIBER.

ALCOHOLIC

LIQUORS.
The Portland Daily News asserts that
it does not seem reasonable to prohibit
the advertising of alcoholic liquors in
Maine newspapers and allow the sale
here of papers published elsewhere containing such advertisements. The law,
doubtless, applies as forcibly to newsdealers selling these outside publications as it does to papers that are published here, the only reason that they
are not disturbed being that there has
been no one to interest himself about
it.—Bath Enterprise.

2.000

S.OOQ. TAGS.

TA GS.

REMINGTON DOUBLE-BARREL
HAMMERLESS SHOT GUN

l*A*w«

kA.lL}

V,#,. //I

3000. TAGS.

"ARUM MAGAZINE

RIFLE.
t.aoo. TAGS

200TM9S.

/S SHOT, gg CAU3ER

STATE OF MAINF.

RUM IN RUMFORD

FALLS.
rum hole in Itumford Falls apto
be
pears
running wide open, with no
restraint. There are four or five rotten
dens on Canal street, and drunken men
pass the Times office every hour in the
day, and sometimes in gangs. We
never saw so much drunkenness anywhere and hundreds of our citizens say
the same thing. If any town in Maine
needs a Law and Order League or a
Christain Civic League it is Itumford
Falls. And our purpose now is to so
arouse our people and open their eyes
to the terrible shame aud disgrace that
prevails in our midst, that they will not
pass these things by as of minor importance and allow the rum element to
overrule everything else in town—Rumford Falls Times.

On and after Oct. 8, 1901, trains connecting
Burnham and Waterville with through traiDfc
for and from Bangor, Waterville, Portland and

Every

at

Boston, will

run as

follows:
AM

7 16
Belfast, depart
City Point.+7 20

i'\V.

Ajy

dinner time, any
time is a good
time to use

//'ISM

Cordova’

p’CARDtfSl
j*T
They give

W

light
that’s rich and brllNo odor.
Many styles. Sold
*
everywhere.

pliant.
r

f

a

lu!1.

jiWv

Waldo. .+7 30
Brooks. 7 42
Knox .+7 64
Thorndike. 8 00
Unity. 8 10
Burnham, arrive. 8 36
Bangor. 1135

PM

PM

1 26
+130
tl 40
1 62
+2 04
210
2 18
2 40
4 36

3 30
13 36
+3 66
4 20
+4 38
615
6 60
6 25

3 08

7 20

6 36
906

126
667

A M

Waterville. 908
PM

Portland.12 16
Boston

fED.

400

AM

TO BELFAST.

jA

STAND AltO
OIL CO. 4

Boston
Boston,

E*
j( w

D.
D.

»A00

7 90

8 30
P M

Portland......

11 CO

7 00

106

7 10

4 16
136

A M

Dr. Emmons’

Monthly Regulator has brought happiness to
hundreds of anxious women. There is positively no other remedy known to medical science

quickly and safely do the work.
most obstinate irregularities from
relieved immediately. Success guaranteed at any stage. No pain, danger, or interference with work. Have relieved hundreds of
cases where others have failed. The most difficult eases successfully treated by mail,and beneficial results guaranteed in every instance. No
risk whatsoever. We treat hundreds of ladies
whom we never see. Write for further particulars
and free confidential advice. Do not put off too
long. All letters truthfully answered. Remember, this remedy is absolutely safe nnder every
possible condition and positively leaves no after
ill effect upon the health. Sent ny mail, securely
sealed, $2.00. Money letters should be registered.
DR. J W. EMMONS CO., 170Tremont 8t., Boston.
that will

so

Longest and

any

cause

Till they’re married women are fond
dancing; then they are fond of making their huibands dance.

of

Waterville. 9 62
Bangor. 7 16

Waldo ss.
November loth, A. 1). 1901.
Taken this 16th day of November, A. D. 1901,
on execution dated October 28, 1901, issued on
a judgment rendered by the Supreme Judicial
Court for the County of Penobscot, at a term of
said Court begun and held on the first Tuesday
of October, A. 1). 1901, to wit: on the 28th day of
October, A. D. 1901, in favor of Charles T. Gross
of Andover, in the County of Essex and Comin
monwealth of Massachusetts, and against Burton A. Gross of Bangor, in said County of PenobBELFAST TO BOSTON, $2.25.
scot, for eighty-nine dollars, debt or damage, and
twenty-four dollars and thirteen cents, cost of
suit, and will be sold at public auction, at my office in Belfast, in said County of Wa do, to the
highest bidder, on the fifth day of January. A. I).
1902, at nine o'clock in the forenoon, the'following described real estate, and all the right, title
and interest which the said Burton A. Gross has ]
in the same, or had on the 20th day of December, !
A. D. 1900, at six o’clock in the afternoon, the
time when the same was attached on the original
writ, to wit a certain lot of land situate in Thorn- J
dike, in said County of Waldo, and being the 1
same devised to Sarah M. Gross, by the will of !
Fare between Belfast and Boston reduced from
James R. Gross, aud the same conveyed to Bur- $3.00 to $2.25, and a
proportional reduction made
ton A. Gross by said Sarah M. Gross, by her deed in the price of
through tickets between Boston
dated September 28,1900. and recorded In Waldo and all
on Penobscot River.
landings
Registry of Deeds, Book *225, and Page 304, and
STEAMERS LEAVE BELFAST:
known as the James K. Gross homestead.
For Boston, via Camden and Rockland, MonNovember 16,1901.
SAMUEL G. NORTON, Sheriff.
days, Wednesdays, Thursdays, and Saturdays at
about 2.30 p. m., or upon arrival of steamer from

Winter

Arrangement.

Burnham, depart.
Unity.

4 67
6 06
6 16
f6 24
6 40
t6 60
t« 00
6 06

8 60
10 20
9 08
10 76
1120
Thorndike. 9 17
Knox.
f9 26 11136
9 40
12 12
Brooks.
Waldo. +9 60 tl2 30
City Point. HO 00 U2 60
10 06
1 06
Belfast, arrive

tFlag station.

are now

sold

at

$5 00 from Belfast and all stations oo Branch.
Through tickets to all points West and North
west, via all routes, for sale by L. W. Georoe
GEO. F. EVANS,
Agent, Belfast.
Vice President and General Manager
F. E. Boothby, Gen’l Pass, and Ticket Agent.
Portland,- October 10,1901.

The house lot on Congress street known
Tatterson lot. will be sold at a bargain.

as

the

DUNTON SDDHTON.
Belfast, Sept. 20,1900.-38tf

Fares..

Bangor.

For Searsport. Bucksport,
den and Bangor, Tuesdays,
and Saturdays at from 5 to 6

Commissioners’ Notice.

p M

Limited tickets for Boston

*

..Great Reduction

FROM BELFAST.

WHAT SOLON CHASE SAYS.

Young housekeepers ohoose the Glen wood
because it has the indicator that tells about

SIX EACH.
KNIVES A.N0 FORKS.

most

Builds up tlie system; puts pure, rich
blood in the veins; makes men and women
strong and healthy. Burdock Blood Bitters.

It is said the people of Maine don’t
want the prohibition law enforced. Until the upheaval in Cumberland county
that belief was shared by many strong
Prohibitionists.
The great bar to the
enforcement of the law is the contention that the people of Maine don’t
want the law enforced.
There are so
many in Maine who want prohibition in
the'statute law, in the constitution of
the State, and in their party platform,
but don’t want enforced prohibition in
their own towns and city, that the key
to the situation, and the first question
to settle, is: do the people of Maine
want prohibition to prohibit? When it
is made plain that a majority of the
people of Maine want the law enforced
the law can be enforced in the cities as
easily as the law is now enforced in
many towns, but we must prove that
the people want the law enforced.

GO CART

illustrated

new

FOR 1902

old gentleman broke his neck down the
stairs. It was I, madam, who polished that
floor and staircase.—London Answers.

and save the

40
TAGS.

TAGS.

MATCH BOX

an

baking.

"ROSCRS

/SO TAGS.

TAG5 MAY BE ASSORTED IN SECURING PRESENTS.

Lady—I am going to give a hall, and I
want you to polish this floor.
Do you
thoroughly understand j our business ?
Polisher—Well, madam, you inquire at
the major’s up tlie street. On his ball-room
floor, tlie last party lie gave, six people
broke their legs before twelve o’clock, and

“Cure the

5/X

60 TAGS.

trial size costs but 10 cts. Full sizeoOcts.
Sold by druggists everywhere or mailed by
Ely Bros., 50 Warren Street, New. York.
135 Mill Street, Lexington, Ivy.
Messrs. Ely Bros.:—After giving your
Cream Balm a trial I can truly say I feel
very much benefited by its use and shall
continue to use it by purchasing from our
Mrs. W. B. Daniel.
druggist here.

drug

eso TAGS.

those made by

Convincing Proof of the efficacy of
Ely’s Cream Balm, the greatest of catarrh
remedies, is certainly cheap. A generous

At any

SET.

Star,” •• E. Rice, Greenville,”
Horse Shoe,”
”J. T.,” “Good Luck,” “Cross Bow,”
E randywine,” “Razor,” “Tennessee Cross Tie,” “Ole

cough
life,”
represented in anarchy.
Wood’s Norway Pine Syrup cures coughs
6— Favoring the peaceful solution of and colds, down to the
very verge of conlabor troubles by arbitration and calliug sumption.
upon workmen to join in the battle
PROHIBITION POINTS.
against the saloon.
7— Calling for perfect equality of men
ADVERTISING

Rheumatic suff erers find Hood's Sarsaparilla a permanent cure for their inflamed and
swollen joints and stiff muscles.

Machiasat Colon.The Navy Department has ordered the final acceptance

2000 TAGS"

Fossil Pills.—The demand is proof of
their worth.
Dr. Agnew’s Liver Pills are
beating out many fossil formulas at a
General Bell won his promotion by his
quarter a box.
They’re better medicine,
A thouseasier doses, and 10 cents a vial.
work in the Philippines. He has a civil
and
ailments
arise from a disordered
may
war record.
Shortly after his recent
liver.
Keep the liver right and you’ll not
promotion he was retired for age.
have Sick Headache, Kiliousness, Nausea,
Constipation and Sallow' Skin. 100 pills in
ct. size. Sold by Edmund Wilson and A.
I
Tl»f* HiililrPii's Fri'url.
A.
Howes A Co.—31
|
You'll have a cold this winter. Maybe
the early days of the MetropoliDuring
you have one now. Your children will suf- tan Elevated railroad in New York the
fer too. For coughs, croup, bronchitis, grip trains did not run on Sunday. One Sunday
and other winter complaints One Minute morning, ignorant of this fact, a traveller
rushed up the stairway only to find the
Cough (Tire never fails. Acts promptly. It
closed. Noticing* the letters “M. E.
is very pleasant to the taste and perfectly gates
R. R." over the entrance, he said in disgustharmless. C. II. George, Winchester, Ky., ed tones:
“I might know' a Methodist
writes, “Our little girl was attacked with
Episcopal railroad wouldn’t run on Suncroup late one night and was so hoarse she
!"
days
could hardly speak. We gave her a few
doses of One Minute Cough Cure. It reI'r. Agnew’s Oiuliiimt Cures Piles.—
lieved her immediately and slie went to
sleep. When she awoke next morning she Itching, Bleeding and Blind Piles. Comfort
had no signs of hoarseness or croup.” R. in one
application. It cures in three to six
II. Moody.
nights. It cures all skin diseases in young
Stealing Coal! That’s what the old range and old. A remedy beyond compare, and
is doing, get a Glen wood.
it never fails.
35 cents.
Sold by Edmund
Wilson and A. A. Howes & Co.—32
The National W. C. T. U.
BRIGADIER GENERAL JAMES M.

forthcoming message.
The resolution favoring the national
prohibition party was defeated.

is been informed of the arrival of the
eunboat Concord at Acapulco and of
die Marietta at Key West. These two
vessels are to relieve respectively the
ittleship Iowa at Panama and the

boat

60 TAOS.

“I hear your club is going to give an entertainment. Do you think it will be a success ?”
“Sure to be. We’ve arranged it so that
every member is chairman of at least one
committee.”—Philadelphia Press.

"as signed Nov. 18th at 12.05 p.
Secretary Hay for the United States
"ud Ambassador Lord Pauncefote for
breat Britain.The Navy Department

torpedo

RAZOR STROP.

my great sufferings from heart disease.
For years 1 endured almost constant cutting
and tearing pains about my heart, and many
a time would have welcomed death.
Dr.
Agnew’s Cure for the Heart lias worked a
veritable miracle.”—Tlios. Hicks, Perth,
Out. Sold by Edmund Wilson and A. A.
Howes A Co.—30

■

'if the

r40Si

ure

mayoralty

Canal

so

Like Tearing the Heart Strings —“It is
not within the conception of man to meas-

■

Nicaragua

Brigadier’s

TAGS.

SO TAGS

Mr. T. Totaler—My dear, I do not think
it is very appropriate for you to wear that
wine-colored silk to the W. C T. U. convention.
Mrs. T. Totaler—Oh, but it is watered
silk, you know.—P»altimore American.

vention renominated Mayor F. F.
tliI>y by acclamation. The Port,.1 Prohibitionists have nominated
Hr.
Kdward S. .1. McAlister,
mnly nominated by the Citizens, for j
yor..The committee named by the
Mature last winter to examine votmachines to be used in this State,
c
approved the machines to be used
tlie municipal election at Portland
xr
month.The
Maine General
-pita! has received SU:!!U>2, a legacy,
Her the will of the late ('apt. Edward
Marwick.Governor Ilill lias ae,fed an invitation to attend the bauct of tlie Pine Tree State Club at
tel Brunswick, Boston, on the event Tuesday, Dec. 3.Rev. F. M'.
nford of Shiloh baptized to people in
water at Bay llidge, X. V.. Xov.
.(me thousand barrels of apples
.■sold, in one week on Xew Portland
from one neighborhood at the good
nd price of ss.uu per barrel.Melleu
mpilley, elder brother of Isaiah
mpilley, president of the Maine state
died in Lewiston Xov. 14th. Mr.
mpilley was buyer of the firm of
mpilley Brothers, who have sold
..re line horses to Xew York millionres' than any other concern in Maine.
His expected that tlie forthcoming
port of the board of railroad conmiis-ners will he one of tlie most interestand valuable ever issued hum that
paitment. Among other things, it
! contain a history of railroad collection in Maine, which will lie a most
port ant contribution to the industrial
'ory of the State.A corporation to
known as the Eells Lime Company
organized recently in Portland
th a capital stock of $200,000. The
inpany's kilns are located in Rocket.
are:
The oUlcers
President,
'.ward li. Kent: Treasurer, Edward
on
the
subject have
yant.Experts
ly taken up the question of the
ply of spruce lumber in Maine.
ir opinion is that at the present
of cutting it will he many years
lore the supply in the State will he
hausted.\ meeting of the Maine
xiliary of the McKinley Memorial
sociation was held at the council
in at Augusta Nov. ISthand orgaui;ion was perfecteu as follows: Presiut. Ceorge A. Curran, Calais; secrecy. Clarence B. Burleigh, Augusta;
usurer, William H. Dow, Portland,
was voted to raise $2500 as Maine’s
ire. and committees were chosen to
t the amount.East Machias postice was entered by burglars, probably
ifessionals, Monday morning, Nov.
-th, about 1.30a. m. The safe was com•tely wrecked and all the money and
imps were taken. The safe door was
■'wn through the floor above.
No
le to the burglars.The somewhat
uprising statement is made that the
null income to the State of Maine,
rough its fish and game interests,
aches the enormous sum of $15,000,-

l'auncefote

His

One Short Puff Clears the Head.— I
Have you pains
Does your head ache?
Is the breath offensive?
over your eyes?
These are certain symptoms of Catarrh.
Dr. Agnew's Catarrhal Power will cure
most stubborn cases in a marvellously short
time. If you’ve had Catarrh a week it’s a
sure cure.
If it’s fifty years’ standing it’s
just as effective. 50 cents. Sold by Edmund
Wilson and A. A. Howes & Co.—29

60

TOOL

“NEPTUNE”
‘OLD HONESTY”
“SPEARHEAD”
STANDARD NAVY”
SICKLE”
'MASTER WORKMAN'
“J 0 LLY TAR”
NOBBYSPUN ROLL’
“BOOTJACK”
“PIPER HEIDSIECK"
DRUMMOBUNATURALLEAr
"OLD PEACH & H ON EY"

rigs.

riso TAOS.

The first official act of President
Roosevelt was the advancement of Colonel James M. Bell of the Eighth cavalry to the grade of brigadier general.

Maine Matters. Prof. A. C. Rich
ireturned to his home in Auburn
m a visit to the Maine coast and
.light with him a specimen of some
,i of root which no botanist, who lias
rii it.
seems to know much about.
root lias the appearance of India
i.berund is a sort of bulb. It emits
most beautiful
fragrance, and
ws in large quantities in plant form
one of the group of islands in EastMaine. The perfume of the bulb is
fragrant it scents the whole house,
of. Rich is cultivating the bulb and
ends trying to raise it into a plant,
s may
prove the basis of a new
ime
industry.The Preble Hotel
which owns the Preble house and
large vacant lot just below the
i i*l on Preble street, Portland, has
eided to build in the near future on
,1 vacant lot, two fine brick blocks of
feet frontage each. The company
1 also add two stories to the Preble
;sc and make other improvements....

Portland Republican

t.soo

WINTERPORT, MAINE.

WEEK.

PLAN ET”

dis-

tributing point for feed and grain,
and the Winterport creamery
handles 40,000 gallons of cream
annually. The town has water
works furnishing an abundant
supply of pure spring water. It
is a clean and pretty place, commanding fine views of the river,
and has each season an increasing
quota of summer visitors, who
find it a good place to rest.

1902.

Waldo 88.
November 2ft, A. D. 1901.
We, the undersigned, having been duly appointed by the Hononfole George E. Johnson, Judge
of Probate, within and for said County, Commissioners to receive and decide upon tiie claims of
the creditors of Bradford Webber, late of Monroe, in said County, deceased, whose estate has
been represented insolvent, hereby give public
notice agreeably to the order of the said Judge
of Probate, that six months from and after November 12,1901, have been allowed to said creditors to present and prove their claims, and that
we will attend to the duty assigned us at the office of Dunton & Dunton, in Belfast, in said County of„Waldo, on the 2lst day of December, A. D.
1901, and on the 12th day of May. A. D. 1902. at
ten of the clock in the forenoon of each of said

JOHNR nUNT°N.

days.

Fridays

a. m.

RETURNING:
From Boston, Mondays, Tuesdays,
Thursdays
| and Fridays at 5.00 p. m.
From Rockland, via Camden,
Tuesdays, Wednesdays, Fridays and Saturdays at from 5.00 to

|Conlrs.

FOR RENT.
The store

Winterport, Hamp-

Wednesdays,

recently occupied by the Condon
Banner Shoe
Manufacturing Company” and
C. O.POOR,
Store.”

6.00 A. M.

From

Bangor, touching at way landings, Mon

lilOo’\WMdneS<layS’ Thursdays and Saturdays, at
FRED W.

POTE, Agent, Belfast.
CALVIN AUSTIN, Gen’l Supt., B >st

>n.

TAXES FOR 1901.
COLLECTOR’S NOTICE.
A discount of two per cent, will be allowed
on all taxes paid on or before
January 1.1902. I
shall be in my office in Memorial
Building daily
from 8.30 to 11.30 a. m., and Saturdays from 1.30 to
4.30 P. M.
M. C.

HILL, Collector.

Class’s
Cosher (Prospect.)
Mrs.
Bubnham. A large force are now at
Lizzie Hubbard of Chelsea, who has been work finishing the interior of the grange
hall. When this work is done the hall will
visiting her sister, Mrs. Charles Grant, has be completed... .0. A. Dodge has a crew of

Leading
Chefs &

BELFAST PRICE CURRENT.

[Corrected Weekly for The Journal. [
Produce Market.

Prices Paid Producer•
landed
30 to 50 Hay V ton,
10.00@12.00
winter. Apples & bu., lb.
dried, V
5@6 Hides fib,
6
Mr. O. K. Moody of Canaan, the veteran
2.00to2.25 Lamb »lb,
12
pea,
knee cutter, is now working in Burnham Beans,
44
2.25 Lambskins,
medium,
50@1.00
44
on the farm of Wm. H. Kimball_Mrs.
;
Yel’eyes, 2.50to2.75 Mutton V lb,
Prescott Holt and Mrs. Walter Hubbard of Butter p lb,
18to20i Oats
bu., 32 lb,
40
Hartland visited their father, Mr. Wm. H. Beef, sides, ** lb,
6@7| Potatoes
63
bu.,
6$ Round Hog,
74
The snow Beef fore quarters,
Kimball, one day last week
bu.,
40@45 Straw V ton,
10.00
that fell Nov. 12th is still with us, and the Barley
Cheese 4? lb,
I2jTurkey ? lb,
16@17
present prospects are that it will remain. Chicken p ft,
Tallow p lb,
Uu3
There are fully 18 inches in the woods and Calf Skins, per lb. 10toi2,
9&10 Veal ip lb,
6a7
enough on the roads to make first class sled- Duck 1b,
144151 Wool unwashed,
is
29 Wood, bard,
ding— Mr. O. A. Dodge lost six sheep from Eggs doz.,
3.oog4.oo
his flock when he gathered them in after the Fowl ? ft,
8415 Wood, soft,
3.50*4.00
Geese ^ 1b,
snow storm Nov. 12, and has been unable to
13414^
Retail Price.
I
find them up to this writing.
Retail Market.
Beef, corned, p lb, »§10 Lime p bbl.,
9041.00
Butter Salt, 14 lb, I8to20 Oat Meal ® lb.
445
SHIP HEWS.
77! Onions ® lb,
Corn P bu.,
2443
Cracked Corn p bu., 77 Oil, Kerosene, gal.,1.3414
Corn Meal p bu.,
77. Pollock® lb,
POKT OF BELFAST.
4444
Cheese P lb,
15toi6 Pork® lb,
l'
ARRIVED.
Cotton Seed p cwt., 1.50 Plaster ® bbl.,
1.1.1
Codfish, dry, p lb. 5CdS Rye Meal ® lb,
3
Nov. 21. Ar. sch. John T. Williams, Cranberries
p qt., 10tol4 Shorts Pcwt.,
1.26
Camden.
Clover Seed,
13<£15 Sugar ® lb,
11404
Nov. 22. Schr. Pandora,
33
Holder, St. Flour P'bbl., 4.50to5.00 Salt, T. I.,® bu.,
2.50 Sweet Potatoes,
H.G.Seed^bii.,
John, N. B.
3
13 Wheat Meal.
lb.
Nov. 23. Sch. Norman, Dunbar, Bruns- Lard
5
wick, Ga.

returned to her home....Hollis Black of
North Searsport found a young calf in the
woods that belongs to M. E. Clarke of this
place. The calf ran away before the snow
eame....Mr8. Grant will visit friends in
Stockton Springs this week.

men at work
lumber to be
on the Sebaetioook river the coming

cutting

Cooks

use

Royal
Baking
Powder
Absolutely
Makes the finest flavored,
__ROYAL

BAKING POWDER

most delicious food

CO., 100 WILLIAM ST., NEW YORK.
NORTH

SEARSPORT LOCALS.
Miss Edith Williams is at home for Thanks-

giving.
C. A. Woods is confined to the house with
a bad cold.
Mrs. Susan Hunker is visiting her
Bar Harbor.
Lincoln Colcord is spending
tion at home.

Monthly

a

son

in

short vaca-

collection at the Congl. church

next

Sunday morning.
Capt. and Mrs. A. V. Nickels returned

from Boston last week.
A. E.

Trundy is still adding to his crew of
lumbermen at the point.
The schools in town closed last
Friday
for a two weeks vacation.
A. L. Denison and wife left
Monday for
their home in Monmouth.

Geo. M. Curtis is at home from Worcester
Academy for Thanksgiving.
Mrs. J. C. Nickels and daughter Blanche
leave this week for the winter.

Harry Dow left by train Tuesday
ing to go as second officer of the new
er Pathfinder.

morn-

steam-

Mrs. Andrew Pendleton and
daughter
will leave this week to join
Capt. Pendleton
in ban Francisco.

Capt. and Mrs.

T. Whittier and Mrs.
Ridley have taken rooms at Mrs. J. E. Webber's for the winter.
A.

The receipts from the Cantata given a
short time ago were devoted to the Congl.
church repair fund.

(.apt. Albert K. Colson of schooner Gladys
arrived from New York last week and
spent a few days at home.
Kev

T. p. Williams went to Winslow
Monday to attend the funeral service of one
ol his former parishoners.
the singing school will be changed next
week from Tuesday to Thursday
evening.
Everybody invited to come.
Next

Sunday,

Rev.

D.

E.

Pore

French of

Hampden will preach at the Congl. church
in exchange with the pastor.
Lancaster A Kerry have added to their
stage line a new' and improved covered
sleigh, which is automatically warmed.
Winter, weather arrived earlier this year
than usual. It has been a very rare
thing
have sleighing the middle of November.

to

The communion service at Congl.the church
will be changed from the first
Sunday in
December to the first Sunday in January.
of the highest tides knowui here for a
long time was that of Saturday.
The
wharves were nearly covered all along the
shore.
One

Many of our people missed their daily
paper by the late mail Tuesday night.
Driver Smith, however, made up
nearly a
half hour.
Harold F. Norton returned from South
Penobscot last Saturday.
Dec. 3d he will
enter the East Maine Conference
Seminary,

Jiueksport.

SEARSPORT

E. L. Savery has bought
Holestein bull.

ITEMS.
a

thoroughbred

Miss Kate Scribner has returned from a
three months’ visit to her brother, Mr. Bert
Scribner, in Ellsworth.
Deer are quite numerous in this vicinity.
Several have been seen since close time began. Our Bog Hill deer seem to know
which way the laiv runs.
Charles Merrithew, Ben. Merrithew, Irvin
George, Marshall Nickerson and Charles
Lenfest, who went up river a few weeks
ago, have been heard from.
They have all
secured work near Moosehead lake.
In last week’s items we stated that Mr.
and Mrs. Wilson N. Dow of this place were
the proud grandparents of a son born to
their daughter, Mrs. Frank Kingsbury of
Frankfort, but should have said a daughter.
Mr. and Mrs. II. E. Robbins returned last
week from Appleton, where they attended
the funeral of Mrs. Robbins' mother, Mrs.
Olivia Hart, who was killed by a vicious
ram.
Much sympathy is expressed for Mrs.
Robbins ill her sad affliction.
Most of the wild cattle in this vicinity
have been caught. Those who had a hard
time in collecting their stock for the winter
are George Partridge, w ho had two Jersey
heifers in J. W. Harriman’s pasture, and
Herbert Black, who had three Hereford
steers turned to pasture on Bog Hill last
spring. They jumped out of his pasture in
September and have been ranging about
ever since. They have been seen at times
all the way from Smart’s brook in Searsport
to the town line in Frankfort.
COUNTY

CORRESPONDENCE.

Mr. Horace Knowlton died
Morrill.
last Friday after a brief illness of pneumonia. His remains were carried to Swanville last Sunday for interment and funeral
services were held there, Rev. H. I. Holt of
Mr. Knowlton came
Morrill officiating.
here from Swauville several years ago and
married Mrs. Louisiana Robinson, who
died very suddenly two years ago.
Two
children, a boy and girl, mourn their great
loss
Miss Nellie Greer has been very
sick and Mrs. A. B. Hatch does not improveRev. T. F. Jones, P. E. of Rockland
Dist., held quarterly meeting services at the
church last Sunday morning. He preached
in Knox in the afternoon and in Searsmont
in the evening... The revival meetings at
church closed last Sunday evening_Our
lumbermen have taken advantage of the
recent snow to get a good amount of lumber
J. K. Dickey and son lire having
to mill
large orders for sawed hoops—Mr. Robie
Mears has his building on the Belfast road
nearing completion_Mr. Andrew Woodbury found his young stock, which was in
pasture during the late storm, so wild that
he was obliged to shoot three of them_
Rev. if. I. Holt and Wilbur Brown are
attending school at Freedom Academy.
The opening of the winter term of school in
the Cross District, No. 3, is postponed to
December nth on account of mumps.
—

—

—

Stockton Springs.
Miss Mabel Simarrived last week from Castine to
spend her Thanksgiving vacation with her
mother—Mr. Amos Treat came homefrom
Partridge.
Boston last week ...Mrs. Walter Kimball
A union service will be held Thanksgiv- left last Thursday to join her husband in
at
the
ing evening
Congregational church. Boston, for a visit of several weeks—Miss
Rev. D. E. French of Hampden will deliver Nellie Bickmore left Friday to visit her
the address.
father in Waldoboro previous to her de-‘\
James I’. Nichols leaves Friday for Los parture for Seattle, Wash., the first of DeAngeles, Calif., where he will associate cember— Messrs. II. L. Hopkins and C. R
himself with George Nichols in the fruit Rendell went to Boston last week on a business trip, returning Saturday_Mr. C. S.
preserving business.
Brad. Curtis, who received the bad gun- Ilichborn and wife of Augusta arrived
Friday for a flying visit with his sisters,
shot wound, noted last week, is
rapidly imfor Camden, en route for
proving, and the doctor hopes the use of leaving Saturday
home_Saturday evening witnessed a hapthe limb will not be impaired in the least.
| py gathering of the young frieuds of the
Victor Sargent, who was in the2«th Mass.
Misses Clara Mixer and Gladys Rendell, in
Iiegt. at the Philippines, is visiting friends Colcord’s Hall. The occasion was the celehere prior to another trip East, where he
bration of their birthday anniversaries.
has a situation in the Internal Revenue
About fifty were present, and a very enjoyDepartment.
able' evening was spent with games and
On account of the storm Monday the
dancing, and refreshments of nuts, apples,
meeting of the ladies of the Congl. society confectionery, etc—Mrs. II. R. Ilichborn
was postponed to next
Monday afternoon at left Tuesday for a visit of several weeks
2 p. m. at the conference room. A full at- with relatives and
friends in Bostqn and
tendance is requested.
vicinity_Dr. Herman Ilichborn and famIt was an odd thing that the news of the ily arrived Wednesday to spend Thanksfire in her husband’s store in Belfast should giving week with his father, Capt. II. A.
The Current Events Club will
be sent from the Sargent district in Sears- Ilichborn
port, but such was the case. Miss Alda hold its regular meeting Dec. 4th with Miss
Sargent having been informed from the Maria Griffin.
village of the fact at once called up
Camden.
The Camden Trotting Park
Mrs. R. H. Howes by telephone, thus giving association will call for bids for the buildher the first intelligence of the fire.
ing of a subway and a grandstand and the
Some thirty Rural Free Delivery routes completion of the grading and the fence.
The subway, which is a new feature of
have recently been discontinued in Maine,
many of them by reason of patrons neglect- trotting parks in this locality, will enable
ing to provide themselves with regulation the space inside the track to be entered
boxes. There is a rumor that some of the without crossing the track. A grandstand,
routes in this vicinity, recently inspected, 38 by 250 feet, will be built. Chair seats
are liable to be reported unless patrons will be provided. There will be two stores
The track
■within a reasonable time provide boxes below for refreshments, etc.
will be opened July 4, 1902, with races and
co nveniently located, and of suitable design
a grand display of fireworks in the evening.
to meet the demand.
.One of Camden’s most prominent sumextra
the
services
recent! y
The result of
mer residents and builders is Mr. J.
C.
held in the M. E. church—Miss Nellie D.
Strawbridge of Philadelphia. The lumber
Thompson, Evangelist, assisting—has been buildings on the Johnson Knight land on
a greatly quickened membership, ten backBay View street are to be removed, and Mr.
sliders reclaimed, and eight, at least, clear
Strawbridge, who now owns the property,
cases of conversion. These taking their
will build a fine private yachting rendezplaces as workers in the vineyard of the vous there. The wharf will be extended
Lord increase the working force of both about 75
feet, and a building, containing; a
societies and the social meetings are now coal
pocket for bis yacht, and waiting rooms,
seasons of greater profit.
will be built there. One of the old buildWhile looking faithfully after the home ings has been torn down, and the other
interests, the ladies and friends of the M. will be moved to the Camden Lumber Co.’s
E. Society have been doing work of a charitable nature for those outside, as is evi- wharf, to be used by them—The death of
denced by the two boxes containing 38 cans Benj. C. Adams made some changes necesof corn and jellies recently sent to the
in the ofilcers of the Knox Woolen
“Deaconess Home" in Boston, and the #7.70 sary
in cash sent to the
Little Wanderer’s company. At a meeting of the directors, J.
H»me.” Roston. to assist in procuring a W. Bowers was chosen as a new director,
I • enksgiving dinner for the 100little waifs
such work blesses and Joshua Adams was chosen president,
: t t oit institution,
both those who give and those who receive. and C. W. Babb, treasurer.
E. C. Pike has moved into the John W.
Sweetser house, and the rent formerly occupied by him has been taken by Henry

Appleton. Benj. Keller arrived home
Nov. 2l8t from Passadumkeag, where he
taught an eight weeks’ term of school...
Clarence Simmons is at home from Castine.
....Miss Ava Keller has returned from a
visit to Mrs. Georgie Page Ripley in Bath.
—News has been received by Mr. H. C.
Pease of the death of his brother, John P.
Pease, son of the late Henry M. and
Jerusha Pease, who passed away Nov. 2nd
at Finley, North Dakota, aged 69 years.
Mr. Pease left Appleton in 1856. He lived
in Portland, N»tiek and Woburn, Mass.,
several years before moving to Dakota. He
is survived by a widow; one sister, Mrs.
Theodore Tyler of Union, and two brothers,
Harrison C. Pease of Appleton and Geo. C.
Pease, who is now in Kelso, Dakota.

AMERICAN PORTS.

New

Mr. Elisha S. Cushman, a
highly respected citizen, died at his home
■Thursday morning, Nov. 21st, aged 84 years
and 7 months. He leaves two daughters,
Mrs. Inez Brown of Warren and Mrs. Oscar
Shibles of Morrill; two sons, Milan Cushman of Worcester, Mass., and Charles, with
whom he lived; and an aged sister, Mrs. Lydia Brown of Morrill, who is the last of a
family of fifteen children, all of whom
lived to manhood and womanhood. Mr.
Cushman was a prominent member of the
Baptist church and until age incapaciated
him was always in his place at public worship and constant in attendance at the
social meetings, and a useful participant in
their exercises. He firmly allied himself
with every moral reform and did not hesitate to speak out boldly in their behalf. The
funeral services were held at his late home,
Rev. Wm. Berkeley officiating.
A large
gathering of friends bore silent testimony
to the worth of the departed
Mr. Eben
Cobb and son Harold were in Rockland last
week-Rev. S. A. Bender of Bucksport
and Rev. G. E. Edgett of Belfast will speak
in the interest of the E. M. C. Seminary at
the M. E. Church Friday evening, Nov. 29th.
There will be an entertainment and
supper at Dirigo Hall Tuesday evening,
Dec. 3rd. The proceeds will be given to
the Girls’ Home in Belfast-The W. C. T.
U. met with Miss J. E. McFarland last Friday to make “comfort bags” for the soldiers
and sailors.
Linoolnville. The farm buildings on
the place of the late Robert Moody in
Lineolnville, now occupied by his son,
Charles, were burned to the ground about
one o’clock Wednesday morning, Nov. 20th.
The fire broke out about midnight, and is
supposed to have originated in an old brick
oven, in which soot had collected. The barn,
with its hay, was burned, and about 150
bushels of potatoes and apples, stored in
the cellar, were destroyed. The stock and
part of the furniture was saved. The loss
is estimated at between $4,000 and $5,000,
with insurance of $2,400.Mrs. Nellie
Drinkwatef, Miss Nonie Drinkwater and
Miss Mary Coombs came home Thursday.
The Misses Drinkwater and Coombs have
been attending the Castine Normal School,
and after a three weeks’ vacation will return there to continue their studies_
Quite a number from the Beach attended
the sociable at the Town hall last Saturday
evening—Mrs. C. E. Dearborn, Miss
Florence Dearborn and Miss Jennie Warren
will attend the piano forte recital to be
given by the advanced pupils of Miss Lela
Bucklin at her home on Pearl street, Camden, Saturday afternoon. Miss Florence is
one of her pupils
School began Monday
under the instruction of 11. A. Prock_The
Bartons have moved into their new house
at the Trap
Alton Cross arrived Tuesday
for a visit to his mother, Mrs. I. S. Cross....
E. P. Hahn, who has been on a business
trip to Boston, returned Thursday_Mr. 1
and Mrs. Fred Cassins and Henry Hall of
Camden called on relatives here Sunday_
Miss Carrie Sherman was in Camden Saturday— Mrs. Amanda Duncan spent Sunday
and Monday in Northport with her sister,
Mrs. Chas. Trussed-The neighbors and
friends of Mr. Joe Mathews gave him a
party one night last week and made him a
present of $11 and a good supply of provisions.
—

—
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—

Getting
Thin
right, if you

and all wrong, if

too

fat;

too

are

thin

already.

Fat, enough for your habit, is
healthy; a little more, or less, is
no
great harm. Too fat, consult
a doctor; too thin,
persistently
thin, no matter what cause, take
Scott’s Emulsion of Cod Liver
Oil.
There

ting

are

many

these

■

and
t

v

of get-

all

heads:

two

come
over-

under-digestion,

cver-work, if

-Vi,ether
tai.e

causes

thin; they

too

you

you

can;

can or

not,

Emulsion of Cod
Liver Oil, to balance
yourself
Scott’s

with your work.

You can’t live

it—true—but, by it, you
can.
There’s a limit, however;
you’ll pay for it
on

Scott’s Emulsion of Cod Liver
Oil

is

“can’t
your

the

readiest

eat,” unless

doing

no

for

cure

it

comes

work—you

of

can’t

long be well and strong, without
some sort of
activity.
The genuine has
this picture on It,
take no other.
If you have not
iriea it, send for
free sample, its agreeable taste will
surprise you.
3COTT & BOWNE
1
nhAmiotfi

60c. and

$i.00; all druggists.

I

and speedy remedy tor a persistent
The system becomes relaxed by the
and annoying cough resulting from
effects ot the heat, and the first cold
catarrhal trouble."—HoraceQ. Snover.
snap ot winter sows the seed ot

thousands of

caaea

large
end fatally.
which In a

of chronic catarrh

per cent, of cases will

...

Austin. In South Brooksville, November 13,,
to Mr. ami Mrs. James Austin, a daughter.
Eaton. In Little Deer Isle, November 8, to
Mr and Mrs. Obediah Eaton, a son.
Emerson. In Stonington, November 9, to Mr.
and Mrs. Frank »». Emerson, a daughter.
Macomrer. In Seal Harbor, October 26, to
Mr. and Mrs._F. H. Macomber, a son, Frederick !
H.
J
Soule. In Belfast, November 21, to Mr and
Mrs. James W. Soule, a daughter.
Sleeper. In South Thomaston, November 15,
to Mr. and Mrs. Charles Sleeper, a daughter.
ardwell.
In Penobscot, November 13, to
Mr. and Mrs. Ray H. Ward well, a daughter.
Wesoott. In West Brooksville. November 13,
to Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Wesoott, a son, Harvey

MAUUiKT).
kennett-Grindle. In Orland, November 13,
Ernest L. Bennett and Miss Marion S. Grindle,
both of Orland.
Decker-Rollerson. In Islesboro, November 23, by John P. Farrow, Esq.. James S. Decker
ml Celia M. Rollerson, both of Islesboro.
Dooey-Harriman. In Prospect, November
21, by Rev. Robert Sutcliffe of micksport, Samuel
N. Dooey of » rower and Miss uartlia E. Ilarriman of Prospect.
Heath-Heath. In Stockton Springs, November 19, by J. G. Lambert, Esq., Edgar L. Heath of
Penobscot and Miss Mary J. Heath of Stockton

Pkrkins-Bryant.

In

Penobscot, November

Brunswick, Ga.,Nov. 19. Ar, sch.Theoline, 17, Percy W. Perkins of Penobscot and Miss Lucy
Francis, Boston; 23, eld, schs. Alme da M. Bryant of Hermon.
Willey, Dodge, New York; Wm. II. Sumner, Pendleton, New York; 25, ar, schs. R.
DIED.
Bowers, Young, Providence; Levi S. Andrews, Wheeler, Boston; Henry B. Fiske,
Carman. In Montclair, N. ,J., November 23,
Cummings, do.
Apalachicola, Fla., Nov. 19. Ar, sch. Harriet (Chick) Carman, formerly of Belfast,
67 years.
Nimbus, Davidson, Sierra Leone via Barba- aged
Condon, in
November 15, Mrs. Ella
dos; 23, ar, sch. Henry Clausen, Jr., New Condon, aged 35Trenton,
years.
Bedford.
Lenfkst. In Washington, November 15, Mrs.
Port Tampa, Nov. 19.
Sch. Medford, George Lenfest, aged 80 years.
Morrili.. In Belmont, November 26, Chandler
Wilmington, Del.
Norfolk, Nov. 20. Ar, schs. Telumah, Morrill, aged 68 years.
Pease. In Finley, North Dakota, November 2,
and Geo. B. Ferguson, New York.
Pease, a native of Appleton.
Savannah, Nov. 21. Ar, brig Ilavilah, John
Tuttle. In Waltham, a ass., November 18,
New York ; sch. Thelma, do.
Clementine H., wife of Frank A. Tuttle of BelPort Gamble, Wash., Nov. 21. Ar, ship fast, aged 21 years.
William II. Macy, Groth, San Francisco.
Thorndike. In Belfast. November 26, HanNewport News, Nov. 22. Sld, schs. Wm. nah V\ illiams Thorndike, aged 78 years.
Wentworth. In Knox, November 2.’, Mrs.
C. Carnegie and Mary E. Palmer, Portland;
Harriet Wentworth, aged 73 years, 10 months.
Alice E. Clark, Bangor.
Perth Amboy, Nov. 22. Ar. sch. Charlotte W. Miller, Frankfort.
Jacksonville, Nov. 22. Ar, sch. Austin D.
Knight, Perth Amboy; 23, sld, sell. Eliza J.
Pendleton, New York ; 25, ar, sch. James A.
Garfield, Paramaribo.
Bath, Nov. 23. Ar, sch. Sarah L. Davis,
Fernandina, Nov. 23. Sld, sch. Wm. E.
Downes, New York; 24, sld, bark Rose
Innis, New York.
Pensacola, Nov. 22. Ar, seh. Pendleton
Sisters, Davies, Las Palmas via Barbados.
Salem, Nov. 25. In port, sch. Morris A
Cliff, Barren Island for Belfast.
Bluehill, Me., Nov. 21. Sld, sch. Puritan,
Sargent, New York.
Satilla, Ga., Nov. 21. Sld, sch. Flora
Rogers, New York.

Wm. Ubelaker, President of the Lake
View Lodge of Foresters, writes from
3327 North Clark St., Chicago, 111., the
following letter:
The Peruna Medicine Co., Columbus, O.:
Gentlemen—For years past when I
have been exposed to wet or inclement
weather, my chest would hurt me aud I
would have serious indigestion, and I.
would be laid up for a day or two, causing inconvenience and pain.
One of my lodge friends advised me
try Peruna, as It had helped him, and
I found that a bottle cured me.
to

If I feel badly now I at onoe take two
three doses, and I find it keeps me in
fine health. Peruna is worthy of every
one’s confidence.—WM. UBELAKER.
or

It i# only just ordinary good, common
provide against inclement
weather. If you have the slightest cold,
cough, sneezing, or any other indication
that you are “under the weather,” a few
doses of Peruna will put you right.
sense

|

MRS. LATINA. WALKER.

Days,

A. C. SIBLEY,
the

*

Order suffering with weakness peculiar to women, have been wonderful'v
helped and cured by Peruna.”—La\ ina
E. Walker.
Address The Peruna Medicine Co., of
Columbus, 0., for a free copy of Dr.
Hartman’s latest book on catarrh.
our

To close the estate of the late

following real estate is offered for sale:

ARE CUT PRICE5!

HOMESTEAD ON HIGH STRtET.
One of the best

places in Belfast. The buildings
brick residence with ell, a
stable and carriage house,

are a large two story
new and commodious
and a smaller stable;

ali modern conveniences.
The grounds extend from High to Union streets,
and contains about one acre. Tennis court. Nice
Within a few rods of Belfast Bay of
orchard.
which it commands a fine view. Especially adapt
ed for summer home or fashionable boarding
house. Six thousand dollars buys it this fall. It
will be worth more m the spring. A poition of
the purchase money can remain on mortgage if
desired.

PORTS.

Barbados, Nov. 3. Sld, seh. Pendleton
Sisters, Davies, Pensacola.
Nassau, N P., Nov. 12. In port sch. Gertrude L. Trnndy, from Rockport, dsg.
Rosario, Oct. 21. Ar, sch. Inez M. Carver, Jordan River, N. S., via Buenos Ayres;
23, ar, bark John S. Emery, Boston via Buenos Ayres.
FOGLER HOUSE, HIGH STREET.
Axim, W. C. A., Nov. 20. Ar, sell. Jessie
Lena, lfevereaux, Boston.
Five thousand
feet of land and a cosy,
Buenos Ayres, Nov. 21. Ar, bark Auburn- convenient bricksquare
house. Formerly owned and
dale, Dow, New York for Rosario.
occupied, during his residence in Belfast, by JusPernambuco, Nov. 21. Ar, bark Mannie tice William If. Fogler of the '’aine Supreme
Judical Court.
Modern conveniences.
Swan, Higgins, New' York.
Price,
St. Pierre, Mart., Nov. 4. Ar, seh. John subject to mortgage of $1500 to Belfast Savings
Bank.
$500.
E. Devlin, Hiehborn, Baltimore.
Honolulu, S. I., Nov. 3. Ar, ship Emily
F. Whitney, Bergman, San Francisco.
MAIN AND FEDERAL STREETS.
MARINE MISCELLANY.

Bark Auburndale, Dow, from New York
for Rosario, loaded with wood (lumber, petroleum and spirits turpentine), lias arrived
at Buenos Ayres leaky, and with hold full
of water. Cargo will have to be discharged.
Schooner Jessie Lena, Capt. Devereaux,
which sailed from Boston Aug. 2!tfor Axim,
west coast of Africa, and concerning whose
safety some fears have been expressed, arrived safely at her destination Nov. 20th.
Sch. I’rince Leboo of Bangor, which ran
ashore recently at Islesboro, was so badly
damaged as to be hardly worth repairing.
Her cargo of lumber will be shipped to its
destination in the sch. Stony Brook.
The American Ice Company has three
vessels chartered to take ice from Maine
this week, two of them to load at The
Ledges on the Kennebec and the remaining
one at
Boothbay for Demerara. These will
close the ice shipping for the season.
Spoken. Sch. Wesley M. Oler, Harriman,
New York for Carthagena, U. S. C., Nov. 9,
lat. 23, Ion. 67, all well. Nov. 25, live miles
South of Diamond Shoal Lightship, sch. D.
D. Haskell, bound south. Nov. 20, lat, 38
deg. north, Ion. 74 deg. west, bq. Addie Morrill, Park, Buenos Ayres, Sept. 19 for New
York.
Schs. Mary E. Palmer, Capt. Wallace,
from Portland, and S. P. Blackburn, Gardiner, from Boston, arrived at Norfolk Nov.
20 in a damaged condition and have gone
into dock for repairs. They were in collision off Vineyard Haven, the Palmer being
stove through, and the Blackburn losing
jibboom and headgear. Both are to load
for Portland.
A contract has been closed by the William R. Trigg Ship Building Company of
Richmond, Va., with the Standard Oil Company for the construction of a tank steamer
to carry 1.500,000 gallons of oil, and to cost
$439,000. This, it is said, will be the largest
vessel that has ever been built in this country for the Standard Oil Company.
Barque Adolph Obrig is 177 days out on
the passage from Hong Kong to Baltimore.
She was last reported as passing Anjer
Aug. 21 and is considerably overdue. She is
commanded by Capt. Amsbury, and is owned at Rockport. Her captain is a son of
Capt. Jabez Amsbury of the big ship Roanoke, which is also somewhat overdue on a
passage from Norfolk to San Francisco,
with 5,000 tons of coal.
Bucksport, Nov. 26. The largest schooner and the only five-master ever built on the
Penobscot; river, the James W. Paul, Jr.
was successfully launched from the yard of
McKay & Dix this forenoon. She is built
for the general carrying trade, and designed
for fast sailing. She will hail from New
York, and will be commanded by Capt. A.
L. Kent of Brewer. She will be ready for
sea in about a week.
Her dimensions are:
Length, 260 feet; breadth, 43 feet; depth,
21.9; gross tonnage 1808.18; net tonnage,
1653.75.
The dredgers Neponset and Casco of the
Eastern Dredging Co., which have been at
work on Union river for the season, finished
last week for the winter. The company
has practically finished the work up to the
water front along the wharves and when
operations begin next season a channel will
be made along the wharves, 200 feet in
width. There is still a large balance of the
appropriation made by Congress left to be
expended next season, when it is expected
that the job will be completed.
C. E. Bicknell of Rockland has sold the
schooner Break of Day to parties who live
in Mobile and she will be used as a packet
between that port and outlying ports. The
Break of Day is at Rockland with a cargo
of coal and will sail for new waters after
discharging. The Break of Day was built
at Bath in 1889 and is of 123 gross tonnage.
She has had a stormy career. Mr. Bicknell
bought her after she bad stranded with a
load of lime at Half Way Point in Penobscot bay a few years ago.

President Wm. Ubelaker Uses Peruns as a Safeguard Against
Inclement Weather.

FOR SALE. ..Oar Prices for 30

Boston.

FOREIGN

Mrs. Larina E. Walker, who holds the
state office of the Ladies of the
Illinois G. A. R., which is Department
Chaplain, writes the following letter:
Western Springs, III.
The Peruna Medicine Co., Columbus, O.t
Gentlemen:—“You have my sincere
gratitude for placing before sufferin_women a medicine which has
proven
such a blessing as Peruna has.
“I have used it myself when much
worn out, and found most
gratif y in
results, and a number of the women f

highest

Manning.

York.

—

Arctic.

rigors

BUKA.

Strawbridge, Coombs, Boston.
Bangor, Nov. 29. Sld, schs. Annie P.
Chase, Ellis, New York; Hattie 11. Barbour, Springs.
Marks-Condon. In Rockland, NoveniDer 21,
Erskine, do.; 21, sld, sch Josie Hook, Bos- George W. Marks and Sadie
L. Condon, both of j
ton; 23, sld, sch. Edward Stewart, New Rockport.

—

Inclement weather begin* when
Congressman Horace U. Snorer, of
autumn enda. The great obfection to Port Austin, Mich., writes from House
our climate la that It alternates be- of Representatives, Washington, D. C„
tween the heat ot the tropics and the as follows:
“/ have found Peruna a very efficient
ot the

York, Nov.

19. Ar, sch. Maud
Briggs, barren Island for Bangor; 20, cld,
sch. Edward II. Blake, Fernandina; ar, sch.
A. llayford, Wadlin, Bangor; 21, ar, sch.
T. Quimby, Bangor; 20, ar, schs. Ella
Mary
M. Willey, Brunswick; Charlotte T. Sibley,
Savannah; 23, ar, schs. Pendleton Brothers,
Fernandina; Carrie A. Bucknam, Gonaives;
A. W. Ellis,
Ryder, Rockland; 24, ar, schs.
Norombega, Bangor; Daylight, Allvn’s
Point for Newport News; Lucy E. Friend,
Pigeon Cove for Philadelphia; 25, ar, schs.
Carrie E. Look, Veazie, Fernandina; Jose
Olaverri, Savannah; Pocassett, Stonington;
W. E. and W. L. Tuck, Frankfort; Annie
P. Chase and Samos, Bangor ; sld, sells. Clifford N. Carver, Savannah: Henry R. Tilton,
Brunswick ; cld, bark C. I’. Dixon, Surinam.
Boston, Nov. 21. Ar, brig Sullivan, Cienfuegos; schs. Nightingale, Bangor; James
A. Webster, Vinalhaven; 22, ar, schs. Thos.
Ilix, Belfast; Hattie S. Collins and Sunbeam, Stonington; Beta and Albert l’haro,
Bangor; 24, ar, sch. Maud Briggs, Webster,
Barren Island for Bangor, put in for harbor.
Philadelphia, Nov. 23. Cld, sch. Maggie
S. Hart, Key West.
Baltimore, Nov. 23. Ar, sch. John C.
Smith, New York ; 24, ar, bark Josephine,
McLean, Rio Janeiro; 24, ar, sch. J. C.

Sbarsmont.

is all

Coughs, Colds and Catarrh.

....

—

Pastry

Inclement Weather Brings

Corner lot in the‘business heart of the
4,159 feet. I evel and good building snot.
be worth $l,ooo inside of five years.

|Largest Holiday Stock ;*";;„,„st-

Our stock is a good one. NOT old stuff. \nd l
wish to take advantage of our T.OW l’K!(T>
shall have GREATER BARGAINS than >.
"found in Belfast in the
=====

*

JEWELRY LINE.

*

city:
Will

T^"rJ"^TvTvT'?;VvTvT®T(!:TNTN

Price $300.

MILLER STREET.

ON

FARM
I

Nine acres under good cultivation,
Miller Street and Lincolnville avenue.
from post office.

of
One mile

corner

A I

I

f\ [ J

in and see for yourselves. We wish to show you the good.quote prices, whether you buy or not. We repeat, our sn
large and going to be larger than ever for the Holiday ’!a

Price, $675.
PLEASANT

STREET.*

Undivided half of two houses and lot owned
in common with Hon. W. K. Swan. Will always

rent.

•^H. J. LOCKE &. SON.

w...

Price, $1500.
BAY

VIEW

c

STREET.

About one half acre of level land adjoining
tide water, about one-eighth mile below steamboat
wharf. Suitable for cottage. The best location
for a wharf south of Commercial street.

SIM

Price, $250.
NORTH CHURCH.

.FOR FINE...

Pews No. 30 and 56.

Price, #50 each.

Table

BROOKS.
grist mill, etc., occupied by Swan
& Sibley Company.
One fourth

Price, $250.
PROPERTY.

PERSONAL

A LARGE LINE
New

Seven hundred shares of stock in ManufacPar value $10.
These shares are one third of all the stock issued.
The corporation owns the building and real estate
connected with the shoe factory, is out of debt
and in no way involved in the embarassments
of the Critchett, Sibley Company. When the
shoe factory starts its rental will pay a good dividend on this stock and it will be worth par. At
present it is for sale in blocks of one share or
more at

facturing Real Estate

▼▼▼▼▼▼▼▼

....OF

Company.

Raisins, all Grades
Prunes,
Apricots,

..

Peaches,
Dates, Figs.

Mixed Nuts.

$5.00 per share.
Ten shares stock Maine Condensed Milk Co.

Malaga Grepec

per share.
Seven one hundred and twenty-eighths of
schooner Charlotte T. Sibley. Price, with earnings from date of sale only, #500.
One top carriage. Price $15.

Price, $1.50

For further

particulars

call

or

Preserves, Pickles, Katchup

SIBLEY, Belfast, Maine,
JOSEPH WILLIAMSON, Jr.,
Administrator, Augusta, Maine.

FOR RENT.

Canned Goods

PRICES TO FIT THE PURSE.

GEORGE W. BURKE rr.

wanTedT“

GORGONZOLA..

IT COSTS NOTHING,

SAGE.
PLAIN.
EDAM..
CREAM.

ANU IT MAY PLEASE YOU
TO LOOK THEM OVER.

Give us a call
ami see for yourself.

Dwight P. Palmer,
Masonic

swift & Paul,

Temple, Belfast, Maine

TWo cylinder vampers, two fancy
Commissioners’ Notice.
top stitchers, one Lufkin folder, three
box calf cutters.
We, the undersigned, having been duly appointed commissioners, by the Hon. Judge of Probate
COMMONWEALTH S. & L. CO.,
in and for the County of Waldo, to examine
Gardiner, Me.
3w48
claims against the estate of F. M. Fuller, late of
Unity, in said County of Waldo, deceased, hereby
give public notice that we appoint December 28,
A. D. 1901, at 9 o’clock a. m., and April 10, A. D.
1902, at 9 o’clock a. m., and the office of James
in said County, the time and
Two ladies and two gentlemen to canvass Bel- Libby, Jr., in Unity,
examine said claims,
fast for a good selling article at a liberal commis- place of our meetings, to
under
our hands November 23,1901.
(liven
to
write
the
or
at
Call
on
a
or
sion
good salary.
E.
E. YORK, lrnmr,
I Windsor House next Friday and Saturday for
J. P. LIBBY, jComrs'
3w«
Iw48*
Somboy.

WANTED.

TOBfoi-si>

GOODS TO SUIT ALL TASTES.

Mce cottage, eight rooms, city and
well water ho. 138 Main St. Enquire of

j

BSTBKST

on

EDWARD

&e

PICKED UP.
On Cape Jellison, a jpeapod boat, 13
painted red, and plankin'* set work. AppJ' \
HORACK BOWOI
Stockton 8p« '»KS
lw48*

GIRL WANTED.
Wanted, a girl to do famllv and hotel lam. I' l
the Searsport House. Wages #10 per i'"1
W. E. GRINNEI.I.
and board.
at

